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DETERMINATIVE STATUTORY OR CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS 
There are no determinative statutory or constitutional 
provisions. 
BACKGROUND, PACTS AND INTRODUCTION 
(Statement of the Case)1 
A. Nature of the Case 
This is a personal injury case arising from a bicycle/motor 
vehicle collision. 
B. Course of Proceedings 
Because this court's jurisdiction in this case is predicated 
on a final judgment being entered below, the course of proceedings 
is detailed in plaintiffs statement of jurisdiction. 
C. Disposition Below 
Plaintiff brought an action against defendant on October 24, 
1991, alleging negligence. R. 3. The case was tried to a jury 
1
 The facts as rehearsed in this section are essentially 
uncontroverted. Those facts that were disputed at trial will be so 
indicated as the narrative proceeds. 
i 
from March 24 to March 26, 1993. The jury was instructed and given 
a special verdict form, Appendix A, and upon stipulation the court 
entered a special verdict finding that plaintiff was negligent 
because of her failure to use a headlamp. R. Vol. Ill, p. 424. The 
jury entered its verdict, finding that defendant was negligent but 
that his negligence was not a proximate cause of plaintiff's 
injuries. The jury never found whether plaintiff's negligence was 
a proximate cause of her injuries. Appendix A. 
On April 26, 1993, plaintiff filed motions under Rule 50 and 
Rule 59 of the Utah Rules of Civil Trial, moving for either a new 
trial oraJ.N.O.V. R. 247-48. The grounds for these motions were 
threefold: (1) the special verdict entered by the jury was 
inconsistent because it found that both defendant and plaintiff 
were negligent, but that the negligence of neither caused 
plaintiff's injuries; (2) comments made by defendant's counsel 
during closing argument impermissibly referred to inadmissible 
evidence; (3) the trial court refused to declare a mistrial when a 
juror admitted after impanelling that he had been exposed to "tort 
reform" material. The juror had been asked at voir dire whether he 
had been exposed to such material and indicated that he had not. 
The court denied both motions, and plaintiff timely filed her 
notice of appeal. 
ii 
D. Statement of Facts 
This appeal issues from a personal injury action filed by 
Colleen Stock-Rasmussen, fka Colleen Stock, plaintiff, against John 
Alan Sharapata, defendant. On the night of March 7, 1990, 
plaintiff was proceeding eastbound on her bicycle at the south end 
of the Brigham Young University campus in Provo, Utah. The time 
was near 7:00 p.m., and it was dark. Plaintiff's bicycle was 
equipped with reflectors at various locations, but did not have a 
headlamp, as required by applicable law. 
As plaintiff proceeded she encountered a downward slope, and 
she began to descend. Defendant was westbound on the same road as 
plaintiff. Defendant began to proceed up the hill which was being 
descended by plaintiff, and commenced a left turn into a parking 
lot located in the south side of the street. As he entered the 
parking lot he was struck by plaintiff. As a result of the 
collision, plaintiff suffered a broken collarbone and a broken 
nose. Plaintiff's Exhibit "1" (entered R. 98). The extent of any 
other injuries suffered as a result of the accident was an issue at 
trial. 
iii 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
A. Belated Juror Voir Dire 
After voir dire had been completed, a juror recollected his 
exposure to "tort reform" material. The witness was questioned in 
counsel's presence by the judge, but the questioning was aimed 
largely at rehabilitating the witness and not discovering bias. 
Furthermore, plaintiff was not granted the opportunity to declare 
a mistrial, but was only given the option to either continue with 
the juror or proceed with a seven-person jury. 
Utah appellate courts have repeatedly affirmed the importance 
of allowing liberal voir dire, and especially of allowing voir dire 
with a view to discovering bias occasioned by exposure to "tort 
reform" material. If such potential for bias surfaces, counsel 
should be permitted to ferret out any bias, and act on information 
confirming existence of bias. The court here allowed neither, and 
that is grounds for reversal. 
B. Inconsistent Jury Verdict 
The jury in this case held that both the defendant and 
plaintiff were negligent, but that neither parties' negligence 
proximately caused plaintiff's injury. Specifically, the jury held 
that the defendant was not a proximate cause of plaintiff's injury, 
iv 
but never indicated on the special verdict form whether plaintiff 
was a proximate cause of her injury. 
This incomplete verdict is inconsistent and unsupported by the 
evidence. The only way that plaintiff could have been negligent 
was for her failure to use a statutorily-mandated headlamp. 
However, if defendant was negligent, then he should have been able 
to see plaintiff: the only instructions touching on defendant's 
negligence were instructions on failure to yield and failure to 
keep a lookout, and if defendant was negligent on either ground, 
then plaintiff must have been visible. So, if plaintiff was 
visible, her statutory violation, though prima facie negligence, 
could not have proximately caused her injury. There must have been 
a different negligent act that proximately caused plaintiff's 
injury, but there was no evidence for an additional negligent act. 
For this reason, the verdict is unsupportable. 
C. Reference to Inadmissible Evidence 
During closing argument defendant's counsel suggested that the 
jurors visit the accident scene to see for themselves the physical 
factors affecting visibility. This prejudiced the jury inasmuch as 
they may have considered their recollections of or visits to the 
scene and formed conclusions despite the evidence presented at 
trial. 
v 
D. Disparate Treatment at Expert Examination 
When plaintiff examined his expert he was severely hampered by 
foundational objections, but her same foundational objections were 
ignored while defendant examined his expert. This disparate 
treatment painted for the defendant an inappropriately enhanced 
favorable picture and rendered the trial unfair. 
E. Cumulative Error. 
The errors below, taken as an aggregate, deprived plaintiff of 
a fair trial and are grounds for reversal. Errors surrounding 
closing argument and examination prejudiced the jury, and errors 
surrounding voir dire and the verdict's consistency combine to 
create an unfair result. 
DATED this 23rd day of May, 1994. 
# ^ 
PHILLIP tV LOWRY 
HOWARD, LEWIS & PETERSEN 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
vi 
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JURISDICTION 
Pursuant to Rule 3(a) of the Utah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure, "[a]n appeal may be taken from a district • . . court to 
the appellate court with jurisdiction over the appeal from all 
final orders and judgments, except as otherwise provided by law, by 
filing a notice of appeal with the clerk of the trial court within 
the time allowed by Rule 4." The present appeal is taken from the 
final judgment of the Fourth District Court entered on April 14, 
1993, the Honorable Ray M. Harding presiding, and from the court's 
refusal to grant plaintiff's Rule 50 and Rule 59 motions, entered 
on July 14, 1993. 
Rule 4 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure requires that 
a notice of appeal be filed from a final judgment within thirty 
days after the date of entry of the judgment or the order appealed 
from. Appellant filed a notice of appeal on August 12, 1993, 
within thirty days of the order denying plaintiff's Rule 50 and 59 
motions. Appellant has timely filed his notice of appeal, thus 
giving this court procedural jurisdiction over the matter. 
The Court of Appeals also has subject matter jurisdiction over 
this appeal pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3) (j) . Section 78-
2-2(3)(j) provides that "[t]he Supreme Court has appellate 
jurisdiction . . . over: . . . orders, judgments, and decrees of 
any court of record over which the Court of Appeals does not have 
original appellate jurisdiction." The present appeal is from an 
1 
order over which the Court of Appeals does not have original 
appellate jurisdiction. The appeal was originally filed with and 
comes under the jurisdiction of the Utah Supreme Court. The Utah 
Court of Appeals, however, has jurisdiction over this case pursuant 
to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3 (2) (j) , which states, in part, that 
"[t]he Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction . . . over: . . 
. cases transferred to the Court of Appeals from the Supreme 
Court." On October 13, 1993, the Supreme Court poured these 
appeals over to the Court of Appeals for disposition. The Utah 
Court of Appeals, thus, has both procedural and subject matter 
jurisdiction to hear this case. 
ISSUES FOR REVIEW AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
a. Whether the trial court abused its discretion in 
refusing to grant a mistrial because of a juror who, after being 
questioned at voir dire on whether he had read any articles on tort 
reform and responding negatively, admitted after the jury was 
impanelled that he has read such an article. Plaintiff would have 
preempted this juror had she known of this information. 
Standard of Review: A challenge to a trial judge's voir dire 
is reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard. Jenkins v. 
Parrish, 627 P.2d 533 (Utah 1981). 
b. Whether the trial court abused its discretion in 
refusing to grant a new trial when the jury's verdict was 
inconsistent and whether there is sufficient evidence to support 
the verdict: the jury found defendant negligent, but found that he 
was not a proximate cause of plaintiff's injuries which occurred 
simultaneously with the accident. 
Standard of Review: Granting a new trial based on insufficient 
evidence to support the verdict is reviewed for an abuse of 
discretion. Hansen v. Stewart, 761 P.2d 14 (Utah 1988). The 
reviewing court presumes the proper exercise of discretion unless 
the record clearly shows the contrary. Goddard v. Hickman, 685 
P.2d 530, 534 (Utah 1984). 
c. Whether the trial court abused its discretion in 
allowing essentially unfettered testimony on the part of 
defendant's expert witness, while plaintiff's own expert was 
limited in his testimony because of foundational objections. 
Standard of Review: A trial judge's evidentiary ruling is 
preliminarily reviewed for an abuse of discretion, Nay v. General 
Motors Corp., 850 P.2d 1260, 1262 (Utah 1993), but such review is 
ultimately for legal correctness. State v. Ramirez, 817 P.2d 774, 
781 n.3 (Utah 1991). 
d. Whether the plaintiff was denied a fair trial when 
defense counsel in his closing argument asked the jury to consider 
inadmissible evidence when suggesting that the jury could 
appreciate the nature of the accident and the circumstances 
surrounding it by going to the accident scene. 
Standard of Review: Whether a piece of evidence is admissible 
is a question of law and reviewed for legal correctness. State v. 
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Ramirez, 817 P.2d 774, 781 n.3 (Utah 1991). See Tolman v. Salt 
Lake County Attorney, 818 P.2d 23, 26 (Utah App. 1991). 
e. The errors complained of above were such that 
plaintiff was denied a fair trial. Even if this Court finds that 
any one of them, standing alone, did not constitute prejudicial 
error, the "cumulative effect" of these errors deprived plaintiff 
of a fair trial. 
Standard of Review: Questions of admissibility of evidence are 
reviewed for legal correctness. State v. Ramirez, 817 P.2d 774, 
781 n. 3 (Utah 1991); Whitehead v. American Motor Sales Corp., 801 
P.2d 920, 923 (Utah 1990) (lower court's error must be clear). 
BACKGROUND, FACTS AND INTRODUCTION1 
This appeal issues from a personal injury action filed by 
Colleen Stock-Rasmussen, fka Colleen Stock, plaintiff, against John 
Alan Sharapata, defendant. On the night of March 7, 1990, 
plaintiff was proceeding eastbound on her bicycle at the south end 
of the Brigham Young University campus in Provo, Utah. The time 
was near 7:00 p.m., and it was dark. Plaintiff's bicycle was 
equipped with reflectors at various locations, but did not have a 
headlamp, as required by applicable law. 
1
 The facts as rehearsed in this section are essentially 
uncontroverted. Those facts that were disputed at trial will be so 
indicated as the narrative proceeds. 
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As plaintiff proceeded she encountered a downward slope, and 
she began to descend. Defendant was westbound on the same road as 
plaintiff. Defendant began to proceed up the hill which was being 
descended by plaintiff, and commenced a left turn into a parking 
lot located in the south side of the street. As he entered the 
parking lot he was struck by plaintiff. As a result of the 
collision, plaintiff suffered a broken collarbone and a broken 
nose. The extent of any other injuries suffered as a result of the 
accident was an issue at trial. 
Plaintiff brought an action against defendant on October 24, 
1991, alleging negligence. R. 3. The case was tried to a jury 
from March 24 to March 26, 1993. The jury was instructed and given 
a special verdict form, Appendix A, and upon stipulation the court 
entered a special verdict finding that plaintiff was negligent 
because of her failure to use a headlamp. R. Vol. Ill, p. 424. The 
jury entered its verdict, finding that defendant was negligent but 
that his negligence was not a proximate cause of plaintiff's 
injuries. The jury never found whether plaintiff's negligence was 
a proximate cause of her injuries. Appendix A. 
On April 26, 1993, plaintiff filed motions under Rule 50 and 
Rule 59 of the Utah Rules of Civil Trial, moving for either a new 
trial oraJ.N.O.V. R. 247-48. The grounds for these motions were 
threefold: (1) the special verdict entered by the jury was 
inconsistent because it found that both defendant and plaintiff 
were negligent, but that the negligence of neither caused 
5 
plaintiff's injuries; (2) comments made by defendant's counsel 
during closing argument impermissibly referred to inadmissible 
evidence; (3) the trial court refused to declare a mistrial when a 
juror admitted after impanelling that he had been exposed to "tort 
reform" material. The juror had been asked at voir dire whether he 
had been exposed to such material and indicated that he had not. 
The court denied both motions. Plaintiff timely filed her 
notice of appeal, and now raises on appeal the same issues as were 
raised in the post-trial motions. In addition, plaintiff raises 
the point that during trial she was severely restricted in her 
direct examination of her expert witness by defendant's 
foundational objections, when in contrast defendant was allowed 
liberal examination of his expert witness despite numerous 
foundational objections from plaintiff. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE TRIAL COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL BASED ON A JUROR'S BELATED RESPONSE TO 
"TORT REFORM11 VOIR DIRE QUESTIONS. 
At voir dire, plaintiff submitted questions concerning the 
venire's exposure to literature concerning issues such as "tort 
reform" and the "lawsuit crisis." R. 186-87 (Appendix B) . The 
court offered these questions, and based on the jurors' responses 
6 
plaintiff was able to determine which jurors to strike peremptorily 
and which jurors to strike for cause. 
After the voir dire the jurors were excused for lunch. While 
proceeding to his office for lunch, one of the jurors, Brent 
Branscomb, recalled that he had read an article in Reader's Digest 
treating what it regarded as an alarming increase in the number of 
lawsuits. R. Vol. I, p. 57. After disclosing this to the court, 
he was invited to Judge Harding's chambers and questioned as to his 
ability to be an impartial juror. R. Vol. I, pp. 57-60. 
After hearing the juror's responses, and based on her inability to 
peremptorily strike Mr. Branscomb, plaintiff moved for a mistrial. 
The court denied the motion, stating that the process of selecting 
an impartial juror had not been tainted by Mr. Branscomb's 
belatedly divulging his exposure to the material in question. R. 
Vol. I, pp. 61-63. 
"Voir dire serves two distinct purposes: 1) to allow counsel 
to uncover biases of individual jurors sufficient to support a for-
cause challenge and 2) to gather information enabling counsel to 
intelligently use peremptory challenges." Barrett v. Peterson, 868 
P.2d 96, 98 (Utah Ct. App. 1993). Voir dire ensures that all bias 
and prejudice is eliminated from the proceedings. Id. Ferreting 
out subtle prejudices that would form the basis for a peremptory 
strike is crucial to a fair trial, for "'[j]uror attitudes revealed 
during voir dire may indicate dimly perceived, yet deeply rooted, 
psychological biases and prejudices that may not rise to the level 
7 
of a for-cause challenge but nevertheless support a peremptory 
challenge.'" Id. (quoting State v. Worthen. 765 P.2d 839, 845 
(Utah 1988)). Such biases and prejudices may affect the fairness 
and impartiality of the trial and verdict. Id. 
Bearing the importance of voir dire in mind, the Utah Court of 
Appeals has now twice ruled on the importance of allowing voir dire 
on matters concerning "tort reform" and the "insurance crisis". In 
Evans v. Doty, 824 P.2d 460 (Utah Ct. App. 1991), cert, denied, 836 
P.2d 1383 (Utah 1992), and Barrett, cited above, the court 
considered at length the propriety of allowing plaintiff's counsel 
to submit questions to jurors probing their exposure to advertising 
campaigns, magazine articles and other media used to disperse what 
is decidedly one viewpoint in a fervent debate: tort litigation is 
unacceptably profligate and must be checked in order to ensure the 
overall health of the legal system and insurance industry. In 
ruling that such questions were appropriate, the Barrett court, 
following Evans, stated, "In light of the pervasive dissemination 
of tort-reform information, and the corresponding potential for 
general exposure to such information by potential jurors, a 
plaintiff is entitled to know which potential jurors, if any, have 
been so exposed. . . . Failure to ask such questions ignores the 
plaintiff's 'need to gather information to assist in exercising . 
. . peremptory challenges.'" Barrett, 868 P.2d at 101 (quoting 
Evans, 824 P.2d at 467). 
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Judge Harding apparently appreciated the importance of the 
policy articulated in Evans and Barrett when he appropriately 
allowed plaintiff to submit voir dire questions regarding tort 
reform issues. R. 186-88. However, when the court refused to 
declare a mistrial when it was revealed that a juror did not fully 
disclose the information sought by those questions, the policy 
behind Barrett and Evans was undone. While this case is distinct 
from those cases because there the trial judge forbade counsel from 
questioning the venire for purposes of gathering information (here 
the jury was already impanelled when the information was divulged) , 
those cases still control because the trial court forbade proper 
examination of Mr. Branscomb after he divulged his exposure. 
Instead, the court asked a series of questions whose ostensible 
purpose was not to expose bias, but to rehabilitate Mr. Branscomb 
despite his revelation: 
The court: As a result of what you've read, do you feel that 
it would have an influence upon your determination in this case? 
R. Vol. I, p. 57. 
The court: Do you feel that despite the fact that this 
article was couched in the negative, as you've indicated, adverse 
to lawsuits, that that means therefore that all lawsuits are 
barred? 
Id. at 58. 
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The court: And you in fact — I recall your indicating there 
was a collection matter, but you've used the court system yourself 
as a plaintiff? 
Id, 
The court: Do you feel like you could disregard the article 
that you've read and try this case based solely upon the facts and 
evidence presented? 
Id. 
The court: And that if the plaintiff is entitled to a 
verdict, that you could award her a fair verdict? 
Id. 
The court: If the evidence doesn't warrant finding a verdict 
for the plaintiff, do you feel you could find for the defendant? 
Id. at 58-59. Plaintiff duly objected to this form of questioning. 
R. Vol. I, pp. 63-64. 
The Utah Supreme Court, in addressing the purpose of voir dire 
and the importance of asking non-leading, incisive questions, has 
stated 
[t]he most characteristic feature of prejudice 
is its inability to recognize itself. It is 
unrealistic to expect that any but the most 
sensitive and thoughtful jurors (frequently 
those least likely to be biased) will have the 
personal insight, candor and openness to raise 
their hands in court and declare themselves 
biased. Voir dire is intended to provide a 
tool for counsel and the court to carefully 
and skillfully determine, by inquiry, whether 
biases and prejudices, latent as well as 
acknowledged, will interfere with a fair trial 
if a particular juror serves in it. 
10 
State v. Ball, 685 P.2d 1055, 1058 (Utah 1984). 
The trial court's form of questioning was inappropriate. It 
did not allow plaintiff to formulate and ask questions that could 
reveal bias on Mr. Branscomb's part. Indeed, it was very similar 
to the form of questioning used by the trial court in Evans. which 
was deemed inappropriate on appeal. See Evans, 824 P.2d at 463 
(M,Do any of you have any strong feelings as a result of seeing or 
reading anything about medical negligence that would make it so you 
couldn't be fair and impartial here today?'"). 
Even were the trial court's subsequent questioning of Mr. 
Branscomb considered appropriate, plaintiff was not allowed to act 
on the information obtained. Barrett and Evans both protect a 
party's right to gather information on jurors' attitudes toward 
tort reform. However, information is useless if nothing can be 
done with it. This principle is reflected in appellate panels' 
repeated incantation of the policy behind allowing liberal voir 
dire: to allow both challenges for cause and peremptory challenges 
that ensure a fair jury and a fair trial. Information is gathered 
so that the parties may do something to ensure the fairness of a 
trial. 
Here, the court essentially forbade plaintiff's counsel from 
doing anything with the information he received so belatedly. The 
record reveals that had plaintiff known about Mr. Branscomb's 
response, she would have peremptorily struck him. R. Vol. I, p. 
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53.2 His failure to divulge the relevant information until after 
impanelling deprived her of the opportunity to use a peremptory 
challenge against Mr. Branscomb. The trial court's refusal to 
allow plaintiff to act on the information divulged by Mr. Branscomb 
is as much a violation of the principles enunciated in Evans and 
Barrett as would be a prohibition on gathering information through 
proper questions, or preventing the exercise of a peremptory strike 
based on such information. The trial court's denial of plaintiff's 
motion for a new trial or J.N.O.V. should be reversed and a new 
trial granted.3 
2
 This raises the issue of what plaintiff would have done had 
deeper inquiry been permitted. If Mr. Branscomb had revealed 
sufficient bias to be amenable to a challenge for cause, then the 
court in effect was preventing plaintiff from exercising a 
challenge for cause. It is well settled that a party may not be 
compelled to use a peremptory challenge when a challenge for cause 
would be appropriate. Jenkins v. Parrish, 627 P.2d 53 3, 53 6 (Utah 
1981); State v. Hewitt, 689 P.2d 22, 25 (Utah 1984). The point may 
be academic here since plaintiff was permitted neither a challenge 
for cause nor a peremptory challenge, but it underscores the fact 
that the court's failure to obtain information, and its refusal to 
allow plaintiff to act on what information was available, 
interfered with myriad aspects of plaintiff's rights in the jury 
selection process. 
3
 Defendant argued below that plaintiff had the opportunity to 
strike Mr. Branscomb and proceed with seven jurors, and thus could 
not complain about Mr. Branscomb's presence on the jury. This 
argument is spurious. Plaintiff cannot be held to have waived her 
right to an impartial jury because she refused to waive her right 
to an eight-person jury, a right inviolate under the Utah 
Constitution. Utah Const. Art. 1, § 10. 
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II. THE JURY'S SPECIAL VERDICT WAS INCONSISTENT AND CONSTITUTED 
A BASIS FOR A MISTRIAL. 
The jury entered a special verdict that stated 1 hat defendant 
was negligent, but that his negligence was not a proximate cause of 
plaintiff's injuries. R. 200. The special verdict also stated 
that plaintiff was negligent, but failed to state, as the form 
required, whether her negligence was a proximate cause of her 
injuries. R. 199. Counsel duly objected to the special verdict as 
inconsistent. R. Vol. Ill, p. 427. The incompleteness of the 
special verdict renders it hopelessly inconsistent and justifies a 
new trial. 
A jury verdict that is inconsistent or self-contradictory 
should be set aside and a new trial granted. 
Ordinarily, a verdict may and should be set 
aside and a new trial granted where it is 
self-contradictory, inconsistent, or 
incongruous, and such relief should, as a 
rule, be granted where more than one verdict 
are returned in the same action and they are 
inconsistent and irreconcilable. . . . The 
fact that special findings, or answers to 
special interrogatories, with respect to 
material facts by a jury or judge are 
inconsistent with each other, or are too 
inconsistent or contradictory to support a 
judgment, ordinarily constitutes grounds for a 
new trial . . . . 
66 Corpus Juris Secundum, New Trial § 66, at 198; see Bennion v. 
LeGrand Johnson Const. Co., 701 P.2d 1078, 1082-83 (Utah 1985); 
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Milliaan v. Capitol Furniture Co., 335 P.2d 619, 622-23 (Utah 
1959)(Crockett, J., dissenting).4 
Here, there is simply no way to reconcile the jury's finding 
that defendant was negligent with the finding that his negligence 
did not cause plaintiff's injury. Evidence adduced at trial 
demonstrated that defendant executed a left turn in front of 
plaintiff. R. Vol. II, pp. 146, 181-83, 256. Upon finding the 
defendant negligent, the only conclusion possible is that defendant 
failed to yield the right of way to plaintiff, or that he failed to 
keep a proper lookout. R. 150-51 (jury instructions concerning 
failure to yield and failure to keep proper lookout) (Appendix B) . 
Thus, the jury must have concluded that defendant saw (or should 
have seen) plaintiff before the accident occurred, but failed to so 
do. 
4
 When challenging a jury verdict for inconsistency, an appellant 
must show that the verdict is unsupported by the evidence. This 
requires the appellant to marshal the evidence in support of the 
verdict, and then demonstrate that the verdict goes against the clear 
weight of that evidence. McCorvev v. Department of Transportation, 225 
U.A.R. 3, 4 (Utah 1993); K.F.W. v. R.C.F., 863 P.2d 1331, 1333 (Utah 
Ct. App. 1993); Robb v. Anderton, 863 P.2d 1322, 1328 (Utah Ct. App. 
1993) . When appellant's task is to show that no evidence supports the 
verdict, as here, there is no need (indeed, it impossible) to marshal 
in addition the evidence that is lacking. Jenkins v. Weis. 230 U.A.R. 
25, 29 (Utah Ct. App. 1994)(Bench, J., dissenting). 
Here, plaintiff has cited all transcript portions that deal with 
the dynamics of the collision, including expert testimony about 
lighting and mechanical operation of the bicycle and the vehicle. 
Furthermore, relevant jury instructions touching on causation have been 
referenced. The transcript portions have been reproduced and attached 
as Appendix D for the court's convenience, even though they will be 
transmitted to the Court as part of the appellate record. In this 
regard, plaintiff has satisfied the marshalling requirement. 
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Given this scenario, plaintiff's negligence for failure to use 
a headlamp could not have been the proximate cause of her injuries. 
There was at the time of the accident a law requiring bicycles to 
use headlamps after dark. Plaintiff stipulated that she violated 
that law, and the court directed a verdict t:c that effect. R. Vol. 
Ill, p. 424. Lighting conditions were the centerpiece of the 
trial, defendant's contention being that no reasonable person could 
have seen plaintiff in order to yield to her. R. Vol. II, pp. 158, 
270-352, 362-76, 390-93; Vol. IV, p. 433-34, 446-47. However, the 
law in question was designed to make cyclists visible, and by 
finding defendant negligent, the jury implicitly found that 
plaintiff was visible. Thus, though she may have been negligent 
for failing to use the headlamp, that negligence could not have 
been the proximate cause of her injuries. There must have been 
some other negligence on which her injuries could be predicated, 
but no evidence to support such negligence was adduced at trial. 
See R. Vol. II, pp. 142-53, 157-61 (testimony concerning accident 
by defendant); 172-87, 214-23, 236-39 (testimony concerning 
accident by plaintiff); 245-59 (testimony concerning accident by 
Ruth Malmfeldt Dunaway, an eyewitness); 267-352 (testimony 
concerning accident by Greg Duvall, expert for plaintiff); 362-93 
(testimony concerning accident by Newell Knight, expert for 
defendant). 
Because the jury did not state how else plaintiff may have 
been negligent or how that negligence proximately caused her 
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injuries, there is simply no evidence that she was in any way a 
proximate cause of her injuries, and therefore defendant must have 
been the proximate cause of them. This is the only sensible 
interpretation of the jury's special verdict. Indeed, defendants 
counsel even acknowledged that were defendant found negligent, he 
would have proximately caused at least some of the injuries. R. 
Vol. IV, p. 447 ("If the jury finds [defendant] negligent . . . he 
did proximately cause some injury. There's no doubt the accident 
caused some injury."). 
III. COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANT MADE IMPROPER REFERENCES TO 
INADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE DURING CLOSING ARGUMENT. 
During closing argument, counsel for defendant made the 
following statement: 
So you can go up there, and I suspect some of 
you may have even done that on one of the 
nights of trial. And if you did, you 
discovered, yep, you can see under that tree. 
It's not it's light, it's not bright. These 
pictures that make it look like high noon in 
the Sierra that could be produced only after 
careful photography. And you don't have to be 
a genius to know your eye doesn't see like 
this. If you went to the scene you wouldn't 
see that kind of contrast and sharpness of the 
darkness. That's not fair to try and claim 
that was his vision at all. 
R. Vol. V, pp. 3-4. 
The Supreme Court has held that 
!l[C]ounsel exceeds the bounds of . . . 
discretion and commits error if he or she 
calls to the jury's attention material that 
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the jury would not be justified in considering 
in reaching its verdict." . . . The 
insinuation that other evidence exists 
encourages the jury to determine its verdict 
based upon evidence outside the record and 
jeopardizes a defendant's right to a trial 
based upon the evidence presented* 
State v. Young. 853 P.2d 327, 349 (Utah 1993) (quoting State v. 
Dibello. 780 P.2d 1221, 1225 (Utah 1989)); see Readenour v. Marion 
Power Shovel, 719 P.2d 1070, 1075 (Ariz. App. 1985) (counsel may 
submit in closing argument inferences drawn only from properly 
admitted facts)• 
Under this standard, counsel's comments in closing argument 
were improper. The jury had never been instructed to visit the 
site of the accident, nor was any visit under judicial supervision 
ever made. Thus a visit to the accident scene as such would not 
have constituted admissible evidence. Nevertheless, counsel urged 
the jurors to visit the scene. This constituted grounds for a 
mistrial. The trial court's refusal to grant a new trial because 
of this misconduct was error, and should be reversed. 
IV. PLAINTIFF WAS IMPROPERLY LIMITED IN HIS EXAMINATION OF HER 
WITNESS, AND WAS IMPROPERLY LIMITED IN OBJECTING TO DEFENDANT'S 
EXAMINATION OF HIS WITNESS. 
During trial both plaintiff and defendant called experts on 
accident reconstruction. Both testified as to lighting conditions 
at the accident scene and as to the relationship between the 
vehicles involved. During direct examination of Mr. Greg Duvall, 
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plaintiff's expert, defendant made numerous objections based on 
foundation, almost all of them relating to Mr, Duvall's inability 
to testify as to the conditions present on the night of the 
accident and his inability to opine on what defendant may have seen 
immediately before the collision. R. Vol. II, pp. 267-68, 272, 
279-80, 285-88, 298-99, 320. However, when plaintiff made 
virtually the same objections to the testimony of defendants 
expert, Mr. Newell Knight, the court overruled them. R. Vol. II, 
pp. 366, 370, 373-75. 
While the trial court is vested with considerable discretion 
in ruling upon evidentiary issues, the court's disparate treatment 
of the two witnesses, both of whom were offering testimony based on 
virtually the same set of facts, constitutes an abuse of 
discretion. Such conduct on the part of the trial judge hinders 
proper assessment of an expert's qualifications and opinions, and 
skews the jury's perception of the facts as assessed by the 
experts. See Whitehead v. American Motors Sales Corp., 801 P. 2d 
920, 923-24 (Utah 1990). For this reason a new trial should be 
granted. 
V. ALL OF THE ERRORS OP THE TRIAL COURT, TAKEN TOGETHER, WERE 
SUFFICIENT TO DENY PLAINTIFF A FAIR TRIAL. 
The trial court ruled that none of the errors complained of 
denied plaintiff a fair trial. However, when the errors are taken 
together, their cumulative effect tainted the trial and rendered it 
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unfair. The restricted direct examination and inappropriate 
closing argument added complimentary elements of bias and 
unfairness sufficient to confuse or mislead the jury. The hobbled 
voir dire and the inconsistent verdict further magnified the lack 
of fairness already injected into the jury box. The trial courts 
actions taken together amount to cumulative error and warrant a new 
trial. See Whitehead v. American Motors Sales Corp.. 801 P.2d 920 
(Utah 1990). 
CONCLUSION 
Four errors occurred in Colleen Stock-Rasmussen's trial, all 
of which were grounds for a new trial. The trial court abused its 
discretion by allowing defendants evidentiary objections to stand 
but overruling plaintiff's objections, and by allowing reference to 
inadmissible evidence in closing argument. The court also 
permitted an absolutely inconsistent jury verdict to stand, and 
deprived plaintiff of her right to act on information sought in 
voir dire. Furthermore, the cumulative effect of these errors is 
grounds for reversal. The trial court's denial of plaintiff's 
motion for a new trial should be reversed and a new trial ordered. 
DATED this 19th day of May, 1994. 
PHILLIP E.^ -LOWRY 
HOWARD, LEWIS & PETERSEN 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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APPENDIX A 
p FILED f^^,jn3 
Fourth Judicial District Court 
of Utah County, State of Utah 
rAMK
""^g//SMITH,CJark 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
COLLEEN STOCK RASSMUSSEN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN ALLAN SHARAPATA, 
Defendant. 
CASE NUMBER: 920400700 
SPECIAL VERDICT 
We, the jury in the above-entitled action answer the 
questions submitted to us as follows: 
1. At the time and place of the collision in question and 
under the circumstances as shown by the evidence, was defendant, 
John A. Sharapata, negligent? 
Yes xs^ No 
If you marked the answer to Question 1 "No" go no further, if you 
marked "Yes" proceed. 
2. If Your answer to Question 1 was "yes," was Mr. 
Sharapata's negligence a proximate cause of plaintiff's injuries? 
Yes No 
If you marked the answer to Question 2 "No" go no further. 
onn 
otherwise proceed. 
3. At the time and place of the collision in question 
and under the circumstances as shown by the evidence, was 
plaintiff, Colleen Stock Rassmussen, negligent? 
Yes A No 
4. If Your answer to Question 3 was "yes," was Ms. 
Rassmussen's negligence a proximate cause of her injuries? 
Yes No 
5. Considering all the fault which caused the injuries at 
100 percent, what percentage of that fault was attributable to: 
A. De f endant, % 
B. Plaintiff, % 
Total 100 % 
6. What sum would fairly compensate Colleen Stock 
Rassmussen for the damages, if any, which she sustained as a result 
of the incident? 
A. For chiropractic expenses $ 
B. For other medical expenses $ 
C. For other special damages $ 
D. For general damages $ 
DATED AND SIGNED this 26th day of March 1993. 
OLtJ) 
FOREPERSON 
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APPENDIX B 
14. What have you read in magazines or newspaper articles or other literature about 
tort reform or about a lawsuit crisis? 
15. Have you ever signed any petition on the issue of tort reform or a lawsuit 
crisis? 
16. Have you discussed this subject with your family or friends? 
17. What have you heard or read on the subject of tort reform or an alleged 
litigation crisis? 
18. How do you feel about lawyers who represent people who bring personal injury 
cases? 
19. Do you feel lawyers are responsible for bringing personal injury cases? 
20. Do you feel that personal injury lawsuits adversely affect the cost of owning 
and operating automobiles? 
21. Do you think a lawsuit is a proper method of resolving disputes between people 
involved in accidents? 
22. Do you think juries should have the right to make decisions about accidents 
involving injuries? 
23. How do you feel about suing someone over an automobile accident? 
24. Have any of you ever been sued for damages for personal injuries? 
25. What feelings do you have about people who bring lawsuits for personal 
injuries? 
26. How do you feel about limits being placed on a person's right to sue for 
injuries? 
3 
27 Is there any juror who has a personal philosoph 
disputes as to liability and damages should not resolve their differences by litigation? 
28. who because of his religion or philosophical beliefs is 
opposed to a person suing someone for negligence? 
29, Please tell me if there is any reason, whether it concerns something I have 
mentioned oi not, * y< mpartial and fair jurors for all parties in the 
case, basing your decision on the evidence alone and not on any prejudice. 
If you were the plaintiff in this case, would you be satisfied with a juror in the 
same frame * i? 
31 Is there anything about the questions that have been asked to you by the ("ourc 
that makes you question your impartiality to sit as a juror in this case? 
l>Ari',l> thisiJ^t &\) "i M'iM li, 1993. 
KEVIN J. StnTERFIELD^Mr-
HOWARD, LEWIS & PETERSEN 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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APPENDIX C 
1 INSTRUCTION NO. 
The operator i o ^^ojc.r intending 
opposite direction which . -I..,-*.- -.. 
constitute an immediate hazard. 
• When 1 In <" 11 ' luinstant. *?'.» ex.]" I in whin Hi I hi law mala-,, it 
the duty of the driver of one vehicle to yield the right of way 
L-O a second vehicle, that duty becomes operative as soon as the 
t W O V e h 1 * *^1 P5= =*]T0 r*lr\cm e n O U Q h n o;*r»V» o+-V»or- -f-o p n y i c f i f y f e ^ n 
immediat - hazard. Sucl hazard exists whenever easonably 
pr i iciei i t t 
vehicle, :>: would apprehend : .^. probability . cc , .; ; m y the 
second vehicle were he then to attempt proceeding on his intended 
course. 
JIFU 21.12, Page 78 
UCA 41-6-73 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ^/f" 
iS is 
It was the duty of the drivers, Colleen E. Stock and 
John Alan Sharapata, to use reasonable care under ttie 
circumstances in driving their vehicles to avoid danger to 
themselves and to others and to observe and be aware of the 
condition of the highway, the traffic thereon, and other existing 
conditions; in that regard, the drivers of both the motor vehicle 
and the bicycle were obliged to observe due care in respect to: 
(a) To use reasonable care to keep a lookout for other 
vehicles or other conditions reasonably to be anticipated. 
(b) To keep their vehicles under reasonably safe and 
proper control. 
(c) To drive at such a speed as was safe, reasonable 
and prudent under the circumstances, having due regard to the 
width, surface and condition of the highway, the traffic thereon, 
the visibility, whether it be nighttime or daytime, and any 
actual or potential hazards then existing. 
Failure of either driver to operate their vehicle in 
accordance with the foregoing requirements of the law would 
support a finding of negligence subject only to a showing of 
justification or excuse. 
JIFU 21.1, Pages 73-76, modified by Joraensen v. Issa, 739 P.2d 
80 (Ut.Ct.App. 1987) 
Jv.0 1 5 1 
APPENDIX D 
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1 CLIENT QUICKLY, AND WE'LL BRING THE JUROR IN. 
2 MR. PEATROSS: IT'S NOT LIKE THIS CASE IS 
3 GOING TO SETTLE, KEVIN. 
4 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I UNDERSTAND THAT. BUT IT 
5 WAS BORDERLINE FOR US TO KEEP HIM ANYWAY, ESPECIALLY 
6 AFTER WHAT WE TOOK ON THE LAST ONE. PERSONALLY HAD HE 
7 SAID THAT, I WOULD HAVE TAKEN HIM OFF. EVERY TIME I HAVE 
8 A JUROR THAT SAYS I DON'T LIKE LAWSUITS THERE ARE TOO 
9 MANY OF THEM, IT MAKES ME NERVOUS, SQUEAMISH. 
10 THE COURT: HE DIDN'T SAY HE FELT THAT WAY. 
11 HE SAID THE ARTICLE SAID THAT. 
12 MR. PEATROSS: AS A MATTER OF FACT, HE WAS 
13 ABOUT THE FOURTH DOWN ON MY LIST. HE DIDN'T STRIKE ME AS 
14 THAT CONSERVATIVE. 
15 (COUNSEL CONFERRING WITH CLIENT) 
16 MR. SUTTERFIELD: WELL, JUDGE, TO PUT IT 
17 MILDLY, SHE'S SQUEAMISH ABOUT IT, AND DOESN'T WANT TO DO 
18 IT. SHE DOESN'T HAVE GOOD FEELINGS ABOUT IT. AND I'M 
19 ACQUAINTED WITH THAT ARTICLE. WE OUGHT TO TAKE HIM OFF. 
20 MR PEATROSS: MY POSITION THEN, FOR THE 
21 RECORD, YOUR HONOR, IS IF THE COURT BELIEVES IN GOOD 
22 FAITH HE DIDN'T REMEMBER AND GAVE A FAIR AND HONEST 
23 ANSWER. THAT'S PART OF THE SYSTEM. IF HE EXPRESSES A 
24 BIAS AT THIS POINT, THAT'S DIFFERENT. BUT IF HE GAVE A 
25 FAIR ANSWER AND TRIED TO BE HONEST AND COME FORWARD AND 
1 PREVIOUSLY I'VE INDICATED TO THE ATTORNEYS 
2 THAT YOU HAD CALLED THE CLERK'S OFFICE DURING THE LUNCH 
3 BREAK TO ADVISE THEM OF YOUR HAVING RECALLED READING AN 
4 ARTICLE. WHY DON'T YOU GO AHEAD AND RECOUNT FOR US WHAT 
5 IT IS YOU'VE READ AND WHAT YOUR RECOLLECTION IS OF WHAT 
6 YOU READ. 
7 THE JUROR: I JUST REMEMBER AN ARTICLE, I 
8 THINK, IN THE READERS DIGEST IN THE LAST 18 MONTHS, 
9 ROUGHLY. IT SEEMS LIKE IT WAS ON THE ~ I THOUGHT OF 
10 THIS AS I WAS DRIVING UP THE ROAD TOWARDS MY OFFICE — ON 
11 THE NUMBER OF LAWSUITS. AND IT WAS A MAJOR — THERE WAS 
12 A MAJOR INCREASE OF LAWSUITS IN THE LAST FEW YEARS. IT 
13 WAS, OF COURSE, ON THE NEGATIVE SIDE OF THE NUMBER. 
14 THAT'S ABOUT THE GIST OF WHAT I REMEMBER. AS SOON AS I 
15 THOUGHT OF THAT I CALLED BACK ON MY CAR PHONE AND I SAID 
16 I DIDN'T THINK OF THAT. AND YOU ASKED SOMETHING ALMOST 
17 TO THAT STATEMENT, ANYTHING OF AN ARTICLE WE MIGHT HAVE 
18 SEEN. AND I THOUGHT I BETTER BE CALLING YOU AND LETTING 
19 YOU KNOW. THAT'S ABOUT ALL I REMEMBER. 
20 THE COURT: AS A RESULT OF WHAT YOU'VE READ 
21 DO YOU FEEL THAT IT WOULD HAVE AN INFLUENCE UPON YOUR 
22 DETERMINATION IN THIS CASE? 
23 THE JUROR: OH, I DON'T THINK SO. I DON'T 
24 REMEMBER ENOUGH OF IT TO REALLY GIVE YOU ANY EXACTS ABOUT 
25 IT. OBVIOUSLY, IT MAKES YOU STOP AND THINK A LITTLE BIT, 
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1 BECAUSE THAT'S WHAT THE ARTICLE WAS ABOUT. BUT I DON'T 
2 THINK SO. 
3 THE COURT: DO YOU FEEL THAT DESPITE THE FACT 
4 THAT THIS ARTICLE WAS COUCHED IN THE NEGATIVE, AS YOU'VE 
5 INDICATED, ADVERSE TO LAWSUITS, THAT THAT MEANS THEREFORE 
6 THAT ALL LAWSUITS ARE BARRED? 
7 THE JUROR: NO. 
8 THE COURT: AND YOU IN FACT — I RECALL YOUR 
9 INDICATING THERE WAS A COLLECTION MATTER, BUT YOU'VE USED 
10 THE COURT SYSTEM YOURSELF AS A PLAINTIFF? 
11 THE JUROR: UH-HUH (INDICATING AFFIRMATIVE). 
12 THE COURT: DO YOU FEEL LIKE YOU COULD 
13 DISREGARD THE ARTICLE THAT YOU'VE READ AND TRY THIS CASE 
14 BASED SOLELY UPON THE FACTS AND EVIDENCE PRESENTED? 
15 THE JUROR: I FEEL I COULD. 
16 THE COURT: AND THAT IF THE PLAINTIFF IS 
17 ENTITLED TO A VERDICT, THAT YOU COULD AWARD HER A FAIR 
18 VERDICT? 
19 THE JUROR: YES. 
20 THE COURT: ANY OTHER QUESTIONS YOU WOULD 
21 LIKE ME TO ASK? 
22 MR. PEATROSS: ONLY THAT IF THE JUROR FEELS 
23 THE REVERSE OF THAT IS, OF COURSE, TRUE, THAT HE COULD BE 
24 FAIR TO BOTH PARTIES. 
25 THE COURT: IF THE EVIDENCE DOESN'T WARRANT 
1 FINDING A VERDICT FOR THE PLAINTIFF, DO YOU FEEL YOU 
2 COULD FIND FOR THE DEFENDANT? 
3 THE JUROR: YES. MY MOTHER HAS HAD TWO CAR 
4 ACCIDENTS IN THE LAST TWO YEARS AND SHE'S BACK IN NORTH 
5 CAROLINA. I GAVE HER THE ADVICE IF THE INSURANCE COMPANY 
6 WOULD NOT TAKE CARE OF HER SUITABLY FOR HER CAR DAMAGE — 
7 TWO PEOPLE WERE IN IT AND HER ~ AND HER MEDICAL DAMAGE, 
8 THAT SHE SHOULD SEEK COUNSEL AND GO TO COURT IF 
9 NECESSARY. 
10 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I DON'T RECALL — IS IT 
11 BRANS ~ 
12 THE JUROR: BRANSCOMB. 
13 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I DON'T RECALL HIM SAYING 
14 THAT ON VOIR DIRE. 
15 THE JUROR: I DIDN'T THINK OF IT UNTIL JUST 
16 NOW. 
17 THE COURT: LET ME AS A QUESTION IN THAT 
18 REGARD SO I CAN CLARIFY IT. 
19 DID SHE IN FACT FILE ANY ACTION IN THOSE 
20 CASES? 
21 THE JUROR: THEY SETTLED OUT OF COURT? I 
22 DON'T KNOW, BEING THIS FAR AWAY, IF IT REACHED THE POINT 
23 OF FILING. 
24 THE COURT: THAT PROBABLY ACCOUNTS FOR THE 
25 ANSWER, COUNSEL. 
1 OKAY, IF THERE IS — 
2 MR. SOTTERFIELD: HAVE YOU READ ANY OTHER 
3 ARTICLES THAN THE READERS DIGEST? 
4 THE JDROR: NO. 
5 MR. SOTTERFIELD: DO YOU HAVE ANY PERSONAL 
6 VIEWS ON THE SUBJECT? 
7 THE JUROR: UMM, I ~ NOT THAT I CAN — I ' M 
8 KIND OF IN BETWEEN. I MEAN I LOOK AT EACH SITUATION ON 
9 IT'S OWN MERITS. I HAVE ONLY HAD ONE TIME WHERE WE'VE 
10 GONE TO COURT AS A COMPANY. I GUESS I'VE BEEN FORTUNATE 
11 IN 20 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS. I KNOW A LOT OF OTHER 
12 BUSINESS -- PEOPLE IN MY BUSINESS THAT HAVE BEEN IN QUITE 
13 OFTEN. BUT I CAN LOOK AT IT ON ITS OWN MERITS, LIKE MY 
14 MOTHER'S; THEY SETTLED BUT I DON'T THINK THEY EVEN FILED. 
15 THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. THANK YOU. WE 
16 APPRECIATE THAT. 
17 (JUROR EXCUSED FROM CHAMBERS) 
18 MR. SUTTERFIELD: LET ME TELL YOU AN 
19 ADDITIONAL CONCERN I HAVE, JUDGE, FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH. 
20 THERE'S TWO THINGS I DIDN'T MENTION THAT WE FOUND OUT. I 
21 THINK YOU'VE COVERED THE FACT THEY MADE A CLAIM. MY 
22 EXPERIENCE IN THE PAST HAS BEEN IF A JUROR RAISES HIS 
23 HAND AND SAYS, I READ AN ARTICLE IN THE READERS DIGEST 
24 AND THIS IS WHAT IT SAID, THAT TYPICALLY WILL GENERATE 
25 OTHER RESPONSES. AND WE HAD A COMPLETE SILENCE IN THIS 
1 INSTANCE, AND THAT HASN'T BEEN MY EXPERIENCE IN FIVE 
2 YEARS. 
3 THE COURT: THAT'S TRUE. BUT WE HAD THE ONE 
4 JUROR — 
5 MR. SUTTERFIELD: MRS. SHARP? 
6 THE COURT: MRS. SHARP. SHE RAISED THE ISSUE 
7 OF THERE'S ~ OF LITIGATION AND SO ON. SO SHE OPENED THE 
8 DOOR, BUT NO ONE ELSE. 
9 MR. PEATROSS: HALF THE DAMN JURY HAD BEEN 
10 SUING SOMEBODY. I'VE NEVER SEEN THAT. I'M NOT EXACTLY 
11 HAPPY WITH THIS PANEL EITHER, NOR AM I IN REALLY GREAT 
12 SHAPE WITH THIS FELLOW. I'D STILL TELL YOU I WOULD 
13 RATHER GO SEVEN, BECAUSE I DON'T LIKE HIM. BUT MY FELLOW 
14 -- MY CLIENT HAS FLOWN IN FROM OUT OF STATE. 
15 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I DON'T WANT TO FORCE MY 
16 CLIENT TO DO SOMETHING SHE DOESN'T WANT TO DO, AND I 
17 THINK THE PROCESS HAS BEEN TAINTED. 
18 THE COURT: WELL, I DON'T THINK IT HAS, 
19 KEVIN. I THINK THAT THE JUROR HAS INDICATED THAT HE CAN 
20 BE FAIR AND IMPARTIAL. ALL HE DID WAS NEGLECT TO TELL US 
21 HE HAD READ AN ARTICLE. AND CONSIDERING HE WANTED TO BE 
22 HONEST WITH THE COURT AND ADVISED THE COURT OF HIS HAVING 
23 READ THE ARTICLE AND EVEN THOUGH IT DID TALK ABOUT THE 
24 CCMCEPT OF TOO MUCH LITIGATION ~ I DON'T KNOW — YOU 
25 KNOW WHVT ARTICLE IT IS — BECAUSE HE REALLY ISN'T SURE 
1 READERS DIGEST WAS THE SOURCE. HE'S INDICATED HE'S USED 
2 THE COURT HIMSELF. HE'S ADVISED HIS MOTHER TO USE THE 
3 COURT IF THERE ISN'T A FAIR SETTLEMENT. HE BELIEVES 
4 COURTS IN TRIALS ARE LEGITIMATE MEANS OF DISPUTE 
5 RESOLUTION. I THINK YOU'VE GOT A "CLEAN ONE-OWNER" 
6 JUROR. BUT AS FAR AS NOT DISCLOSING HIS MOTHER'S 
7 SITUATION, I DID AS IF THEY HAD HAD ANY LAWSUITS. AND 
8 THAT WAS MY QUESTION. AND I DIDN'T ASK THE QUESTION IN 
9 TERMS OF HAVE YOU HAD AN ACCIDENT. IT WAS HAVE YOU SUED, 
10 AND I USED THE TERM "PLAINTIFF OR DEFENDANT IN A 
11 LAWSUIT." THAT WAS THE TERMINOLOGY USED, OR "MEMBERS OF 
12 YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY." AND HE'S NOT SURE WHETHER SHE 
13 WAS EVER A PLAINTIFF. 
14 MR. PEATROSS: MAY THE RECORD REFLECT THE 
15 REASON I BRING THAT UP IS MAYBE YOU ASKED HIM OFF THE 
16 RECORD BEFORE WHEN WE WEREN'T THERE. BUT I'M ASSUMING 
17 FROM THE RESPONSE HE VOLUNTEERED THAT JUST NOW. THAT 
18 WASN'T IN RESPONSE — YOU HADN'T ASKED HIM OFF THE 
19 RECORD, FOR EXAMPLE, EARLIER ABOUT THAT? 
20 THE COURT: OH, NO. THIS IS THE FIRST TIME I 
21 HEARD THAT. 
22 MR. PEATROSS: HE CAME FORWARD WITH THAT 
23 HIMSELF. 
24 THE COURT: THE ONLY THING OFF THE RECORD 
25 WE'VE HEARD. HE MADE A COMMENT ABOUT AN ARTICLE. THIS 
1 IS THE FIRST TIME I'VE HEARD ABOUT HIS MOTHER'S 
2 SITUATION. 
3 MR. PEATROSS: FOR THE RECORD, TOO, YOUR 
4 HONOR — AND I MAY HAVE SAID SOMETHING -- I WOULD LIKE 
5 THE RECORD TO REFLECT I AGREE TO TRY THE CASE TO SEVEN 
6 JURORS, FIVE OUT OF SEVEN OR SIX OUT OF SEVEN OR 
7 UNANIMOUS AS WELL, THAT WE HAVE PROFFERED THAT OPTION. 
8 THE COURT: WELL, I'M GOING TO DENY KEVIN'S 
9 MOTION FOR A MISTRIAL, AND WE'LL PROCEED. 
10 MR. SUTTERFIELD: OKAY. 
11 THE COURT: WE'LL TAKE OUR CHANCES. I 
12 UNDERSTAND THE POSITION YOU'RE IN. BUT I REALLY DON'T 
13 SEE ANY PREJUDICE. YES, YOU MAY HAVE WANTED TO USE YOUR 
14 PREEMPTORY WITH HIM, BUT I DON'T SEE A BASIS FOR ANY 
15 PREJUDICE WHERE THIS IS AN AFTER DISCOVERED FACT. BUT HE 
16 SIMPLY WANTED TO COME FORWARD AND BE CERTAIN HE WAS 
17 COMPLETELY HONEST. HAD HE TOLD ME YES, IT BIASED OR 
18 PREJUDICED HIS FEELINGS, THEN I THINK IT WOULD HAVE A 
19 BASIS FOR A MISTRIAL AND I WOULD GRANT YOUR MOTION. 
20 MR. SUTTERFIELD: WELL, JUDGE, LET ME JUST 
21 STATE THAT I DON'T KNOW HOW ANY JUROR IN THIS 
22 CIRCUMSTANCE, IN THE JUDGES CHAMBERS, THE WAY THAT YOU 
23 ASKED THE QUESTIONS, COULD ANSWER ANY DIFFERENTLY, YOU 
24 KNOW, CAN YOU SET ASIDE YOUR ~ I THINK IT'S A COMPLETELY 
25 LEADING QUESTION. IT'S INTIMIDATING AND THAT'S WHAT HE'S 
1 GOING TO SAY EVERY SINGLE TIME, EVEN IF HE DID HAVE A 
2 BIAS. I DON'T KNOW THAT THERE'S ANYTHING WRONG WITH THE 
3 JUROR PER SE, BUT I AM VERY CONCERNED ABOUT THE PROCESS 
4 AND THE FACT I HAVE DISCLOSED TO THE COURT MY CLIENT'S 
5 WISHES, AND I WOULD HAVE USED A PREEMPTORY CHALLENGE. I 
6 THINK THAT'S WHAT MAKES THE PROCESS BIASED, NOT THE 
7 JUROR. I THINK THAT'S THE PART WE CAN'T REDEEM. 
8 MR. PEATROSS: YOU COULD BY TRYING IT TO 
9 SEVEN JURORS. 
10 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I TOLD YOU MY CLIENT 
11 WOULDN'T STIPULATE TO THAT AND SHE DOESN'T HAVE TO. 
12 MR. PEATROSS: THAT'S TRUE. 
13 NOW WE'RE ON THE RECORD, WE HAD A SIDE-BAR 
14 WHEN WE WERE SELECTING THE JURY. AND I WANTED THE RECORD 
15 TO REFLECT THAT IN THE SIDE-BAR I DISCLOSED I AM FAMILIAR 
16 WITH THE SON OF ONE OF THE JURORS, AND MADE A FULL 
17 DISCLOSURE. AND THAT WAS MADE AS TO MR. MATTINSON. SO 
18 THAT THAT WON'T BE A PROBLEM IN THE FUTURE — 
19 THE COURT: I THINK THAT'S RIGHT. 
20 MR. SUTTERFIELD: JEFF ALSO INDICATED HE 
21 WOULD ASK HIS FRIEND NOT TO ATTEND THE TRIAL AND ALSO 
22 TELL HIM NOT TO TALK TO HIS DAD. 
23 MR. PEATROSS: AND LET THE RECORD REFLECT I 
24 OFFERED THAT. AND AFTER MR. SUTTERFIELD ASKED ME TO GO 
25 AHEAD AND MAKE THAT COMMUNICATION, I CALLED AND LEFT A 
1 A. I DON'T RECALL. 
2 Q. YOU DON'T RECALL ONE WAY OR THE OTHER? 
3 A. HUH-UH (NEGATIVE). 
4 Q. AND I BELIEVE YOU SAID IN YOUR TESTIMONY YOU 
5 TURNED IN GOING ABOUT 15 MILES AN HOUR? 
6 A. YEAH, THAT WAS AN APPROXIMATE GUESS. 
7 Q. AND YOU TOLD THE POLICE OFFICER AT THE SCENE 
8 THAT THAT'S ABOUT THE SPEED YOU TURNED AS WELL, DIDN'T 
9 YOU? 
10 A. I DON'T REMEMBER. I HAVEN'T SEEN THAT 
11 REPORT. 
12 Q. LET ME SHOW YOU A STATEMENT — 
13 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, MAY WE APPROACH 
14 THE BENCH? 
15 THE COURT: YOU MAY. 
16 (BENCH CONFERENCE HELD) 
17 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) MR. SHARAPATA, YOU 
18 FILLED OUT A STATEMENT ON THE NIGHT OF THE ACCIDENT; DO 
19 YOU REMEMBER THAT? 
20 A. I DO. 
21 Q. LET ME ASK IF THIS IS YOUR HANDWRITING? 
22 A. YES, IT IS. 
23 Q. AND IN THAT STATEMENT YOU STATED YOU WERE 
24 GOING ABOUT 15 TO 20. DO YOU SEE THAT? 
25 A. UH-HUH (AFFIRMATIVE). 
1 Q. DOES THAT REFRESH YOUR RECOLLECTION AT ALL? 
2 A. IN MY DEPOSITION I SAID THAT I WAS ~ WHEN 
3 THE ACCIDENT OCCURRED, THE BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY 
4 POLICE MADE ME FILL OUT THIS REPORT. AND I WASN'T IN A 
5 PROPER STATE OF MIND AT THAT TIME, AND I INDICATED TO 
6 THEM I SHOULDN'T DO IT. AND THEY MADE ME DO IT. 
7 Q. SO IN ANSWER TO MY QUESTION, IT DOESN'T 
8 REFRESH YOUR MEMORY AT ALL? 
9 A. AS FAR AS TO WHAT THE MILES PER HOUR WERE? 
10 Q. YEAH, YEAH. 
11 A. I WAS GOING ABOUT 15 MILES PER HOUR. 
12 Q. AND THE 15 MILES AN HOUR YOU DESCRIBED IN 
13 YOUR DEPOSITION WAS THE APPROXIMATE SPEED AS YOU MADE 
14 YOUR TURN? 
15 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
16 Q. PROBABLY GOING A LITTLE ABOVE THAT, MAYBE 20 
17 BEFORE YOU MADE THE TURN. I THINK YOU SAID YOU SLOWED 
18 DOWN SLIGHTLY? 
19 A. NO, I SLOWED DOWN TO MAKE THE TURN. SO I WAS 
20 PROBABLY DOING 15 INTO THE TURN. 
21 Q. AND I THINK WE'RE COMMUNICATING, BUT THAT 
22 SUGGESTS TO ME YOU WERE PROBABLY GOING A LITTLE ABOVE 15 
23 BEFORE YOU SLOWED DOWN GOING INTO THE TURN? 
24 A. I DON'T RECALL. 
25 Q. IT'S ALSO TRUE, IS IT NOT, THAT YOU DIDN'T 
1 STOP IN THE TURN LANE? YOUR TESTIMONY IS YOU STOPPED AT 
2 THE STOP SIGN ON 700 — 
3 A. THAT'S CORRECT, I STOPPED AT THE STOP SIGN 
4 THERE AND MADE A LEFT. 
5 Q. STARTED UP THE HILL, SLOWED DOWN SLIGHTLY, 
6 LOOKED, DIDN'T SEE ANYTHING AND TURNED LEFT? 
7 A. I REMEMBER SLOWING DOWN SLIGHTLY. AS TO 
8 WHETHER OR NOT I STOPPED, I DO NOT REMEMBER. EITHER WAY. 
9 MR. SUTTERFIELD: DO YOU HAVE HIS ORIGINALS? 
10 MR. PEATROSS: HELP YOURSELF. 
11 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) LET ME HAVE YOU — DID 
12 YOU SIGN THAT? I DIDN'T SEE THAT. MR. SHARAPATA, DID 
13 YOU SIGN THE LAST PAGE AND READ IT? 
14 A. IN THE BACK? 
15 Q. YEAH. 
16 A. I'M SURE I DID. 
17 Q. YOU MADE SOME CORRECTIONS ON IT, DIDN'T YOU? 
18 
19 A. UH-HUH (AFFIRMATIVE). 
20 Q. AND DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR DEPOSITION BEING 
21 TAKEN ON DECEMBER ~ EXCUSE ME, I BETTER LOOK AND SEE ~ 
22 DECEMBER 30TH, 1991? 
23 A. YES, I DO. I WAS ABOUT TO MOVE, AND I 
24 REMEMBER IT WELL. 
25 Q. AND AT THE TIME OF THE DEPOSITION YOD KNEW 
1 YOU WERE UNDER OATH, JUST LIKE YOU ARE TODAY? 
2 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
3 Q. AND YOU KNEW THE TESTIMONY YOU HAVE AT THAT 
4 TIME COULD BE ENTERED OR AT LEAST YOU COULD BE 
5 CROSS-EXAMINED WITH THAT TESTIMONY VIS-A-VIS WHAT YOU 
6 SAID TODAY? 
7 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
8 Q. AND YOU CERTAINLY WANTED TO BE TRUTHFUL AT 
9 THAT TIME? 
10 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
11 Q. LET ME HAVE YOU TURN TO PAGE 7 OF THAT 
12 DEPOSITION. 
13 A. OKAY. 
14 Q. AND LET'S START AT LINE 15 ~ OR I'LL START 
15 LINE 14. I'LL READ YOUR QUESTION AND YOU GIVE ME THE 
16 ANSWER. JUST READ WHAT YOU SAID THEN. 
17 "WHAT WERE YOU DOING THAT NIGHT?" 
18 A. "I WAS GOING DOWN TO THE HEALTH CENTER, 
19 BECAUSE I HAD A COLD." 
20 Q. "THAT'S THE MCDONALD HEALTH CENTER AT 
21 B.Y.U.?" 
22 A. "YES." 
23 Q. "WHICH DIRECTION WERE YOU TRAVELING?" 
24 A. "I WAS TRAVELING UP 700 EAST, SO I GUESS I 
25 WAS GOING NORTH UP 700 EAST, STOPPED THERE AT THE STOP 
1 SIGN --" 
2 Q. COULD YOU SLOW DOWN JUST A LITTLE BIT. WE'RE 
3 GOING TO GIVE THE REPORTER A LITTLE — ALSO I DON'T KNOW 
4 IF I HEAR YOU AS WELL. "I WAS TRAVELING UP 700 EAST --" 
5 A. "TRAVELING UP 700 EAST, SO I GUESS I WAS 
6 GOING NORTH UP 700 EAST, STOPPED THERE AT THE STOP SIGN. 
7 THERE AT THE STOP SIGN AT CAMPUS DRIVE MADE A LEFT. I 
8 GUESS IT WOULD BE WEST, STARTED GOING WEST UP CAMPUS 
9 DRIVE AND LOOKED AND SAW NOBODY WAS THERE, AND MADE THE 
10 TURN. THEN I WAS ABOUT ~ WELL, I GUESS I WAS PARTIALLY 
11 INTO THE PARKING LOT WHEN I HEARD A LOUD BANGING SOUND. 
12 I LOOKED OVER TO THE SIDE AND COULDN'T SEE ANYTHING. I 
13 STOPPED AND GOT OUT OF THE CAR AND THAT'S WHEN I FOUND 
14 COLLEEN STOCK ON THE BICYCLE." 
15 Q. AT LEAST YOU STATED IN DECEMBER YOU WENT WEST 
16 UP, LOOKED, SAW NOBODY THERE AND MADE THE TURN. YOU 
17 DIDN'T INDICATE THEN YOU HAD EVER STOPPED; IS THAT 
18 CORRECT? 
19 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
20 Q. THEN ON PAGE 10, LINE THREE. I'LL ASK THE 
21 QUESTION. "HOW FAST WERE YOU GOING AS YOU MADE THE 
22 TURN?" 
23 A. "15 MILES AN HOUR, I WOULD SAY PROBABLY." 
24 Q. "DID YOU HAVE TO SLOW DOWN AND MAKE THE TURN 
25 OR WERE YOU NOT GOING VERY FAST WHEN YOU —" 
1 A. "I WASN'T GOING VERY FAST TO BEGIN WITH. I 
2 DIDN'T HAVE TO SLOW DOWN MUCH. I DID SLOW DOWN SOME TO 
3 MAKE THE TURN." 
4 Q. IS IT FAIR, MR. SHARAPATA, TO THE BEST OF 
5 YOUR RECOLLECTION, YOU DIDN'T HAVE TO SLOW DOWN TO WAIT 
6 FOR ANY TRAFFIC, YOU MUST HAVE SLOWED DOWN AND MADE THE 
7 TURN? 
8 A. TO THE B2ST OF MY RECOLLECTION, I DON'T 
9 REMEMBER. 
10 Q. IS IT ALSO FAIR TO SAY WHEN YOU TURNED, YOU 
11 JUST LOOKED, YOU DIDN'T SEE ANY TRAFFIC? 
12 A. WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT? THAT I DIDN'T SCAN 
13 THINGS OR — 
14 Q. NO. WOULD IT BE FAIR TO SAY — I TAKE IT 
15 FROM YOUR TESTIMONY YOU GAVE US IN DECEMBER AND ALSO 
16 TODAY, THAT YOU SLOWED DOWN, YOU DIDN'T SEE — YOU 
17 LOOKED. IT WASN'T LIKE YOU SPENT A LOT OF TIME LOOKING, 
18 YOU JUST LOOKED AND TURNED IN? 
19 A. NO, I LOOKED CLEARLY BEFORE I MADE THE TURN, 
20 AND THEN I MADE THE TURN. 
21 Q. AND I BELIEVE YOU SAID IN YOUR DEPOSITION YOU 
22 DIDN'T SEE ANY APPROACHING CARS; IS THAT RIGHT? 
23 A. I SAW SOME LIGHTS UP THE HILL. I DIDN'T SEE 
24 A CAR SPECIFICALLY, BUT I DID SEE SOME LIGHTS UP BY THE 
25 HEALTH CENTER. THAT'S ALL I RECALL. 
1 Q. DO YOU RECALL TELLING ME IN YOUR DEPOSITION 
2 YOU DIDN'T SEE ANY TRAFFIC? 
3 A. I DON'T RECALL OF EVEN TALKING ABOUT TRAFFIC. 
4 Q. OKAY, LET'S LOOK AT THAT FOR A MINUTE. LET'S 
5 TURN TO PAGE 18. 
6 A. OKAY. 
7 Q. LINE 21, "IS THERE ANY TRAFFIC YOU HAD TO 
8 WAIT FOR AT ALL?" AND YOUR ANSWER? 
9 A. "NO TRAFFIC." 
10 Q. NOW YOU'RE TELLING US YOU THINK THERE WERE 
11 LIGHTS SOMEWHERE UP THERE BUT NOTHING THAT REALLY MADE AN 
12 IMPRESSION ON YOU? 
13 A. AS I SAID IN YOUR DEPOSITION -- I REMEMBER 
14 SEEING SOME LIGHTS UP BY THE HEALTH CENTER. I DON'T 
15 REMEMBER A CAR IN SPECIFIC, BUT I REMEMBER SEEING SOME 
16 LIGHTS. 
17 Q. OKAY. DO YOU REMEMBER SEEING ANY LIGHTS IN 
18 THE AREA AS FAR AS ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS, STREETLIGHTS? 
19 A. I DON'T REMEMBER. 
20 Q. AND THE FIRST TIME YOU REALIZED THERE WAS A 
21 BICYCLE THERE WAS WHEN YOU MADE THE IMPACT? YOU DIDN'T 
22 EVEN KNOW IT WAS A BICYCLE THEN, YOU HEARD AND FELT THE 
23 IMPACT? 
24 A. I HEAR THE IMPACT, AND THAT'S THE FIRST I 
25 KNEW. 
1 Q. I BELIEVE YOU TOLD US IN YOUR DEPOSITION YOU 
2 THOUGHT THE IMPACT WAS HARD? 
3 A. YEAH, IT WAS FAIRLY HARD. 
4 Q. NOW YOU HAD AN OCCASION, DID YOU NOT, MR. 
5 SHARAPATA, TO DRAW ME A PICTURE? 
6 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
7 Q. LET ME SHOW YOU EXHIBIT 5, AND SEE IF YOU 
8 RECOGNIZE THAT. IT'S THE PICTURE YOU DREW FOR ME. 
9 A. YES, I DO. 
10 Q. AND THAT'S THE ONE YOU DREW ON DECEMBER 30TH 
11 OF '91? 
12 A. YES. 
13 Q. AND YOU'VE SHOWN IN THE EXHIBIT — 
14 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I'M GOING TO SHOW THE JURY, 
15 JUDGE. 
16 THE COURT: WELL, LET'S FIRST — 
17 MR. SUTTERFIELD: CAN I OFFER EXHIBIT 5? 
18 MR. PEATROSS: I WOULD LIKE A LITTLE FURTHER 
19 FOUNDATION. 
20 THE COURT: WHY DON'T YOU LAW THE FOUNDATION? 
21 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) DID YOU DRAW THE 
22 PICTURE? 
23 A. YES, I DID. 
24 Q. WAS IT REPRESENTATIVE OF WHAT YOU RECALL 
25 ABOUT WHERE THE LOCATION OF THE VEHICLE WAS, THE HEALTH 
1 CENTER WAS, WHERE THE PARKING LOT WAS AND THE STREET WAS? 
2 A. TO THE BEST OF MY UNDERSTANDING. 
3 Q. IT'S NOT DRAWN TO SCALE, JUST AN 
4 APPROXIMATION BASED UPON YOUR MEMORY? 
5 A. PRETTY ROUGH APPROXIMATION OF MY HANDWRITING. 
6 MR. PEATROSS: NO OBJECTION BASED UPON THAT 
7 FOUNDATION. 
8 THE COURT: VERY WELL, IT WILL BE RECEIVED. 
9 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) IF YOU'LL LOOK AT THE 
10 BACK PAGE OF YOUR DEPOSITION, YOU'LL SEE A COPY OF THE 
11 PAGE. YOU'VE DRAWN POINT "A" AT THE POINT WHERE YOU 
12 THOUGH YOU MADE IMPACT WITH THE BICYCLE? 
13 A. YEAH, THAT'S THE POINT I REMEMBER HEARING THE 
14 LOUD NOISE. 
15 Q. AND THEN YOU PULLED FORWARD INTO THE PARKING 
16 LOT AND STOPPED, AND THAT'S WHERE YOU WROTE POINT "B", 
17 RIGHT? 
18 A. YES. 
19 Q. AND POINT "A" WE DISCUSSED THE FACT YOU WERE 
20 BARELY INTO THE PARKING LOT; PART OF YOU WAS STILL IN THE 
21 STREET. 
22 A. YEAH, PROBABLY THE MAJORITY OF THE VEHICLE 
23 WAS IN THE STREET STILL. 
24 Q. AS I TAKE IT FROM THE LOCATION OF THE IMPACT, 
25 YOU HAD JUST BARELY STARTED YOUR TURN? 
1 A. NO, I WAS INTO THE TURN. IT WASN'T JUST 
2 BARELY STARTING. I HAD MADE THE TURN AND THE VEHICLE WAS 
3 STRAIGHT GOING INTO THE PARKING LOT. 
4 Q. ALL RIGHT. BUT THE MAJORITY OF THE CAR WAS 
5 IN THE STREET, AND JUST THE FRONT OF IT WAS INTO KIND OF 
6 THE GUTTER AREA? 
7 A. IN THE AREA THERE. 
8 Q. ON YOUR BEHALF, THERE WERE SOME PICTURES 
9 TAKEN SHORTLY AFTER THE ACCIDENT? 
10 MR. PEATROSS: MAY WE HAVE THE JURY 
11 INSTRUCTED THAT COUNSEL'S STATEMENTS AREN'T EVIDENCE? 
12 THE COURT: WELL, I THINK THEY'RE AWARE OF 
13 THAT. I'VE INSTRUCTED THEM REGARDING THAT INITIALLY. 
14 MR. PEATROSS: CAN WE APPROACH THE BENCH? 
15 THE COURT: YOU MAY. 
16 (BENCH CONFERENCE HELD) 
17 MR. SUTTERFIELD: YOUR HONOR, WE WOULD OFFER 
18 EXHIBIT 6. 
19 THE COURT: AND THERE IS NO OBJECTION, 
20 COUNSEL? 
21 MR. PEATROSS: NONE, YOUR HONOR. 
22 THE COURT: VERY WELL, PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 6 
23 IS RECEIVED. 
24 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) OKAY, EXHIBIT 6 SHOWS 
25 FOUR PHOTOGRAPHS. AND THAT'S OF YOUR '84 BLAZER, ISN'T 
1 IT? 
2 A. YES, IT IS. 
3 Q. AND IF YOU LOOK CLOSER, YOD CAN SEE WHERE THE 
4 DENT IS? 
5 A. YEAH. YOU CAN KIND OF SEE IT IN THIS PICTURE 
6 RIGHT HERE, IN THE BACK OF THE DOOR WINDOW FRAME HERE. 
7 Q. SO THE IMPACT WAS JUST BEHIND THE PASSENGER 
8 DOOR? 
9 A. YEAH, THE IMPACT, AS FAR AS I COULD TELL, WAS 
10 IN THIS ZONE, THIS WHOLE ZONE RIGHT HERE ON THE VEHICLE. 
11 Q. AND AS I UNDERSTAND, MR. SHARAPATA, THIS IS 
12 THE AREA -- YOU UNDERSTOOD THAT THE PLAINTIFF WAS IN THE 
13 STREET ITSELF AND NOT ON THE SIDEWALK, RIGHT? 
14 A. THAT'S THE WAY I -- FROM WHAT I REMEMBER, 
15 THAT'S TRUE. 
16 Q. SHE WAS COMING DOWN THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE 
17 ROAD, SHE HIT YOU WHILE SHE WAS STILL IN THE ROAD AS 
18 WELL, RIGHT? 
19 A. AS FAR AS I KNOW. 
20 Q. SO THAT PORTION FROM THE IMPACT ZONE FORWARD 
21 WOULD BE THE AREA THAT'S STARTING TO GO OFF OF THE 
22 STREET? 
23 A. NOT NECESSARILY, BECAUSE THE STREET MNli (IF 
24 GOES INWARD. THERE'S KIND OF A LITTLE INLET WHERE THE 
25 STREET KIND OF GOES INTO THE ENTRANCE OF THE PARKING LuT 
1 WHERE IT'S STILL STREET. SO IT COULD STILL BE IN THE 
2 STREET. I DON'T KNOW ENOUGH TO BE EXACT. 
3 Q. SO WHAT YOU'RE SAYING IS IT'S POSSIBLE EVEN 
4 SOME OF THE IMPACT AREA WAS STILL IN THE STREET? 
5 A. THAT COULD BE. 
6 Q. I APPRECIATE THAT CLARIFICATION. AND THE 
7 LAST PICTURES ARE PICTURES OF THE BICYCLE? 
8 A. YEAH, WHICH I HAVEN'T SEEN BEFORE THIS TIME. 
9 Q. YOU SAW A WRECKED BIKE THE NIGHT OF THE — 
10 A. I REMEMBER IT BEING OVER THERE. I WAS MORE 
11 CONCERNED WITH THE FACT SHE WAS HURT. I MEAN, IT WAS 
12 KIND OF TRAUMATIC FOR ME BEING INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT 
13 WITH A BICYCLIST. I WAS UPSET. 
14 Q. AND I BELIEVE YOU TOLD US THAT YOU SAW THAT 
15 SHE WAS IN SOME PAIN, AND SHE COMPLAINED OF SHOULDER PAIN 
16 AND YOU SAW SHE HAD A BLOODY NOSE? 
17 A. WHAT I REMEMBER THAT RIGHT AFTER THE IMPACT 
18 TOOK PLACE, THE VEHICLE WAS STOPPED RIGHT AWAY. I HOPPED 
19 OUT OF THE CAR IMMEDIATELY, WENT OVER THERE. AND SHE WAS 
20 ~ SHE WAS AWAKE. THERE WAS A LITTLE BIT OF BLOOD ON HER 
21 FACE. I REMEMBER THAT. AND I REMEMBER SHE HAD A LITTLE 
22 BIT OF PAIN IN THE UPPER PART OF HER BODY. SPECIFICALLY, 
23 I DON'T KNOW IF IT WAS A SHOULDER PAIN OR WHAT, AT THAT 
24 TIME. THAT'S ABOUT ALL I REMEMBER. 
25 Q. LET ME JUST CHECK MY NOTES. I MIGHT BE DONE, 
1 Q. IT'S ALSO MY UNDERSTANDING, MR. SHARAPATA, 
2 YOU'RE NOT SURE IF YOU TURNED ON YOUR BLINKER, BUT YOU 
3 THINK YOU li I ft. TS THAI FAIR TO SAY? 
4 A. I'M CLOSE TO 100 PERCENT SURE, BUT I'M NOT 
5 SURE POSITIVELY. THE REASON IS EVERY TIME I MAKE A TURN, 
6 I TURN ON MY BLINKER. BUT THE FACT IS I. DON'T SIT AND 
7 THINK ABOUT IT, SO I DON'T REMEMBER EXACTLY. 
8 < IS IT FAIR TO SAY YOU DON'T REMEMBER 
9 SPECIFICALLY TURNING ON YOUR BLINKER THIS NIGHT, BUT IT'S 
10 YOUR HABIT? 
11 A. IT'S MY HABIT TO ALWAYS TURN ON MY BLINKER. 
12 I DON'T REMEMBER PHYSICALLY DOING IT, I DON'T KNOW, MAYBE 
13 BECAUSE OF THE TRAUMA AND EVERYTHING ELSE, BUT IT IS MY 
14 HABIT TO TURN ON THE BLINKER. 
15 MR. SUTTERFIELD: ALL RIGHT, THANK YOU VERY 
16 MUCH. 
17 THE COURT: YOU MAY CROSS-EXAMINE. 
18 
19 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
20 BY MR. PEATROSS: 
21 Q. MR. SHARAPATA, TURN TO PAGE 7 AGAIN, IF YOU 
22 WOULD, PLEASE? 
23 A. SURE. 
Q. LET'S START A COUPLE LINES SOONER. AND I'LL 
25 JUST GO AHEAD AND HAVE YOU READ IT OUT OF HERE. LINE 7: 
1 QUESTION — I ASSUME THIS WAS MR. SUTTERFIELD? 
2 MR. SUTTERFIELD: YEAH, IT WAS. 
3 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) "WHAT WERE YOU DOING THAT 
4 DAY? IT WASN'T IN THE EVENING, WAS IT?" AND YOU 
5 RESPONDED? 
6 A. "YES, IT WAS." 
7 Q. "IT WAS PITCH DARK, BASICALLY?" 
8 A. "YES." 
9 Q. "DO YOU REMEMBER WHETHER THE MOON WAS OUT 
10 THAT NIGHT?" 
11 A. "I DON'T." 
12 Q. I DON'T BELIEVE MR. SUTTERFIELD ASKED YOU 
13 ABOUT THE ROAD CONDITIONS. WAS IT DRY, WET; DO YOU 
14 RECALL ANYTHING INITIALLY ABOUT THE STREET ITSELF? 
15 A. I RECALL, TO THE BEST OF MY RECOLLECTION, 
16 THAT IT WAS DRY. 
17 Q. AFTER YOU HEARD AN IMPACT AND JUMPED OUT, DO 
18 YOU KNOW HOW LONG IT TOOK YOU TO JUMP OUT AND FIND 
19 COLLEEN STOCK? 
20 A. JUST A MATTER OF SECONDS. 
21 Q. DO YOU REMEMBER IF SHE WAS CONSCIOUS? 
22 A. SHE WAS CONSCIOUS. 
23 Q. HOW DO YOU KNOW? 
24 A. BECAUSE HER EYES WERE OPEN AND SHE WAS ABLE 
25 TO TALK. I DON'T REMEMBER WHAT SHE SAID, BUT SHE WAS 
1 ABLE TO TALK. 
2 Q. HOW LONG DID IT TAKE THE POLICE OFFICER TO 
3 ARRIVE FROM THE TIME OF IMPACT? 
4 A. I DON'T REMEMBER AN EXACT TIMEFRAME, BUT IT 
5 WAS QUICK. B.Y.U. POLICE WERE THE FIRST THERE, I 
6 BELIEVE. 
7 Q. CAN YOU GIVE ME YOUR BEST ESTIMATE? 
8 A. BEST ESTIMATE, FIVE MINUTES MAXIMUM, BEST 
9 GUESSTIMATE. 
10 Q. MR. SUTTERFIELD ASKED YOU A LITTLE BIT 
11 ABOUT — 
12 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, I'VE GOT THIS ALL 
13 SET. MAY I MARK IT AND OFFER IT? 
14 THE COURT: ANY OBJECTION? 
15 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I DON'T KNOW WHAT HE'S 
16 GOING TO DO. WE'VE ALREADY GOT THE EXACT SAME PICTURE IN 
1/ ?-• )ENCE ALREADY. 
'" Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) WHAT I WOULD LIKE YOU TO 
19 • TUST COME OVER HERE, IF YOU WOULD. AND I WOULD 
20 LIKE YOU TO MARK WHERE YOU THINK THE POINT OF IMPACT WAS, 
21 IF YOU PAN DO THAT. AND THEN WHERE YOU SAW IT, IF YOU 
22 WOULD MARK THAT. AND USE THE SAME POINT, THE POINT 
23 WHERE — DO YOU UNDERSTAND MY QUESTION? GO AHEAD AND 
24 MARK LIKE WHERE HER FRONT WHEEL WOULD HAVE BEEN. 
HOW FAR FROM THE CURB OUT WOULD YOU SAY THAT 
1 POINT IS? 
2 A. GUESSING? 
3 Q. OR DO YOU INTEND IT TO BE? 
4 A. IT'S HARD TO SAY. I DON'T REMEMBER EXACT 
5 LENGTH. MAYBE THREE, FOUR FEET. 
6 Q. AND HOW FAR DID YOU TRAVEL UNTIL YOU STOPPED, 
7 DO YOU KNOW HOW FAR AHEAD YOU WENT? 
8 A. I BELIEVE MY BEST GUESSTIMATE IN MY 
9 DEPOSITION WAS ABOUT FIVE FEET IMPACT TO THE THING. I 
10 DON'T KNOW. THAT'S MY BEST GUESS. 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I DON'T HAVE ANY OBJECTION 
12 NOW TO HIS OFFERING IT. I DIDN'T KNOW WHAT HE WAS GOING 
13 TO DO. 
14 MR. PEATROSS: WE'VE GOT A PICTURE. THAT'S 
15 OKAY. 
16 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) DID YOU HAVE YOUR 
17 HEADLIGHTS ON? 
18 A. YES, I DID. 
19 Q. DID OTHER VEHICLES HAVE THEIR HEADLIGHTS ON? 
20 A. THAT NIGHT? 
21 Q. YEAH, AS YOU DROVE UP TO THE ACCIDENT SCENE? 
22 A. YEAH, ANY VEHICLES I SAW HAD THEIR LIGHTS ON. 
23 MR. PEATROSS: I THINK I'VE COVERED 
24 EVERYTHING. THANK YOU, JOHN. 
25 MR. SUTTERFIELD: NOTHING ELSE, MR. 
1 SHARAPATA. 
2 THE CODRT: YOD MAY STEP DOWN. 
3 CALL YOUR NEXT WITNESS. 
4 MR. SDTTERFIELD: WE CALL MRS. RASMUSSEN. 
5 THE COURT: VERY WELL, IF YOU'LL COME 
6 FORWARD, PLEASE. 
7 
8 COLLEEN STOCK RASMUSSEN 
9 CALLED AS A WITNESS HEREIN, HAVING BEEN DULY 
10 SWORN, WAS EXAMINED AND TESTIFIED AS FOLLOWS 
11 
12 THE COURT: BE SEATED IN THE WITNESS CHAIR, 
13 PLEASE. 
14 
15 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
16 I TTERFIELD: 
17 Q. WOULD YOU STATE YOUR FULL NAME? 
18 A. COLLEEN STOCK RASMUSSEN. 
19 Q. YOUR MAIDEN NAME? 
A. STOCK. 
21 Q. WHEN DID YOU GET MARRIED, COLLEEN? 
22 A. JULY 25TH, 1992. 
23 Q. HOW OLD ARE YOU? 
^ A. 23. 
25 Q. WHAT'S YOUR DATE OF BIRTH? 
1 A. I BOUGHT IT FROM A GIRL IN MY ~ THAT LIVED 
2 IN MY APARTMENT COMPLEX MY FRESHMAN YEAR. I BELIEVE SHE 
3 WAS GOING ON A MISSION AND SHE NEEDED TO SELL IT. 
4 Q. SO YOU PURCHASED IT ABOUT A YEAR — YOU HAD 
5 OWNED IT ABOUT A YEAR WHEN THIS ACCIDENT HAPPENED? 
6 A. YES. 
7 Q. MRS. RASMUSSEN, YOU DON'T HAVE A PICTURE OF 
8 THE BIKE BEFORE IT WAS DAMAGED, DO YOU? 
9 A. I DON'T THINK SO. NO, I DON'T THINK SO. 
10 Q. LET ME SHOW YOU EXHIBIT 10, AND ASK — 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: THIS IS THE PICTURE I'M 
12 SHOWING HER. 
13 MR. PEATROSS: I EXPECT YOU TO LAW SOME 
14 FOUNDATION. 
15 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I'M JUST SHOWING YOU WHAT 
16 IT IS. 
17 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) LET ME ASK YOU TO 
18 IDENTIFY THIS PICTURE? 
19 A. THIS IS A PICTURE OF ME A DAY AFTER THE 
20 ACCIDENT. 
21 Q. WHO TOOK THE PICTURE? 
22 A. I THINK MY ROOMMATE DID. SHE HAD COME TO 
23 TOWN, BUT I DON'T KNOW IF SHE CAME THAT DAY. 
24 Q. DOES THE PICTURE REPRESENT WHAT YOU LOOKED 
25 LIKE THE DAY AFTER THE ACCIDENT? 
1 A. YES. 
2 Q. AND WHAT THE BIKE LOOKED LIKE? 
3 A. YES. 
4 Q. AND ARE THE — OTHER THAN THE ACTUAL DAMAGE 
5 TO THE BIKE, IS THE REST OF THE BIKE IN THE CONDITION IT 
6 WAS THE NIGHT OF THE ACCIDENT? 
7 A. IN THAT PICTURE? 
8 Q. YEAH. 
9 A. YES. 
10 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I WOULD OFFER EXHIBIT 10. 
11 MR. PEATROSS: NO OBJECTION, YOUR HONOR. 
12 THE COURT: 10 IS RECEIVED. 
13 MR. SUTTERFIELD: MAY I SHOW THE JURY? 
14 THE COURT: YOU MAY. 
15 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) THAT BICYCLE, COLLEEN, 
16 HAS SOME REFLECTORS ON IT? 
17 A. YES, IT DOES. 
18 Q. COULD YOU DESCRIBE WHERE THOSE ARE? 
19 A. THERE'S ONE IN THE FRONT BY THE HANDLEBARS, 
20 AND ONE IN THE BACK UNDERNEATH THE SEAT. THERE'S 
21 REFLECTORS ON THE PEDALS ON EITHER SIDE OF THE PEDALS; 
22 AND ALSO REFLECTORS, WHITE ONES ON THE WHEELS, THE SPOKES 
23 THEMSELVES ON THE BACK TIRE. 
24 Q. DID YOU KNOW IN MARCH OF 1990 THAT THERE WAS 
25 A LAW IN UTAH YOU HAD TO HAVE A HEADLIGHT ON YOUR BIKE AT 
1 NIGHT? 
2 A. NO, I DID NOT KNOW THAT. 
3 Q. HAD YOU RIDDEN YOUR BIKE ON CAMPUS AT NIGHT 
4 SEVERAL TIMES? 
5 A. I HAD. 
6 Q. DID YOU SEE OTHER BIKES IN THE SAME 
7 SITUATION? 
8 MR. PEATROSS: OBJECTION, RELEVANCE. 
9 THE COURT: WHAT DO YOU CLAIM FOR IT, 
10 COUNSEL? 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: WELL, YOUR HONOR, IF SHE 
12 HAD SEEN OTHER BIKES WITHOUT HEADLIGHTS IN THE SAME AREA, 
13 SEEN THE STREETLIGHTS — THAT'S WHAT I'M GETTING TO. 
14 MR. PEATROSS: THERE'S NO EXCUSES FOR 
15 VIOLATION OF STATUTE JUST BECAUSE SOMEBODY ELSE MIGHT DO 
16 IT. 
17 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. 
18 MR. SUTTERFIELD: OKAY. 
19 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) ALL RIGHT, COLLEEN, 
20 THIS WAS THE WINTER SEMESTER OF 1990, RIGHT? 
21 A. YES. 
22 Q. DO YOU REMEMBER THE CLASS THAT YOU HAD THAT 
23 YOU WERE ATTENDING THAT NIGHT? 
24 A. YES, BECAUSE IT WASN'T ONE OF MY FAVORITES. 
25 Q. WHAT WAS IT? 
1 A. IT WAS WORLD CIVILIZATION, THE SECOND PART, 
2 PART II. 
3 Q. WHERE WAS YOUR CLASSROOM? 
4 A. IT WAS IN THE MARTIN BUILDING. 
5 Q. OKAY. WE'VE GOT SOME PICTURES OF THE AREA. 
6 CAN YOU SHOW THE JURY WEHRE THE MARTIN BUILDING IS. YOU 
7 CAN STAND UP. 
8 A. IT'S RIGHT BEHIND THIS BUILDING HERE. THESE 
9 TWO BUILDINGS ARE CONNECTED BY A LITTLE ~ KIND OF LIKE A 
10 LITTLE WALK AREA, SO IT'S RIGHT BACK THERE. 
11 Q. SO IT'S WEST OF THE BUILDING WE CAN SEE IN 
12 THE PICTURE? 
13 A. YES. 
14 Q. AND DO YOU RECALL WHAT TIME YOUR CLASS GOT 
15 OUT THAT NIGHT? 
16 A. APPROXIMATELY 6:50. 
17 Q. DO YOU RECALL WHAT YOD WERE WEARING? 
18 A. YES. I HAD ON A PAIR OF BLEACHED JEANS THAT 
19 WERE REALLY BLEACHED. THEY WERE ALMOST WHITE IN COLOR. 
20 AND I HAD ON THE T-SHIRT I HAVE ON IN THE PICTURE, AND A 
21 PLAID SHIRT OVER THAT, A JEAN JACKET. AND THAT'S WHAT I 
22 WAS WEARING AS FAR AS CLOTHES. SNEAKERS AND SOCKS, OF 
23 COURSE. 
24 Q. WHAT COLOR WERE YOUR SNEAKERS? 
25 A. WHITE. 
1 Q. SOME OF THE CLOTHING YOU STILL HAVE ~ 
2 A. YES. 
3 Q. ~ IS THAT RIGHT? 
4 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I WOULD PROPOSE WE JUST 
5 MARK THIS AS ONE EXHIBIT. 
6 MR. PEATROSS: NO OBJECTION, AND I WILL 
7 STIPULATE THAT HE MAY WITHDRAW IT AFTER THE TRIAL. 
8 THE COURT: THANK YOU. 
9 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) ARE THESE YOUR JEANS? 
10 A. YES. 
11 Q. WHAT'S THIS, YOUR JACKET? 
12 A. YES. 
13 Q. ALL RIGHT. AND THIS IS THE SHIRT YOU HAD 
14 OVER THE T-SHIRT? 
15 A. UNDERNEATH THE JACKET, YES. 
16 THE COURT: YOU'RE OFFERING PLAINTIFF'S 
17 EXHIBIT 11? 
18 MR. SUTTERFIELD: THANK YOU, JUDGE, I AM. 
19 MR. PEATROSS: NO OBJECTION, YOUR HONOR. 
20 THE COURT: 11 IS RECEIVED. 
21 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I CAN TAKE THAT PICTURE 
22 BACK. THANKS. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) ALL RIGHT, DESCRIBE, 
24 COLLEEN, WHAT YOU DID AFTER YOU GOT OUT OF CLASS THAT 
25 NIGHT. 
1 A. I WENT AND PICKED UP MY BIKE — WELL, DIDN'T 
2 LITERALLY PICK IT UP. GOT MY BIKE FROM THE BIKE STAND. 
3 AND THEN ~ MY BIKE WAS ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE BUILDING. 
4 THE BUILDING HAS DOORS ON ALL FOUR SIDES, SO I WENT OUT 
5 THE WEST DOORS, GOT MY BIKE OFF OF THE BIKE RACK, DROVE 
6 SOUTH TO — THROUGH LIKE THE LITTLE UNDERPASS BETWEEN THE 
7 BUILDINGS, TURNED ONTO SIDEWALK THAT COMES ONTO THE 
8 STREET. 
9 Q. WHY DON'T YOU SHOW US AS BEST YOU CAN IN THIS 
10 PICTURE — YOU CAN STEP DOWN IF YOU WANT. I DON'T KNOW 
11 IF THE JURY WILL BE ABLE TO SEE YOU FROM UP THERE. 
12 A. RIGHT WHERE THESE GIRLS ARE ~ WELL, ABOVE 
13 THEM. YOU CAN'T SEE — IT'S DIFFICULT TO SEE IN THESE 
14 PICTURES, BUT ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THESE BUSHES THERE'S A 
15 SIDEWALK, A BIG SIDEWALK. IT'S LIKE A BIG COMMON TYPE 
16 AREA. SO THERE'S A SIDEWALK THERE, AND I RODE MY BIKE 
17 DOWN THE SIDEWALK, ACROSS THIS STREET, THIS SIDE OF THE 
18 STREET, WENT OVER TO THE OTHER SIDE AND THEN PROCEEDED TO 
19 COME DOWN THE HILL. 
20 Q. APPROXIMATELY WHERE ON THE STREET WERE YOU 
21 LOCATED ON THIS PICTURE AS YOU CAME DOWN THE HILL ON YOUR 
22 BICYCLE GOING EASTBOUND? 
23 A. AT WHICH POINT? 
24 Q. IN THE ROAD. 
25 A. OKAY. THE SIDEWALK ~ THE RED CURB IS UP 
1 HERE. I WAS APPROXIMATELY ~ 
2 Q. JUST DESCRIBE APPROXIMATELY WHERE YOO WERE IN 
3 THE ROAD. 
4 A. I WAS TWO TO THREE FEET FROM THE CURB, 
5 PROBABLY ABOOT THIS FAR AWAY FROM THE CURB (INDICATING.) 
6 Q. NORTH OF THE CURB? 
7 A. YEAH, NORTH OF THE CURB. 
8 Q. COLLEEN, APPROXIMATELY HOW FAST WERE YOU 
9 GOING — TELL OS WHAT YOU WERE DOING -- PART OF THAT IS 
10 FLAT AND PART OF IT GOES INTO A HILL. WHY DON'T YOO TELL 
11 OS, ONCE YOO GOT ON THE SOOTH SIDE OF THE ROAD AND WENT 
12 EASTBOOND, WHAT YOO DID? 
13 A. I GOT ~ I GOT ON THE ROAD AND OMM ~ AT THE 
14 TOP IT'S A LITTLE FLAT, AND THEN IT GOES DOWN INTO A 
15 HILL, AS THOSE PICTORES INDICATE. AND I GOT ON THE HILL, 
16 STARTED GOING DOWN THE HILL. AND WHEN I WAS — I'M 
17 HORRIBLE WITH FEE. CAN I SHOW THEM IN THE PICTORE ABOOT 
18 WHERE I WAS? 
19 Q. SORE, SORE. 
20 A. THERE'S A LITTLE TREE OP HERE. THERE'S AN 
21 INDENTATION HERE WHERE CARS CAN POLL RIGHT OP IN FRONT OF 
22 THE HEALTH CENTER, AND THEN THERE'S THIS LITTLE TREE HERE 
23 AND THE BIG TREE HERE. I WAS COMING DOWN THE HILL ON 
24 THIS SIDE. JUST AS I WAS HERE, ABOOT AROOND THE LITTLE 
25 TREE, I NOTICED JOHN COMING IN THE SOOTH ~ IN THIS LANE 
1 HERE, LIKE AFTER HE HAD TURNED. HE WAS COMING DP THIS 
2 LANE HERE. HE HAD NOT TURNED INTO THE TURN LANE YET. 
3 MR. PEATROSS: MAY WE HAVE THE RECORD REFLECT 
4 THAT WHEN SHE SAYS "THE LITTLE TREE," SHE'S POINTING AT 
5 THE TOP PICTURE OF PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 4 — IS THAT THE 
6 TREE YOU POINTED TO? I COULDN'T SEE. 
7 THE WITNESS: THIS LITTLE ONE RIGHT HERE. 
8 MR. PEATROSS: THERE'S THREE TREES IN THE 
9 PICTURE, AND IT'S THE ONE FURTHEST UP THE HILL AWAY FROM 
10 THE ACCIDENT, AND QUITE A BIT SMALLER THAN THE OTHER TWO 
11 TREES. 
12 MR. SUTTERFIELD: THAT'S FINE. 
13 THE COURT: VERY WELL, THE RECORD MAY REFLECT 
14 THAT. 
15 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I HAVEN'T MARKED THIS. 
16 MAYBE I CAN DO THAT NOW. I'LL REPRESENT TO THE COURT 
17 THAT MR. DUVALL WILL LAY A FOUNDATION THIS IS A DIAGRAM 
18 HE PERSONALLY DREW OF THE AREA, AtfD THAT IT'S TO SCALE — 
19 MR. PEATROSS: THE SCALE IS NOTED ONE INCH 
20 EQUALS 10 FEET. 
21 MR. SUTTERFIELD: RIGHT. 
22 MR. PEATROSS: CORRECT ME IF I'M WRONG, BUT 
23 THESE TWO CIRCLES REPRESENT THE TWO LARGE TREES AND THE 
24 THIRD TREE IS THIS LITTLE ONE HERE? 
25 MR. SUTTERFIELD: RIGHT. 
1 MR. PEATROSS: I'LL STIPULATE TO RECEIVE IT 
2 AT THIS TIME. 
3 THE COURT: VERY WELL, 12 WILL BE RECEIVED. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) DID YOU UNDERSTAND 
5 THAT, MRS. RASMUSSEN? 
6 A. YES. 
7 Q. THIS IS THE LITTLE TREE HERE YOU SEE, AS 
8 YOU'VE POINTED OUT. 
9 WHY DON'T YOU TELL THE JURY THEN, YOU SAID 
10 YOU WERE AT THIS TREE WHEN YOU SAW MR. SHARAPATA? 
11 A. YES. I WAS APPROXIMATELY HERE WHEN I SAW HIM 
12 COMING, INITIALLY COMING UP THIS WAY. SO I WAS TRAVELING 
13 HERE WHILE HE WAS TRAVELING TO THE TURNING LANE. I WAS 
14 HERE WHEN I SAW HIM APPROACHING THE TURNING LANE. I 
15 CROSSED THE CROSSWALK, AND WAS APPROXIMATELY IN THIS AREA 
16 BY THE TIME HE STARTED INITIATING HIS TURN ~ OH, IT'S UP 
17 HERE — STARTED INITIATING HIS TURN. 
18 Q. SO YOU WERE EAST OF THE STREETLIGHT AND 
19 CLOSER TO THE BIG TREE? 
20 A. I WAS IN THE AREA OF THAT TREE, THE TREE JUST 
21 EAST OF THE STREETLIGHT. 
22 Q. WHEN YOU SAW HIM STARTING TO TURN? 
23 A. WHEN I SAW HIM TURNING, YES. 
24 Q. DID HE STOP BEFORE HE TURNED? 
25 A. NOT THAT I RECOLLECT. 
1 Q. WERE YOU LOOKING ANY OTHER DIRECTION? 
2 A. NO. I WATCHED HIM, LIKE I SAID, COME ALL THE 
3 WAY UP THE STREET AND PULL INTO THE TURNING LANE. AND I 
4 EVEN WATCHED HIM PROCEED TO TURN. 
5 Q. OKAY. DID YOU -- DID YOU ATTEMPT TO APPLY 
6 YOUR BRAKES? 
7 A. I DID. 
8 Q. AND HOW CLOSE WERE YOU WHEN HE TURNED? 
9 A. I STARTED BREAKING AT APPROXIMATELY THIS TREE 
10 RIGHT HERE. 
11 MR. PEATROSS: JUST A MINUTE, YOUR HONOR. 
12 WHEN YOU SAY "THIS TREE," COULD YOU TELL US WHICH ONE OF 
13 THE TWO? 
14 THE WITNESS: THE TREE JUST EAST OF THAT 
15 LIGHT POST. 
16 MR. PEATROSS: THAT WAY IT KIND OF SHOWS UP 
17 WHEN WE LOOK AT IT LATER. 
18 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) DO YOU RECALL IF HE HAD 
19 A SIGNAL LIGHT ON? 
20 A. I DON'T RECALL THAT HE DID. I DON'T RECALL 
21 ONE WAY OR ANOTHER. I'M SORRY, THAT'S WHAT I MEANT. 
22 Q. WHAT WAS YOUR REACTION WHEN YOU SAW HIM 
23 TURNING IN FRONT OF YOU? 
24 A. I KNEW I DIDN'T HAVE TIME TO STOP AND I 
25 IMMEDIATELY SLAMMED ON MY BRAKES AND I COULDN'T DO 
1 ANYTHING. THERE WASN'T TIME ENOUGH TO SWERVE OUT OF THE 
2 WAY. I COULDN'T DO ANYTHING. 
3 Q. OKAY. BEAR WITH ME. IF I DON'T MAKE NOTES 
4 I'LL FORGET IT LATER. 
5 ALL RIGHT, MRS. RASMUSSEN, APPROXIMATELY HOW 
6 FAST WOULD YOU ESTIMATE YOUR SPEED WAS WHEN YOU WERE 
7 COMING DOWN THE HILL BEFORE YOU APPLIED THE BRAKES? 
8 A. PROBABLY ABOUT 15 TO 20 MILES AN HOUR. I 
9 DIDN'T HAVE A SPEEDOMETER ON MY BIKE, SO I DON'T KNOW. 
10 Q. DO YOU RECALL ANY OTHER CARS IN THAT AREA THA 
11 NIGHT? 
12 A. I SAW MR. SHARAPATA'S LIGHTS, AND I ALSO SAW 
13 ANOTHER CAR THAT I THOUGHT WAS GOING IN THE NORTH LANE ON 
14 HIS SIDE OF THE STREET, BECAUSE THERE'S TWO LANES THERE 
15 WHERE IT BREAKS INTO THREE LANES, WITH THE TURNING LANE. 
16 AND I THOUGH I SAW ANOTHER CAR GO BY THAT WAY. SO I 
17 THOUGHT I SAW TWO. 
18 Q. DID YOU HEAR OR PERCEIVE ANYBODY BEHIND YOU? 
19 A. NO, I DIDN'T. 
20 Q. WHERE WERE YOU HEADED? 
21 A. I WAS GOING HOME. 
22 Q. WHERE DID YOU LIVE FROM THERE? 
23 A. I LIVED ON 700 EAST -- LET'S SEE. ONE, TWO 
24 BLOCKS DOWN FROM WHERE I WAS. I DON'T KNOW ~ ON 810 
25 NORTH — N O , I DON'T KNOW. IT WAS TWO BLOCKS SOUTH, AND 
1 THEN ONE OR TWO BLOCKS EAST. 
2 Q. OKAY. SO YOD WERE LESS THAN FOUR BLOCKS FROM 
3 HOME WHEN THIS ACCIDENT HAPPENED? 
4 A. YES, I WAS. 
5 Q. WHAT DO YOD REMEMBER — WHY DON'T YOD 
6 DESCRIBE FOR THE JDRY — YOD TALKED ABOUT WHAT YOD DID 
7 BEFORE THE IMPACT. WHAT DO YOD REMEMBER ABOUT THE IMPACT 
8 AND WHAT HAPPENED SHORTLY THEREAFTER? 
9 A. DMM, I RECALL — LIKE I SAID, I RECALL 
10 PDTTING MY BRAKES ON AND NOT HAVING TIME TO DO ANYTHING. 
11 I REMEMBER HITTING HIM. I KNEW IT HIT HIM. AFTER THAT, 
12 I DON'T REMEMBER ANYTHING DNTIL I CAME TO. I WAS LOOKING 
13 UP, AND IT WAS JUST BRIGHT LIGHT. AND I SAW TWO HANDS IN 
14 FRONT OF ME, AND ONE HAD WEDDING RING ON. AND I HEARD 
15 WHAT I NOW BELIEVE TO BE JOHN'S VOICE, SAYING SOMETHING 
16 LIKE, "ARE YOU OKAY?" I DON'T REMEMBER EXACTLY WHAT HE 
17 SAID. AND AFTER THAT POINT THE PARAMEDICS CAME AND 
18 STARTED ASKING ME QUESTIONS. 
19 Q. HOW LONG WERE YOU THERE ON THE GROUND BEFORE 
20 THE PARAMEDICS ARRIVED? 
21 A. I HAVE NO IDEA. 
22 Q. OKAY. 
23 MR. PEATROSS: PERHAPS THIS WOULD BE A GOOD 
24 TIME TO TAKE A MID-MORNING BREAK. I WODLD LIKE TO MAKE 
25 ARRANGEMENTS AS FAR AS WITNESSES GO. 
1 THE COURT: ALL RIGHT, WE'LL TAKE A 10 MINUTE 
2 RECESS AT THIS TIME. AGAIN, I WOULD ADMONISH THE JURY 
3 NOT TO DISCUSS THE CASE AMONGST THEMSELVES, AND NOT 
4 PERMIT ANYONE ELSE TO DISCUSS THE CASE WITH YOU. DO NOT 
5 HAVE ANY CONVERSATIONS WITH ANY OF THE ATTORNEYS, PARTIES 
6 OR WITNESSES. WE'LL BE IN RECESS. 
7 (RECESS HELD) 
8 MR. PEATROSS: BECAUSE WE ALREADY HAVE THE 
9 OFFICER'S PHOTOS IN, COUNSEL HAS AGREED TO STIPULATE HE 
10 WOULD TESTIFY THAT THE B.Y.U. DISPATCH OFFICE RECEIVED 
11 AND NOTED THE CALL ON THIS CASE, AT 7:34 P.M. 
12 THE COURT: VERY WELL. IS THAT A 
13 STIPULATION? 
14 MR. PEATROSS: AND ALSO — 
15 MR. SUTTERFIELD: TO AVOID BRINGING HIM ALL 
16 TOGETHER, WE WOULD ALSO STIPULATE HIS TESTIMONY WOULD BE 
17 THAT HE INVESTIGATED THE ACCIDENT, PREPARED A FIELD 
18 DIAGRAM, PREPARED THESE PHOTOS AND MADE THE MARKINGS ON 
19 THAT. I'M TRYING TO LAW A LITTLE FOUNDATION FOR MR. 
20 KNIGHT AND MR. DUVALL. 
21 MR. PEATROSS: THAT'S RIGHT, AND HE MADE SOME 
22 MARKINGS ON IT. AND I GUESS MR. DUVALL CAN TELL US THAT. 
23 THE COURT: SO YOU'VE STIPULATED THAT? 
24 MR. PEATROSS: YES. 
25 THE COURT: YOU'VE HEARD THE STIPULATION THAT 
1 IF THE OFFICER WERE CALLED HE WOULD SO TESTIFY. AND YOU 
2 MAY CONSIDER THAT AS EVIDENCE AS IF THE WITNESS HAD 
3 TESTIFIED TO THAT EFFECT. 
4 IF YOU WOULD COME FORWARD AND BE SEATED IN 
5 THE WITNESS CHAIR AGAIN, YOU MAY PROCEED. 
6 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) COLLEEN, AT THE BREAK 
7 WE WERE TALKING ABOUT YOU REMEMBERING THE RING, THE HAND 
8 AND THE PARAMEDICS? 
9 A. YES. 
10 Q. TELL ME WHAT HAPPENED NEXT, TELL ME WHAT YOU 
11 FELT IMMEDIATELY AFTER BECOMING ALERT. 
12 A. IMMEDIATELY AFTER, I FELT AS IF MY FACE HAD 
13 BEEN CRUSHED. AND I HAD AN EXCRUCIATINGLY SHARP PAIN IN 
14 MY COLLAR BONE. THE PARAMEDICS WERE RIGHT THERE AND THEY 
15 CONTINUALLY TOLD ME, "DON'T MOVE, DON'T MOVE, DON'T 
16 MOVE." AND I PROCEEDED TO TELL THEM WHERE I HURT AND 
17 WHAT HURT. AND THEY DID — I DON'T KNOW WHAT THEY DID. 
18 THEY JUST DID A BUNCH OF STUFF TO ME, ASKED ME A WHOLE 
19 LOT OF QUESTIONS. THEY STUCK SOME BOARDS UNDERNEATH MY 
20 SHOULDERS, AND PUT ME ONTO A STRETCHER. AND THEN I WENT 
21 AWAY TO THE HOSPITAL IN THE AMBULANCE. 
22 Q. DO YOU RECALL WHAT PORTION OF YOUR BODY HIT 
23 THE PAVEMENT? YOU TALKED ABOUT HOW YOU WENT INTO THE 
24 SIDE OF THE BLAZER, WHEN YOU FELT PAIN IN YOUR FACE OR 
25 SHOULDER — 
1 A. YES. DO I RECALL WHAT PART HIT THE PAVEMENT? 
2 Q. YEAH, WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU PHYSICALLY? 
3 A. WHEN I HIT THE PAVEMENT? I DON'T REMEMBER 
4 HITTING THE PAVEMENT. I DON'T REMEMBER FALLING DOWN AT 
5 ALL. 
6 Q. HOW WERE YOU LAYING WHEN YOU HAD A MEMORY? 
7 A. I WAS LYING FLAT ON MY BACK. THE ONLY THING 
8 BETWEEN THE GROUND AND MY BACK WAS MY BACKPACK. 
9 Q. YOU WENT TO THE HOSPITAL? 
10 A. I DID. 
11 Q. AND X-RAYS WERE TAKEN? 
12 A. YES, VERY PAINFUL X-RAYS. 
13 Q. HOW LONG WERE YOU AT THE HOSPITAL? 
14 A. I HAVE NO IDEA. ALL I REMEMBER IS GETTING 
15 HOME AND IT WAS VERY LATE, 12:00, 1:00. I WAS THERE FOR 
16 A VERY LONG TIME. 
17 Q. YOU SAID THE X-RAYS WERE PAINFUL. WHAT DOES 
18 THAT REFER TO? 
19 A. APPARENTLY THEY HADN'T TOLD THE RADIOLOGIST I 
20 HAD A BROKEN CLAVICLE, AND WHEN THEY WERE TAKING PICTURES 
21 THEY WANTED TO ROTATE MY BODY AND LAY ME IN SOMEHOW ~ 
22 OH, THEY WANTED TO TAKE PICTURES OF MY NOSE AND MY FACE 
23 FROM LAYING DOWN, BECAUSE THEY HAD ME ON A BED AND THEY 
24 WERE TAKING PICTURES OF THINGS. I'M ASSUMING IT WAS MY 
25 BACK, BUT I DON'T KNOW. THEY NEVER TOLD ME WHAT THEY 
1 WERE TAKING PICTURES OF. THEY WANTED TO ROLL ME OVER AND 
2 TAKE PICTURES OF MY HEAD. THEY HADN'T HEARD I BROKE MY 
3 CLAVICLE OR I WAS HAVING PROBLEMS WITH IT. I WAS LAYING 
4 DOWN, MY HEAD WAS UP HERE. THEY TURNED ME LIKE THIS, AND 
5 I FELT THE TWO BONES RUBBING AGAINST EACH OTHER. AND I 
6 YELLED VERY LOUDLY AT THE PEOPLE THAT MY CLAVICLE WAS 
7 BROKEN, AND THEY IMMEDIATELY PUT ME BACK DOWN AND THEY 
8 PROCEEDED TO TAKE PICTURES OF MY CLAVICLE. 
9 Q. SO WHAT WAS YOUR UNDERSTANDING AS A RESULT OF 
10 THE X-RAYS THAT WAS WRONG WITH YOU? 
11 A. IT WAS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT I HAD A BROKEN 
12 LEFT CLAVICLE AND MY NOSE HAD ALSO BEEN BROKEN. 
13 Q. OKAY. WERE YOU GIVEN ANY MEDICATION? 
14 A. I WAS. AS SOON S THEY GOT ME INTO THE 
15 EMERGENCY ROOM, THEY GAVE ME TWO PILLS AND EXPLAINED TO 
16 ME THAT IT WAS PERCOCET. 
17 Q. WHAT DID YOU UNDERSTAND PERCOCET TO BE? 
18 A. A VERY STRONG PAIN KILLER. 
19 Q. ALL RIGHT. ANY OTHER MEDICATIONS ON THAT 
20 DAY? 
21 A. ON THAT DAY, NO. 
22 Q. OKAY. YOU WENT HOME. RATHER THAN GO THROUGH 
23 EVERY SINGLE ENTRY -- WE'LL BE HERE ALL DAY. I'M SURE 
24 THE JURY WOULD BE BORED AND SO WOULD I. JUST DESCRIBE 
25 YOU NEXT FEW WEEKS IN TERMS OF HOW YOU FELT, WHEN YOU 
1 A. RIGHT. 
2 Q. IT WAS A USED BIKE, IS THAT CORRECT? 
3 A. UH-HUH (AFFIRMATIVE), IT WAS. 
4 Q. DON'T YOU THINK IN FAIRNESS YOU OUGHT TO ASK 
5 FOR A USED BIKE, THE PRICE OF A USED BIKE AND NOT A BRAND 
6 NEW BIKE? 
7 A. THAT WOULD BE FINE. 
8 Q. SPEAKING OF YOUR BIKE, MS. STOCK, IT DIDN'T 
9 HAVE A HEADLIGHT; IS THAT CORRECT? 
10 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
11 Q. AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT YOU WEREN'T 
12 WEARING A HELMET? 
13 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
14 Q. YOU'VE ALSO GOT YOUR CLOTHES. YOU DIDN'T 
15 HAVE ANY REFLECTIVE TAPE OR REFLECTIVE CLOTHING; IS THAT 
16 CORRECT? 
17 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
18 Q. AND YOU NOW UNDERSTAND THAT IT'S A VIOLATION 
19 OF THE LAW TO RIDE YOUR BIKE WITHOUT A HEADLAMP; IS THAT 
20 CORRECT? 
21 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
22 Q. DO YOU STILL RIDE YOUR BIKE ON OCCASION OR 
23 ANOTHER BIKE? 
24 A. NO, I HAVE PROBABLY RIDDEN A BIKE THREE TIMES 
25 SINCE THE ACCIDENT. 
1 Q. YOU DON'T RIDE A BIKE AT NIGHT ANYMORE, I 
2 TAKE IT? 
3 A. I HAVEN'T RIDDEN A BIKE IN OVER A YEAR. 
4 Q. I GUESS THAT MEANS YOU DON'T RIDE AT NIGHT 
5 WITHOUT A LIGHT? 
6 A. EXACTLY. I'M SORRY. 
7 Q. YOU TOOK GOOD CARE OF YOUR BIKE PRIOR TO THIS 
8 ACCIDENT, DIDN'T YOU? 
9 A. I DID. 
10 Q. IT WAS IN GOOD WORKING ORDER? 
11 A. YES. 
12 Q. HOW WERE THE BRAKES? THEY WERE FINE AS WELL, 
13 I ASSUME, WORKED PROPERLY? 
14 A. YES. 
15 Q. YOU TALKED ABOUT A LOT OF ACTIVITIES. I 
16 ASSUME YOU USED THE BIKE QUITE A BIT DURING HIGH SCHOOL, 
17 PERHAPS? 
18 A. I LIVED IN THE COUNTRY, AND SO BIKING IN THE 
19 COUNTRY IS A LOT DIFFERENT THAN BIKING IN A CITY. I — 
20 Q. THE QUESTION IS DID YOU BIKE A LOT? 
21 A. NOT A LOT. I DIDN'T HAVE A BIKE IN HIGH 
22 SCHOOL. 
23 Q. NOW, DO YOU RECALL GIVING INTERROGATORY 
24 ANSWERS, DOES THAT RING A BELL AT ALL? 
25 A. I DON'T RECALL THE INTERROGATORIES. IS THAT 
1 THE SAME THING AS A DEPOSITION? 
2 Q. NO, IT'S NOT. HERE, LET ME HELP YOU OUT. 
3 WHAT THEY ARE, AND MAYBE ~ THEY'RE WRITTEN ANSWERS OR 
4 QUESTIONS THAT THE PARTIES SEND TO EACH OTHER, AND YOU 
5 PROVIDE AN ANSWER. I'LL JUST ASK HER TO READ INTO THE 
6 RECORD HER RESPONSE TO ONE. 
7 TURN TO INTERROGATORY #3, IF YOU WOULD. IT'S 
8 ON PAGE 2. 
9 A. UH-HUH (AFFIRMATIVE). 
10 Q. AND THIS QUESTION -- FIRST LET'S GO TO THE 
11 BACK PAGE, AND SEE IF THIS WILL REFRESH YOUR MEMORY. 
12 TURN TO PAGE 8. 
13 A. I DON'T HAVE — WAIT, MAYBE THESE PAGES ARE 
14 OUT OF ORDER. 
15 Q. THAT COULD BE, TOO. 
16 A. YEAH, PAGE SIX IS PUT ON THE LAST PAGE. 
17 Q. DID YOU FIND PAGE 8? 
18 A. I DID. 
19 Q. AND IT HAS A VERIFICATION AND STARTING WITH 
20 — IT SAYS, "COLLEEN STOCK, AFTER HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY 
21 SWORN, DEPOSED AND SAYS, I HAVE ANSWERED THE 
22 INTERROGATORIES, AND THE SAME ARE TRUE TO THE BEST OF MY 
23 KNOWLEDGE AS TO MY INFORMATION. SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN." 
24 AND YOU SIGN IT AND IT'S NOTARIZED; IS THAT CORRECT? 
25 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
&XI 
1 Q. DO YOU RECALL DOING THAT NOW? 
2 A. I'M SORRY, I DON'T. 
3 Q. LET'S READ THE ANSWER AND SEE IF YOU RECALL 
4 THAT. 
5 A. OKAY. 
6 Q. THE QUESTION WAS, "PLEASE STATE YOUR VERSION 
7 OF THE INCIDENT OF HOW THE INCIDENT DESCRIBED IN THE 
8 COMPLAINT OCCURRED." AND READ YOUR RESPONSE. 
9 A. "PLAINTIFF WAS RIDING HER BIKE EAST ON SOUTH 
10 CAMPUS DRIVE ON MARCH 7, BETWEEN 6:30 AND 7 P.M. 
11 PLAINTIFF WAS RIDING HER BIKE DOWN THE HILL NEAR THE 
12 CROSSWALK BY THE HEALTH CENTER, SAW A BLAZER TYPE VEHICLE 
13 MOVE INTO THE TURN LANE. THEREAFTER THE DEFENDANT'S 
14 VEHICLE BEGAN TO INITIATE A TURN ACROSS PLAINTIFF'S LANE 
15 INTO THE B.Y.U. HEALTH CENTER PARKING LOT DIRECTLY IN 
16 FRONT OF PLAINTIFF. PLAINTIFF IMMEDIATELY APPLIED HER 
17 BRAKES, BUT BECAUSE SHE WAS ONLY 15, 20 FEET AWAY FROM 
18 THE BLAZER WHEN IT STARTED TO TURN IN FRONT OF HER. SHE 
19 COULD NOT STOP AND CRASHED INTO THE PASSENGER SIDE OF THE 
20 VEHICLE." 
21 Q. IS THAT YOUR TESTIMONY TODAY? 
22 A. IT IS ACCURATE — I DON'T KNOW — I'VE SAID, 
23 I DON'T KNOW DISTANCES. I WAS ~ I CAN TELL YOU BY THE 
24 MARKERS, BUT I CAN'T TELL DISTANCE. I DON'T KNOW THE 
25 DISTANCES. 
1 Q. ALL RIGHT. LET'S REVIEW THAT BRIEFLY. AND I 
2 THINK YOU WENT INTO THAT A LITTLE BIT ON DIRECT, AND I'LL 
3 TRY AND GO THROUGH IT QUICKLY. 
4 YOU NOTICED THE BLAZER PULL INTO THE TURNING 
5 LANE; IS THAT CORRECT? 
6 A. THAT'S CORRECT, I DID. 
7 Q. THIS DIAGRAM IN FACT ISN'T EVEN BIG ENOUGH TO 
8 SHOW THE ENTIRE TURNING LANE. THIS WOULD GO BACK SOME 
9 DISTANCE, AND DO ONE OF THOSE KINDS OF TURNING THINGS, 
10 WOULDN'T IT? 
11 A. YES, BUT I DON'T KNOW HOW FAR BACK IT WOULD 
12 GO. 
13 Q. I DON'T KNOW EITHER, BUT MY POINT IS THIS 
14 DOESN'T EVEN SHOW THE START OF THE TURNING LANE? 
15 A. OKAY. 
16 Q. AND YOU SAW HIM GO INTO THE START OF THE 
17 TURNING LANE AND THEN MAKE A TURN? 
18 A. I DID. 
19 Q. AND DIDN'T YOU TELL US AT THAT TIME THAT WAS 
20 WHEN YOU WERE BACK BY THE LITTLE TREE? 
21 A. EXCUSE ME, WHAT POINT? 
22 Q. WHEN YOU SAW HIM GO INTO THE TURNING LANE. 
23 A. NO, THAT'S NOT CORRECT. 
24 Q. WHERE DID YOU PUT YOURSELF WHEN HE WENT INTO 
25 THE TURNING LANE? 
1 A. I WAS NEAR THE MIDDLE TREE. 
2 Q. THIS MIDDLE TREE? 
3 A. I WAS NEAR THAT WHEN I SAW HIM GOING INTO THE 
4 TURNING LANE. 
5 Q. NOW, YOU WERE GOING 20 MILES AN HOUR ~ NOW 
6 YOU SAY 15 TO 20? 
7 A. IN MY DEPOSITION EVEN I SAID 15 TO 20. 
8 Q. OKAY, 15 TO 20. WHAT DID YOU TELL THE 
9 OFFICER, DID YOU TELL HIM 20? 
10 A. I DON'T REMEMBER WHAT I TOLD THE OFFICER AT 
11 ALL. 
12 Q. AND YOU ESTIMATED THE SPEED OF THE BLAZER IN 
13 YOUR DEPOSITION AT 15 MILES PER HOUR? 
14 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
15 Q. I TAKE IT THEN YOU OBSERVED THE BLAZER LONG 
16 ENOUGH THAT YOU COULD MAKE A FAIR ESTIMATE OF SPEED? 
17 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
18 Q. NOW, AS YOU WENT DOWN THE HILL YOU WERE 
19 ALREADY BRAKING; WERE YOU NOT? 
20 A. I WAS. 
21 Q. HAD YOUR HAND ON THE BRAKE? 
22 A. I HAD. 
23 Q. BOTH HANDS ON BOTH BRAKES? 
24 A. AS I RECALL, YES. 
25 Q. SO AS YOU REALIZED THE DANGER AT WHATEVER 
1 POINT, ALL YOU HAD TO DO IS SQUEEZE HARDER; THAT WOULD BE 
2 FAIR, WOULDN'T IT? 
3 A. THAT WOULD BE. 
4 Q. LET'S TALK ABOUT THAT. I WANT TO MAKE SURE I 
5 DNDERSTOOD YOUR EARLIER TESTIMONY CORRECTLY. WHERE WERE 
6 YOU WHEN YOU BELIEVED YOD REALIZED THERE WAS A DANGER? 
7 A. I WAS AT THIS TREE. 
8 Q. AT THIS TREE? 
9 A. MEANING THE TREE DIRECTLY — 
10 Q. CLOSEST TO THE POINT OF IMPACT? 
11 A. DIRECTLY EAST OF THE LIGHT POST. 
12 Q. THAT IS CLOSEST TO THE POINT OF IMPACT, 
13 WHENEVER IT IS -- I'M ASKING, NOT TELLING YOU. IS THAT 
14 CORRECT? 
15 A. EXCUSE ME. OKAY, THE TREE CLOSEST TO IMPACT, 
16 YES. 
17 Q. WOULD YOU SHOW ME WHERE YOUR POINT OF IMPACT 
18 WOULD BE; BY THAT I MEAN WHERE YOUR FRONT TIRE WOULD BE 
19 AS IT CONTACTED THE SIDE OF THE VEHICLE? 
20 A. I BELIEVE THAT WOULD BE RIGHT ABOUT HERE. 
21 Q. WOULD YOU PLEASE MARK THAT? 
22 TO AHEAD AND PUT P.O.I., POINT OF IMPACT, 
23 SOMETHING LIKE THAT. AND I DON'T KNOW WHAT MR. DUVALL 
24 WILL DO, SO PUT YOUR INITIALS ON IT SO IF HE STARTS 
25 DRAWING ON IT WE'LL KNOW IT LATER. 
1 WOULDN'T IT BE A FAIR STATEMENT THEN, AT THE 
2 TIME YOU SAW THE VEHICLE AND WHEREVER IT WAS YOD REALIZED 
3 IT WAS A DANGER, YOU WERE GOING TOO FAST TO STOP? 
4 A. THE DISTANCE WAS TOO SHORT. 
5 Q. AND YOU WERE GOING TOO FAST TO STOP IN 
6 WHATEVER THAT SHORT DISTANCE WAS, CORRECT? 
7 A. I DON'T BELIEVE I WAS GOING TOO FAST. 
8 Q. THAT WASN'T MY QUESTION. YOU WEREN'T ABLE TO 
9 STOP IN TIME TO AVOID IMPACT, WERE YOU? 
10 A. NO, I WASN'T. 
11 Q. NOW, YOU BLAME MR. SHARAPATA FOR FAILING TO 
12 SEE YOU; IS THAT CORRECT? 
13 A. FOR FAILING TO GIVE ME THE RIGHT-OF-WAY, YES. 
14 Q. IN ORDER TO YIELD THE RIGHT-OF-WAY, YOU 
15 CERTAINLY WOULD AGREE HE WOULD HAVE TO SEE YOU FIRST; 
16 ISN'T THAT FAIR? 
17 A. THAT'S FAIR. 
18 Q. SO WHAT HE DID WRONG IN YOUR CLAIM IS HE 
19 DIDN'T SEE YOU; IS THAT A FAIR AND ACCURATE STATEMENT? 
20 A. IT IS. 
21 Q. WOULDN'T YOU ALSO ADMIT IN FAIRNESS, IF YOU 
22 HAD A HEADLIGHT THAT WAS VISIBLE FOR 500 FEET HE WOULD BE 
23 EARLIER TO SEE ~ OR YOU WOULD HAVE BEEN EASIER TO SEE; 
24 ISN'T THAT FAIR? 
25 A. REPEAT THE QUESTION, PLEASE. 
1 Q. IN FAIRNESS THEN, IF YOU BLAME HIM FOR NOT 
2 SEEING YOU, IF YOU HAD A HEADLAMP ON YOUR BICYCLE THAT 
3 WAS VISIBLE FOR 500 FEET, YOU WOULD HAVE BEEN EASIER TO 
4 SEE? 
5 A. I DON'T BELIEVE SO IN THIS CASE, BECAUSE I 
6 WAS RIGHT UNDER THE LIGHT. THERE WAS LIGHTS BEHIND ME, 
7 LIGHTS IN FRONT OF ME. 
8 Q. YOU DON'T BELIEVE THAT A HEADLAMP WOULD MAKE 
9 YOU EASIER TO SEE; IS THAT FAIR? 
10 A. IT WOULD IF I WERE ON A DARK ROAD AND I WAS 
11 THE ONLY PERSON THERE. BUT I WAS IN THE MIDDLE OF ALL OF 
12 THIS LIGHT. I DON'T KNOW HOW IT COULD HAVE MADE ME ANY 
13 EASIER TO SEE. 
14 Q. WELL, WE'LL HAVE TO ASK MR. KNIGHT ABOUT 
15 THAT. AND YOU WOULD HAVE TO ADMIT AS WELL, AS YOU WERE 
16 TRAVELING SLOWER, THAT YOU WOULD HAVE HAD AN EASIER TIME 
17 STOPPING; ISN'T THAT FAIR? 
18 A. YES. 
19 Q. IS THAT A TYPICAL SPPED FOR YOU, 15 TO 20 
20 MILES AN HOUR, IN THAT LOCATION AT NIGHT? 
21 A. WHEN YOU SAY ~ 
22 Q. DO YOU ALWAYS RIDE YOUR BIKE THAT FAST? 
23 A. I HAVE NO IDEA HOW FAST. DEPENDS ON WHERE 
24 I'M RIDING OR ~ DEPENDS UPON WHERE I WAS GOING OR WHAT I 
25 WAS DOING. 
1 Q. WERE YOU IN SOME KIND OF A HURRY? 
2 A. NO, I WASN'T. 
3 Q. SO THAT WAS TYPICAL? 
4 A. WHEN YOU SAY TYPICAL, I DON'T — I MEAN, I 
5 DON'T CALCULATE MY SPEED EVERY TIME I GET ON MY BIKE, AND 
6 I DON'T KNOW EXACTLY HOW FAST I'M GOING EVERY TIME I SAT 
7 ON MY BIKE TO GO SOMEPLACE. WHEN I WAS ON CAMPUS I WOULD 
8 GO SLOWER BECAUSE THERE WAS PEOPLE AROUND AND I DIDN'T 
9 WANT TO HIT ANYONE. 
10 Q. WELL, LET'S SWITCH FOR A MINUTE, MS. STOCK, 
11 IF WE CAN. APPARENTLY YOUR PRINCIPAL COMPLAINT OF 
12 PROBLEMS, OTHER THAN THE ORIGINAL COLLAR BONE INJURY AND 
13 FRACTURED NOSE, IS MID-BACK PAIN; IS THAT FAIR? 
14 A. THAT IS FAIR, YES. 
15 Q. AND ISN'T IT TRUE YOU HAD NO PROBLEMS WITH 
16 YOUR MID-BACK UNTIL WELL AFTER THIS ACCIDENT? 
17 A. WHEN YOU SAY "WELL AFTER" WHAT TIMEFRAME ARE 
18 YOU LOOKING AT? 
19 Q. JULY 22ND, I BELIEVE IS THE FIRST RECORD WE 
20 HAVE OF ANYTHING. 
21 A. THAT'S CORRECT, I DIDN'T HAVE ANY BACK PAINS 
22 UNTIL THAT TIME. 
23 Q. AS A MATTER OF FACT, YOU DIDN'T REPORT THAT 
24 UNTIL YOU WENT TO DR. GREGORY UNTIL AUGUST 3RD, I BELIEVE 
25 WAS THAT DATE? 
1 MR. PEATROSS: FOR THE RECORD, YOUR HONOR, 
2 WE'RE SHOWING DEFENDANT'S 7 THOUGH 9 TO THE JURY AT THIS 
3 TIME. AND THOSE WERE THE PICTURES WE STIPULATED OFFICER 
4 LONG TOOK AT THE ACCIDENT SCENE THE NIGHT OF THE 
5 INVESTIGATION. 
6 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) WHILE THE JURY IS LOOKING 
7 AT THAT, YOU HEARD YOUR COUNSEL STIPULATE THAT THE 
8 OFFICER WOULD HAVE TESTIFIED THAT THE ACCIDENT WAS 
9 REPORTED AT 7:34. DO YOU RECALL THAT, WHEN YOU WERE 
10 SITTING HERE? 
11 A. YES, I DO. 
12 Q. AND IT WAS A MINUTE OR TWO AT MOST, MAYBE 
13 THREE OR FOUR, WHATEVER, FROM THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT 
14 UNTIL THE OFFICER ARRIVES; THAT'S FAIR, ISN'T IT? 
15 A. I DON'T KNOW THAT. 
16 Q. YOU DON'T? 
17 A. I MEAN I THOUGHT — IT WAS MY IMPRESSION I 
18 LEFT THE CLASS BETWEEN 6:50 AND 7 O'CLOCK. AND I WENT 
19 DIRECTLY HOME. 
20 Q. THAT'S MY NEXT QUESTION, BUT WHAT ASKED YOU 
21 WAS THAT IT WAS JUST A FEW MINUTES FROM THE ACCIDENT ~ 
22 YOU SAID IT WAS JUST A FEW MINUTES FROM THE TIME THE 
23 PARAMEDICS GOT THERE, AND I ASSUME THE OFFICER GOT THERE 
24 JUST BEFORE THE PARAMEDICS? 
25 A. I DON'T KNOW WHEN THE OFFICER GOT THERE. 
1 Q. YOU DON'T RECALL WHETHER YOU VISITED WITH 
2 YOUR FRIENDS OR CLASS WAS LATE THAT NIGHT, OR WHY YOU 
3 BELIEVE YOU GOT OUT AT 6:50 BUT THE ACCIDENT WAS REPORTED 
4 AT 7:54? 
5 A. THE CLASS WAS RELEASED AT 6:50. SO I THOUGHT 
6 IT WOULD BE BETWEEN THEN AND 7:00 THAT THE ACCIDENT 
7 OCCURRED. 
8 Q. DO YOU REMEMBER DOING ANYTHING OR NOT DOING 
9 ANYTHING DURING THAT PERIOD? 
10 A. NO, I DID NOT DO ANYTHING THAT DAY. 
11 Q. LET ME ASK YOU, HAVE YOU HAD A CHANCE TO SEE 
12 THESE PICTURES YET? 
13 A. NO, I HAVEN'T. 
14 Q. BY THE WAY, DID YOU OBSERVE OTHER TRAFFIC 
15 BESIDES MR. SHARAPATA? 
16 A. I BELIEVE THAT THERE WAS ANOTHER CAR BEHIND 
17 HIM IN THE LANE THAT WAS JUST NORTH — SEE THERE'S TWO 
18 LANES, AND I THOUGHT THERE WAS ANOTHER CAR BEHIND HIM IN 
19 THAT NORTH LANE. 
20 Q. I DON'T MEAN NECESSARILY SECONDS OR A MINUTE 
21 BEFORE IMPACT, BUT GENERALLY AS YOU RODE YOUR BIKE YOU 
22 DIDN'T SEE SOME OTHER VEHICLES OR TRAFFIC? 
23 A. I WASN'T PASSED BY ANY CARS WHEN I WAS ON 
24 THAT STREET, NO. 
25 Q. IN ANY EVENT, NOW YOU'VE HAD A CHANCE TO SEE 
1 THESE PHOTOGRAPHS, DO YOU STILL BELIEVE THAT A HEADLIGHT 
2 VISIBLE FOR 500 FEET WOULD NOT HAVE ASSISTED MY CLIENT, 
3 MR. SHARAPATA, IN BEING ABLE TO SEE YOU? 
4 A. EXCUSE ME? SAY THAT AGAIN, PLEASE. 
5 Q. NOW THAT YOU'VE HAD A CHANCE TO REVIEW THE 
6 PHOTOGRAPHS OFFICER LONG TOOK OF THE ACCIDENT SCENE, DO 
7 YOU STILL HOLD THE OPINION THAT A HEADLAMP VISIBLE FOR 
8 500 FEET, IF IT WOULD HAVE BEEN ON YOUR BICYCLE, WOULD 
9 NOT HAVE ASSISTED JOHN SHARAPATA IN BEING ABLE TO SEE YOU 
10 BEFORE THIS ACCIDENT HAPPENED? 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: LET ME OBJECT AS TO 
12 FOUNDATION. AND ALSO THE ONLY TESTIMONY WE HAVE IS THE 
13 OFFICER TOOK THE PICTURES, NOT THAT THEY'RE ACCURATE 
14 REPRESENTATIONS OF THE LIGHTING CONDITIONS. THERE'S NO 
15 INDICATION OF THAT, AND IT INVOLVES HEARSAY. 
16 THE COURT: I THINK I'LL SUSTAIN THE 
17 OBJECTION TO THE FORM OF THE QUESTION. IF SHE WANTS ~ 
18 IF YOU WANT TO ASK HER IF SHE MAINTAINS THAT, I DON'T 
19 KNOW IF IT SHOULD BE TIED TO HER HAVING OBSERVED THE 
20 PHOTOGRAPHS, COUNSEL. 
21 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) OKAY, I'LL JUST ASK YOU 
22 THAT GENERALLY. DO YOU STILL MAINTAIN THAT TO BE THE 
23 CASE, A LIGHT WOULD HAVE MADE NO DIFFERENCE AND WOULDN'T 
24 HAVE ASSISTED HIM IN BECOMING AWARE YOU WERE THERE AND 
25 HOW FAST YOU WERE GOING? 
1 A. I WAS UNDER THE STREETLIGHT. I DON'T KNOW 
2 THAT IT WOULD HAVE MADE THAT MUCH DIFFERENCE AT ALL. 
3 MR. PEATROSS: OKAY. NO FURTHER QUESTION, 
4 YOUR HONOR. 
5 THE COURT: REDIRECT, COUNSEL? 
6 
7 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
8 BY MR. SUTTERFIELD: 
9 Q. MRS. RASMUSSEN, THE NOTATIONS OF DR. GREGORY 
10 ARE A LITTLE BIT CONFUSING THAT WERE ON THE OVERHEAD A 
11 MINUTE AGO. WHAT HISTORY DID YOU GIVE HIM, TO THE BEST 
12 OF YOUR RECOLLECTION? 
13 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, I OBJECT TO 
14 FOUNDATION. I WOULD LIKE HER ASKED IF SHE DOES REMEMBER 
15 GIVING THE HISTORY FIRST. 
16 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. 
17 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) DO YOU REMEMBER GIVING 
18 A HISTORY TO DR. GREGORY THE FIRST DAY YOU WENT IN TO SEE 
19 HIM? 
20 A. UMM, I DON'T RECALL THE SPECIFIC DAY, BUT WE 
21 HAD A LOT OF CONVERSATION THROUGHOUT THE FIRST FEW 
22 VISITS. 
23 Q. OKAY. AND DURING THOSE CONVERSATIONS DID HE 
24 ASK YOU ABOUT YOUR PRIOR SYMPTOMS, PRIOR INJURIES? 
25 A. HE DID. 
1 
2 THE COURT: BE SEATED HERE IN THIS WITNESS 
3 CHAIR. 
4 
5 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
6 BY MR. PEATROSS: 
7 Q. THANK YOU FOR COMING, MRS. DUNAWAY. FOR THE 
8 RECORD, YOU'LL NOTICE THAT THIS IS CREED. HE'S TAKING 
9 DOWN THE TRANSCRIPT. SO FOR THE RECORD, PLEASE STATE YOU 
10 FULL NAME? 
11 A. RUTH MALMFELDT DUNAWAY. 164 WEST 1525 NORTH 
12 IN OREM. 
13 Q. MRS. DUNAWAY, WHERE WAS YOUR HUSBAND EMPLOYED 
14 IN MARCH OF 1990? 
15 A. B.Y.U. 
16 Q. WHAT IS HIS NAME? 
17 A. JAMES SCOTT DUNAWAY. 
18 Q. AND WERE YOU AN ACTIVE DRIVER AT THAT TIME ~ 
19 DID YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE AND DROVE? 
20 A. YES. 
21 Q. AND DO YOU RECALL OBSERVING A BICYCLE-VEHICLE 
22 ACCIDENT IN MARCH OF 1990? 
23 A. YES. 
24 Q. JUST CURIOUS. I ASSUME YOU STOPPED ~ WE'LL 
25 GET BACK TO THE ACCIDENT ~ BUT YOU STOPPED AND GOT OUT 
1 AND MET THE FOLKS? 
2 A. YES — NO, I DID NOT MEET THEM. 
3 Q. DID YOU SEE THEM? 
4 A. I SAW THEM. 
5 Q. I WAS CURIOUS IF YOU REMEMBERED JOHN 
6 SHARAPATA OR YOU RECOGNIZED HIM? 
7 A. I WOULDN'T RECOGNIZE EITHER ONE. 
8 Q. BEFORE I ASK YOU ABOUT THE ACCIDENT 
9 SPECIFICALLY, MRS. DUNAWAY, PLEASE TELL THE JURY WHERE 
10 YOU HAD BEEN JUST PRIOR TO THE ACCIDENT AND WHERE YOU 
11 WERE GOING. 
12 A. MY HUSBAND WAS TEACHING A CLASS, AN EVENING 
13 CLASS. AND I OFTEN PICKED HIM UP. AND I PICKED HIM UP 
14 ON THE ROAD, AND IT LOOPS AROUND B.Y.U. AND WE WERE 
15 COMING HOME AT THAT TIME. WE LIVED IN PROVO THEN. 
16 Q. LET ME SHOW YOU AND SEE IF YOU RECOGNIZE 
17 PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 4. TAKE A LOOK AT THOSE PHOTOGRAPHS. 
18 A. THE HEALTH CENTER AND THE ROAD IN FRONT OF IT 
19 WHERE THE ACCIDENT HAPPENED. 
20 Q. WHEN YOU TALKED ABOUT IT, WAS IT SOUTH CAMPUS 
21 DRIVE YOU MENTIONED? 
22 A. IF THAT WAS THE NAME. 
23 Q. BUT THIS IS THE STREET? 
24 A. UH-HUH (AFFIRMATIVE). 
25 Q. DO YOU RECALL WHAT TIME IT WAS WHEN YOU 
1 PICKED YOUR HUSBAND UP, APPROXIMATELY? 
2 A. NOT EXACTLY. HIS CLASS USUALLY ENDED 7:00, 
3 SEVENISH. 
4 Q. LET ME ASK YOU TO ASSUME THE OFFICER REPORTED 
5 THE ACCIDENET AS 7:34. THAT'S WHEN THEY SAID IT WAS 
6 CALLED IN; WE'VE GOT AN ACCIDENT. IS THAT CONSISTENT 
7 WITH YOUR MEMORY AT THE TIME? 
8 A. THE ACCIDENT WOULD HAVE OCCURRED MAYBE 10 
9 MINUTES, 15 MINUTES BEFORE THEN. 
10 Q. DID IT TAKE 10 OR 15 MINUTES FROM THE 
11 ACCIDENT FOR AN OFFICER TO GET THERE? 
12 A. WHEN YOU'RE STANDING THERE WATCHING SOMETHING 
13 LIKE THAT, IT'S DIFFICULT TO REMEMBER THE EXACT TIME THAT 
14 ELAPSES. 
15 Q. A BETTER QUESTION ANYWAY — AND I UNDERSTAND 
16 THAT. DO YOU KNOW WHO CALLED THE PARAMEDICS OR WHATEVER? 
17 A. NO, I DO NOT. I KNOW THAT PEOPLE BEGAN TO 
18 COME TO THE SCENE OF THE ACCIDENT IMMEDIATELY. THEY 
19 ASKED, "HAVE YOU CALLED AN AMBULANCE?" WE SAID, NO, WE H 
20 AD NOT HAD TIME. SOMEONE RAN OFF TO DO THAT. 
21 Q. HOW LONG FROM THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT UNTIL 
22 SOMEONE RAN OFF TO DO TH AT? 
23 A. MINUTES. 
24 Q. SPECIFICALLY AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT WHAT 
25 WERE YOU DOING? 
1 A. I WAS DRIVING EAST DOWN THAT ROAD. 
2 Q. CAN YOU PLEASE TELL US JUST BASICALLY — 
3 DRIVING A CAR OR TRUCK? 
4 A. I WAS DRIVING A SMALL CAR WITH MY HUSBAND. 
5 HE WAS IN THE PASSENGER SEAT, AND WE WERE COMING DOWN THE 
6 HILL APPROACHING WHERE THE SCENE TOOK PLACE. 
7 Q. FROM YOUR DEPOSITION, YOU HAD BEEN ON THAT 
8 ROAD FOR SOME DISTANCE FROM UP AROUND THE CORNER? 
9 A. CORRECT. 
10 Q. COULD YOU TELL US IN TERMS OF BLOCKS OR MILES 
11 OR HOWEVER FAR THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN, FROM THERE WHERE YOU 
12 STARTED DRIVING TO THE ACCIDENT? 
13 A. IT'S DIFFICULT TO JUDGE DISTANCE. 
14 Q. I UNDERSTAND. 
15 A. THE ROAD CURVES. I KNOW WHERE ON THE CURB I 
16 WAS WHEN I FIRST OBSERVED WHAT WAS HAPPENING. 
17 Q. IF I REMEMBER — AND I WANT TO MAKE THIS 
18 EASIER. YOU PICKED YOUR HUSBAND UP KIND OF ON THE OTHER 
19 SIDE OF CAMPUS? 
20 A. RIGHT. 
21 Q. AND YOU WOULD DRIVE APPROXIMATELY HALFWAY 
22 DOWN THAT PART OF CAMPUS AND TURN. WASN'T IT THE MAZIER 
23 BUILDING RIGHT AROUND THAT CORNER THERE? 
24 A. OH, YES. 
25 Q. IT WOULD BE SEVERAL BLOCKS? 
1 A. THAT I HAD BEEN DRIVING PRIOR? OH, YES, 
2 THAT'S TRUE. 
3 Q. AND DURING THAT TIME DID YOU HAVE YOUR 
4 HEADLIGHTS ON, FOR EXAMPLE? 
5 A. I BELIEVE I DID. I KNOW THAT WHEN WE CAME 
6 DOWN THE HILL I OBSERVED EVERYONE HAD HEADLIGHTS ON, 
7 INCLUDING MYSELF. 
8 Q. NOW, DO YOU RECALL WHETHER — I ASSUME IT WAS 
9 DARK IF YOU HAD YOUR HEADLIGHTS ON? 
10 A. I — IT'S DIFFICULT ~ AFTER GIVING A 
11 DEPOSITION AND GOING OVER IT AND EVERYTHING ELSE, YOU 
12 BEGIN TO THINK AGAIN. I BELIEVE IT WAS JUST THAT GRAY, 
13 THE DARKEST GRAY, JUST BEFORE IT GETS VERY, VERY DARK. 
14 BECAUSE WHEN THE POLICE WERE THERE IT WAS PITCH BLACK. 
15 Q. OKAY, LET'S GET TO THE ACCIDENT, MRS. 
16 DUNAWAY. WHEN DID YOU FIRST OBSERVE — I REFER TO HER AS 
17 MS STOCK. SHE'S MRS. RASMUSSEN NOW, BUT I'LL CLL HER MS. 
18 STOCK. 
19 A. THE ROAD CURVES AROUND AS IT COMES DOWN THE 
20 HILL, AND I COULD SHOW YOU EXACTLY ON A MAP. 
21 Q. THE MAP IS KIND OF — IT ONLY HAS A CHUNK OF 
22 IT. YOU SEE IF YOU CAN ~ WHY DON'T YOU STEP DOWN HERE, 
23 IF YOU WOULD, IN FRONT OF THIS PICTURE. AND IF THAT MAP 
24 HELPS ... 
25 A. IT WAS BEFORE OF WHAT'S INDICATED ON THAT 
1 MAP. 
2 Q. CAN YOD SEE WHAT YOD'RE REFERRING TO ON THIS 
3 PHOTOGRAPH? 
4 A. MAYBE DP BY THESE FIRST TREES, RIGHT DP WHERE 
5 IT JDST BEGINS TO CDRVE. 
6 Q. AND THAT'S WHERE YOD FIRST SAW COLLEEN STOCK? 
7 A. YES. 
8 Q. WHAT WAS SHE DOING AT THAT TIME? 
9 A. SHE WAS RIDING HER BIKE DOWN THE HILL ON THE 
10 RIGHT SIDE OF THE ROAD. 
11 Q. I KNOW IT'S HARD FROM THE PICTDRE. MAYBE YOD 
12 CAN HELP DS. WHERE DOES THAT HILL START? 
13 A. IT STARTS A LITTLE HIGHER THAN WHAT'S 
14 INDICATED IN THE PICTDRE. 
15 Q. EVEN FDRTHER BACK FROM THESE TREES THAT YOD 
16 SHOWED? 
17 A. RIGHT DP BY THE MARK. 
18 Q. I'M JDST LOOKING AT THE PICTDRE. IT SEEMS TO 
19 GET STEEPER JDST BEFORE THIS AREA HERE; IS THAT RIGHT? 
20 A. A LITTLE BIT. 
21 Q. I GDESS YOD'RE FAMILIAR WITH THE AREA. YODR 
22 HDSBAND WORKS THERE? 
23 A. YES. 
24 Q. HOW LONG HAS HE WORKED THERE? 
25 A. EIGHT YEARS, 10 YEARS, SOMEWHERE ARODND IN 
1 THERE. 
2 Q. DID YOU SEE HER PULL OUT INTO THE ROAD OR 
3 JUST OBSERVE HER THERE? 
4 A. SHE WAS JUST DRIVING DOWN THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE 
5 OF THE ROAD. I SAW HER AS I CAME DOWN THE HILL A LITTLE 
6 FURTHER. I COULDN'T TELL YOU EXACTLY DISTANCES. I 
7 ASSESSED WHAT WAS HAPPENING. AND I SAID, SHE'S GOING TO 
8 GET HIT. AS I'VE MENTIONED EARLIER, I WANTED TO HONK MY 
9 HORN BUT SHE WAS GOING FAST ENOUGH DOWN THE HILL THAT I 
10 KNEW IF SHE TURNED AROUND AND LOOKED AT ME BECAUSE I HAD 
11 HONKED, THAT SHE WOULD GET HIT. SO I DIDN'T HONK, HOPING 
12 AT THE LAST MINUTE SHE WOULD SEE THE PROBLEM. 
13 Q. HOW DID YOU BECOME AWARE OF A PROBLEM? 
14 A. THE CAR WAS TURNING LEFT INTO THE PARKING LOT 
15 OF THE MCDONALD HEALTH CENTER. I THINK HE HAD STOPPED. 
16 HE MAY HAVE STARTED TO INCH FORWARD. I WAS A SAFE 
17 DISTANCE BACK THAT HE COULD SAFELY MAKE A LEFT-HAND TURN 
18 IN FRONT OF ME INTO THE PARKING LOT. 
19 Q. OKAY. 
20 A. I COULD SEE HE WAS GOING TO MAKE THAT TURN. 
21 Q. DID HE SIGNAL? 
22 A. YES, HE WAS SIGNALING. HE WAS STARTING TO 
23 MOVE. SHE WAS COMING DOWN THE HILL. YOU CAN SEE THE 
24 FORCES HAPPENING, AND I KNEW THAT AN IMPACT WOULD TAKE 
25 PLACE IF ONE OF THEM DIDN'T STOP. 
1 Q. IN RELATIONSHIP TO YOUR HEADLIGHTS, WAS SHE 
2 IN YOUR LIGHTS OR OFF TO ONE SIDE OR? 
3 A. AS THE ROAD CURVES THERE, THERE IS A POINT 
4 WHERE SHE MAY HAVE QUICKLY REFLECTED IN MY HEADLIGHTS. I 
5 WAS AWARE THAT SHE WAS THERE. I COULD SEE HER GOING VERY 
6 FAST DOWN THE HILL. WHETHER OR NOT IT WAS BECAUSE I SAW 
7 HER REFLECTORS OR BECAUSE I SAW MOVEMENT, I DON'T KNOW. 
8 Q. I GUESS MY QUESTION, SHE WAS OFF TO THE SIDE, 
9 SHE WASN'T DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF YOUR VEHICLE? 
10 A. NO, SHE WAS ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD. 
11 Q. HOW FAR AHEAD OF YOU WHEN YOU STARTED DOWN 
12 THE HILL WAS SHE? 
13 A. I COULDN'T GIVE YOU A DISTANCE. I WOULD SAY 
14 MAYBE HALFWAY BETWEEN ME AND THE ENTRANCE TO THE PARKING 
15 LOT. 
16 Q. IN YOUR DEPOSITION — IF YOU WANT ME TO READ 
17 IT, I CAN, COUNSEL — YOU USED 30 FEET. DOES THAT 
18 REFRESH YOUR RECOLLECTION? 
19 A. IT COULD HAVE BEEN — IT COULD HAVE BEEN 
20 MORE. IT'S DIFFICULT TO GIVE A FOOT RATE. 
21 Q. WHAT WAS YOUR SPEED AT THAT TIME? 
22 A. I WAS GOING BETWEEN 20, 25 ~ MAYBE — WHAT 
23 DID I SAY, 22 MILES AN HOUR? 
24 Q. I THINK THAT WAS YOUR TESTIMONY IN YOUR 
25 DEPOSITION, SOMETHING LIKE THAT. 
1 WHY DON'T WE REFRESH YODR MEMORY SO YOU'LL BE 
2 COMFORTABLE WITH THAT. LET ME GET THAT FOR YOU. HERE 
3 YOU GO, MRS. DUNAWAY. I HAVE THE ORIGINAL. TRY PAGE 4, 
4 AND LET'S START — I'LL JUST READ THE QUESTION AND TELL 
5 YOU WHICH LINE WHERE IT HAS A LITTLE "Q", THAT'S THE 
6 QUESTION AND YOU GO AHEAD AND READ YOUR ANSWER. 19: 
7 "HOW FAST WERE YOU TRAVELING, IF YOU KNOW?" AND YOU 
8 ANSWERED? 
9 A. "PROBABLY A LITTLE MORE THAN 20 MILES AN 
10 HOUR, 20 OR 25." 
11 Q. "WHERE DID YOU STOP — " I'M ASSUMING YOU 
12 STOPPED, OF COURSE, SO I'LL ASK YOU THAT FOR THE RECORD. 
13 DID YOU STOP AFTER YOU SAW THE ACCIDENT? 
14 A. YES, WE PULLED OVER TO THE SIDE OF THE ROAD 
15 AND STOPPED JUST BEFORE THE ACCIDENT SCENE. 
16 Q. AND WHY DON'T YOU GO AHEAD AND INDICATE WHERE 
17 ON THIS, PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 12. 
18 A. WE WOULD HAVE STOPPED RIGHT HERE, PULLED OVER 
19 RIGHT IN FRONT OF THE ACCIDENT OCCURRING HERE. 
20 MR. PEATROSS: FOR THE RECORD, YOUR HONOR, 
21 SOMEWHERE BETWEEN THE STREET LAMP, IF THAT'S WHAT THAT 
22 IS — 
23 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) AROUND THIS ORANGE CIRCLE, 
24 RIGHT HERE? 
25 A. RIGHT THERE, JUST SO THAT WE COULD GET OUT 
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1 AND SEE WHAT HAPPENED. 
2 Q. DID YOD HAVE TO BRAKE HARD OR SKID, YOD KNOW, 
3 MAKE AN EMERGENCY STOP TO GET STOPPED IN THAT DISTANCE? 
4 A. NO. I WAS FAR ENOUGH BEHIND HER I COULD PULL 
5 OFF THE ROAD AND SAFELY STOP. I THINK I HAD TIME JUST 
6 BEFORE THE IMPACT TO REALIZE WHAT WAS HAPPENING. AND I 
7 BEGAN TO SLOW QUITE A BIT AT THAT TIME. 
8 Q. THE DISTANCE -- WHATEVER IT WAS BETWEEN YOU 
9 AND HER — DID IT REMAIN THE SAME AT THE TIME OF IMPACT 
10 OR DID SHE GAIN SPEED AT SOME POINT? 
11 A. THAT'S HARD TO SAY. 
12 Q. THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMING. 
13 THE COURT: YOU MAY CROSS-EXAMINE. 
14 
15 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
16 BY MR. SUTTERFIELD: 
17 Q. MRS. DUNAWAY, I'M KEVIN SUTTERFIELD, AND I 
18 REPRESENT MRS. RASMUSSEN. I FOUND OUT I DON'T LIVE TOO 
19 FAR FROM YOU IN THIS PROCESS. I DON'T KNOW WHO YOU ARE. 
20 DO YOU RECALL IN YOUR DEPOSITION YOU WERE 
21 GOING 20 TO 25 MILES AN HOUR, BUT YOU WERE GAINING ON HER 
22 SLOWLY? 
23 A. YES. 
24 Q. SO YOU WOULD ESTIMATE YOUR SPEED AT SOMETHING 
25 BETWEEN 20 AND 25, BECAUSE YOU WERE GAINING ON HER? 
1 A. INITIALLY, BUT AT THE TIME I STARTED TO SLOW 
2 THAT WOULD ALL CHANGE. 
3 Q. BUT YOU WERE GAINING ON HER AS SHE WAS GOING 
4 DOWN THE HILL AT 20 TO 25? 
5 A. VERY SLIGHTLY GAINING. 
6 Q. IF SHE ESTIMATED SHE WAS GOING AROUND 20, 
7 THAT WOULD BE CONSISTENT WITH WHAT YOUR IMPRESSIONS WERE? 
8 A. I WOULD ASSUME. 
9 Q. YOU ALSO INDICATED THAT SHE HAD VERY LITTLE 
10 TIME TO REACT, 10 FEET OR LESS; ISN'T THAT WHAT YOU SAID? 
11 A. I DIDN'T GIVE ANY DISTANCE. 
12 Q. YOU DIDN'T? 
13 A. THAT I REMEMBER. 
14 Q. LET ME LOOK AND SEE ON PAGE 11 OF YOUR 
15 DEPOSITION. 
16 MR. PEATROSS: I APOLOGIZE. THIS IS MY 
17 FAULT. I DIDN'T READ IT INTO THE RECORD WHEN THIS WAS 
18 TAKEN. PERHAPS WE BETTER DO THAT. 
19 THE COURT: ALL RIGHT, GO AHEAD. 
20 MR. PEATROSS: COULD YOU INDICATE THAT? 
21 MR. SUTTERFIELD: SURE, JUST A SECOND AND 
22 I'LL DO THAT. IT WAS TAKEN ON MARCH 5TH OF '92. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) ON PAGE 12 — LET'S 
24 SEE, PAGE 11, I ASKED THE QUESTION ABOUT WHAT WAS 
25 DESCRIBED IN YOUR ACCIDENT REPORT. IT WAS DESCRIBED AS 
1 AN ANGLE IMPACT, BECAUSE THE BIKE WAS PERPENDICULAR TO 
2 THE PICK UP OR WAS IT? 
3 A. "THE ACCIDENT HAPPENED TOO FAST TO NOTICE. 
4 INITIALLY, I THOUGHT SHE HIT THE BACK OF THE VEHICLE. IT 
5 WAS WHEN WE WENT AND LOOKED AT THE VEHICLE THAT WE SAW 
6 THE SCRATCH MARKS OCCURRED OR BEGAN RIGHT OVER THE FRONT 
7 FENDER. AND MY THOUGHT WAS, I DON'T REMEMBER HER HITTING 
8 THE VEHICLE THAT FAR FORWARD, IT HAPPENED SO FAST." 
9 Q. AND THE NEXT PAGE. "WHEN YOU SAY IT HAPPENED 
10 FAST, MR. SHARAPATA TURNED IN FRONT OF HER AND THERE WAS 
11 AN IMMEDIATE IMPACT? THERE WASN'T MUCH TIME FOR HER TO 
12 EVEN REACT?" 
13 A. "NO. THERE MUST HAVE BEEN SOME ANGLE AT 
14 WHICH SHE SCRAPED ALONG THE SIDE OF THE CAR." 
15 Q. SO YOU — 
16 MR. PEATROSS: EXCUSE ME, COULD YOU PLEASE 
17 ALLOW HER TO FINISH THE ANSWER. 
18 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I'M SORRY. SHE COVERED THE 
19 POINT I WAS INTERESTED IN. IF YOU WANT TO FINISH THE 
20 OTHER SENTENCE. 
21 THE WITNESS: I WOULD HAVE TO QUALIFY WHAT 
22 YOU MEANT BY "WASN'T MUCH TIME TO REACT," WHEN I SAY NO. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) DIDN'T YOU TELL THE 
24 POLICEMAN IN THE REPORT YOU GAVE TO HIM THAT SHE HAD 10 
25 FEET OR SO TO TAKE EVASIVE ACTION? 
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1 MR. PEATROSS: JUST A MOMENT, I NEED TO MAKE 
2 AN OBJECTION. 
3 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I NEED TO MAKE A QUESTION 
4 BEFORE HE CAN OBJECT TO IT. 
5 (BENCH CONFERENCE HELD) 
6 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) DO YOU REMEMBER TELLING 
7 THE POLICEMAN, IN FILLING OUT A REPORT THAT SAID SHE ONLY 
8 HAD 10 FEET OR SO TO MAKE AN EVASIVE MOVE? 
9 A. I DON'T REMEMBER WRITING IT, BUT IF I DID, I 
10 WAS GUESSING ON DISTANCES AT THAT TIME, AS WELL AS IT'S 
11 HARD TO JUDGE DISTANCES. 
12 Q. BUT YOU DID THAT THE NIGHT OF THE INSTANCE; 
13 IS THAT RIGHT? 
14 A. THAT'S RIGHT. 
15 Q. WOULD YOUR MEMORY BE BETTER THEN THAN IT IS 
16 NOW? 
17 A. PROBABLY. 
18 Q. LET ME ASK IF THIS IS IN FACT YOUR 
19 HANDWRITING, AND IF THIS IS THE REPORT YOU MADE. IS THAT 
20 IT? 
21 A. THAT'S IT. 
22 Q. THANK YOU. YOU UNDERSTAND, MRS. DUNAWAY, 
23 THAT YOU HAVE — YOU HAVE A LITTLE BIT OF BENEFIT OF 
24 OBSERVING OR SEEING ALL THIS HAPPEN IN FRONT OF YOU? 
25 A. COULD I QUALIFY SOMETHING? 
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1 Q. SORE. AND I DON'T WANT TO CUT YOD OFF ABODT 
2 THAT, BUT STAY WITH ME. 
3 MR. PEATROSS: IF YOU'RE NOT GOING TO CUT HER 
4 OFF ~ 
5 MR. SUTTERFIELD: COULD I FINISH MY TRAIN OF 
6 THOUGHT? 
7 MR. PEATROSS: I WOULD LIKE THE WITNESS TO BE 
8 ABLE TO RESPOND. 
9 THE COURT: SHE APPARENTLY WISHES TO RESPOND 
10 FURTHER. 
11 THE WITNESS: I OBVIOUSLY SAID IN THE POLICE 
12 REPORT SHE HAD 10 FEET FOR EVASIVE ACTION. WHEN I WAS 
13 FIRST AWARE THE ACCIDENT WAS ABOUT TO HAPPEN, I DID NOT 
14 HONK BECAUSE I FELT SHE HAD TIME, AND SHE ASSESSED THE 
15 SAME THING I HAD ASSESSED, TO NOT — TO TAKE THE EVASIVE 
16 ACTION. SECONDS FLY BY VERY QUICKLY, AND I DID NOT HONK 
17 BECAUSE OF THAT VERY BRIEF MOMENT. WHEN SHE COULD HAVE 
18 SEEN — TURNED TO SEE ME IT WOULD HAVE BEEN TOO LATE. 
19 THAT'S HOW CLOSE SHE WAS. 
20 Q. AND THE THOUGHT PROCESSES YOU DESCRIBED 
21 HAPPENED ALMOST INSTANTANEOUSLY: SHOULD WE HONK? OH, 
22 NO. THAT HAPPENED VERY QUICKLY, DIDN'T IT? 
23 A. RIGHT. 
24 Q. AND I BELIEVE YOU ALSO INDICATED IN THAT AREA 
25 THAT THERE WAS A STREETLIGHT ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD? 
1 A. IT'S INDICATED ON THE MAP. 
2 Q. AND YOU INDICATED, DID YOU NOT, SHE WAS 
3 PASSING THROUGH THE STREETLIGHT FOR A TIME BEFORE THE 
4 ACCIDENT HAPPENED? 
5 A. IT'S ~ THE STREETLIGHT IS BEFORE THE 
6 ENTRANCE INTO THE PARKING LOT. 
7 Q. AND IN ANSWER TO MY QUESTION, SHE WAS 
8 TRAVELING THROUGH THE STREETLIGHT BEFORE THE ACCIDENT 
9 HAPPENED, JUST BEFORE, RIGHT? 
10 A. UH-HUH (AFFIRMATIVE). 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: NOTHING FURTHER, THANK YOU. 
12 THE COURT: REDIRECT, COUNSEL? 
13 MR. PEATROSS: NO. 
14 THANK YOU, MRS. DUNAWAY. MAY SHE BE EXCUSED? 
15 THE COURT: ANY OBJECTION? 
16 MR. SUTTERFIELD: NO. 
17 THE COURT: THANK YOU. YOU MAY BE EXCUSED. 
18 YOU MAY CALL THE OTHER WITNESS. 
19 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, I APPRECIATE 
20 COUNSEL LETTING ME TAKE THAT WITNESS OUT OF ORDER, AND 
21 I'LL LET HIM GET BACK TO HIS CASE IN CHIEF. I DON'T 
22 THINK IT'S NECESSARY TO CALL BOTH MR. AND MRS. DUNAWAY, 
23 SO I'LL LET HIM MOVE ON. 
24 THE COURT: VERY WELL. 
25 YOU MAY THEN PROCEED, MR. SUTTERFIELD. 
1 A. YES. 
2 Q. AND YOU'VE DONE SOME WORK FOR ME BEFORE, 
3 HAVEN'T YOU? 
4 A. YES, THAT'S CORRECT. 
5 Q. DO YOU RECALL WHEN YOU WERE FIRST RETAINED IN 
6 CONNECTION WITH THIS CASE? 
7 A. I DO. MY FILES SHOW ON FEBRUARY 1ST OF 1992 
8 THAT YOU RETAINED ME TO REVIEW THIS ACCIDENT. 
9 Q. WHAT INITIAL INFORMATION WERE YOU GIVEN, 
10 LIEUTENANT? 
11 A. MY RECOLLECTION IS I HAD A COPY OF THE 
12 ACCIDENT REPORT. THAT'S BASICALLY WHAT I HAD TO BEGIN 
13 WITH. 
14 Q. YOU HAD A SHORT DISCUSSION WITH ME ABOUT THE 
15 BASIC FACTS IN THE CASE? 
16 A. YES. 
17 Q. WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION ABOUT THE 
18 CASE? 
19 A. WELL — 
20 MR. PEATROSS: FOUNDATION, YOUR HONOR. I 
21 HAVE NO IDEA WHAT KIND OF OPINION HE CAN RENDER WITH THAT 
22 TYPE OF QUESTION. THERE'S NO FOUNDATION REALLY FOR ANY 
23 OPINIONS. 
24 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I DIDN'T ASK FOR HIS 
25 OPINION. I ASKED FOR HIS FIRST IMPRESSION. 
1 MR. PEATROSS: THEN IT'S NOT RELEVANT, YOUR 
2 HONOR. 
3 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) LIEUTENANT, WHAT 
5 INFORMATION WERE YOU GIVEN INITIALLY? 
6 A. A COPY OF THE POLICE REPORT. 
7 Q. YOU SAID THAT, DIDN'T YOU? 
8 A. YES. 
9 Q. WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WERE YOU SUBSEQUENTLY 
10 PROVIDED WITH? 
11 A. AT A LATER DATE I WAS ABLE TO OBTAIN COPIES 
12 OF PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BY THE B.Y.U. POLICE DEPARTMENT, 
13 STATEMENTS THAT THEY HAD INCLUDED WITH THE REPORT THAT I 
14 ORIGINALLY DID NOT SEE. 
15 Q. OKAY. SO YOU GOT THE INVESTIGATIVE REPORT 
16 FROM THE INVESTIGATING OFFICER AT B.Y.U.? 
17 A. YES. 
18 Q. AND THE PHOTOGRAPHS THAT WERE TAKEN BY HIM? 
19 A. YES. 
20 Q. OR BY SOMEONE IN HIS OFFICE? 
21 A. YES, THAT'S CORRECT. 
22 Q. AND WE'VE MARKED IN THIS CASE ALREADY, THAT 
23 MR. PEATROSS HAS, DEFENDANT'S 7, 8 AND 9. THOSE ARE 
24 MOUNTED. ARE THOSE THE PICTURES THAT YOU OBTAINED FROM 
25 B.Y.U., OR AT LEAST DUPLICATED OF THEM? 
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1 A. YES, THESE LOOK LIKE THE PHOTOGRAPHS THAT 
2 I'VE SEEN. 
3 MR. PEATROSS: IN FAIRNESS, COUNSEL, I ASSUME 
4 THAT'S ALL ~ 
5 MR. SUTTERFIELD: WHY DON'T YOU LOOK AND SEE, 
6 MR. DUVALL. IF THERE'S OTHERS WE NEED TO MARK, LET'S DO 
7 THAT. 
8 MR. PEATROSS: LIKE I SAID, I WASN'T SURE. 
9 THE WITNESS: I WAS PROVIDED 13 PHOTOGRAPHS 
10 BY B.Y.U., SO LET'S SEE WHAT WE HAVE HERE. AND THEY HAVE 
11 13 HERE, SO I ASSUME WE HAVE ALL OF THE FILE. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) WHAT OTHER INFORMATION 
13 DID YOU CONSIDER TO BE RELEVANT IN FORMULATING YOUR 
14 OPINION? 
15 A. AT A LATER DATE I WAS PROVIDED WITH COPIES OF 
16 DEPOSITIONS BY INDIVIDUALS, THE DUNAWAYS, COLLEEN STOCK, 
17 MR. SHARAPATA, AND AT A LATER DATE, MR. NEWELL KNIGHT, 
18 WHOSE DEPOSITION WAS TAKEN AFTER MINE. I HAD THAT 
19 INFORMATION, THE WITNESS STATEMENTS PROVIDED WITH THE 
20 POLICE REPORT, THE POLICE REPORT, THE ACCIDENT PHOTOS, 
21 AND THEN MY OWN EXAMINATION OF THE SCENE AND WHAT I 
22 GATHERED THERE. 
23 Q. SO YOU HAVE THE DEPOSITION OF THE PLAINTIFF, 
24 THE DEFENDANT, THE TWO DUNAWAYS. DID YOU READ OFFICER 
25 LONG, THE B.Y.U. POLICE OFFICER'S, DEPOSITION? 
1 A. NOT THAT I RECOLLECT, NO. BUT I'VE HAD A 
2 CHANCE TO DISCUSS WITH HIM HIS FINDINGS AT THE ACCIDENT 
3 SCENE. 
4 Q. SO YOU SPECIFICALLY TALKED TO HIM? 
5 A. YES, I DID. 
6 Q. THEN YOU FORMULATED YOUR OPINION — WELL, 
7 THERE'S SOME OTHER THINGS WE'LL TALK ABOUT. AND AFTER 
8 YOUR OPINION AND YOUR DEPOSITION WAS TAKEN, YOU'VE HAD AN 
9 OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW MR. KNIGHT'S DEPOSITION? 
10 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
11 Q. AND OFFICER DUVALL, DID YOU HAVE AN 
12 OPPORTUNITY TO VISIT THE ACCIDENT SITE? 
13 A. YES, I HAVE ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS. 
14 Q. DID YOU VISIT THE ACCIDENT SITE ON THE SAME 
15 NIGHT IT HAPPENED TWO YEARS LATER ON MARCH 7TH? 
16 A. YES. 
17 Q. SO YOU WERE THERE ON MARCH 7 OF '92? 
18 A. YES. 
19 Q. WHAT TIME WERE YOU THERE ON MARCH 7 OF '92? 
20 A. I GOT THERE EARLY ENOUGH WHERE ~ IF I CAN 
21 REFER TO MY NOTES. I SHOW I WAS THERE ON MARCH 3RD OF 
22 '92, JUST A FEW DAYS BEFORE, AND THAT I WAS THERE FOR THE 
23 PURPOSE OF LOOKING AT WHAT THE LIGHTING EFFECTS WERE AT 
24 THAT TIME OF YEAR. 
25 Q. OKAY. 
1 A. I WAS THERE PRECEDING THE TIME OF THE 
2 ACCIDENT PROBABLY 20 OR 30 MINUTES, AND REMAINED THERE 
3 SOMETIME AFTERWARD AS I DID SOME EXAMINATIONS AND 
4 MEASUREMENTS AND THINGS. 
5 Q. YOU WANTED TO STAY FOR WHAT PURPOSE? WHAT 
6 WAS YOUR REASONS FOR BEING THERE? YOU SAY ABOUT AN HOUR 
7 OR SO? 
8 A. YES. MY MAIN PURPOSE WAS TO LOOK AT THE 
9 LIGHTING. AT THE TIME THAT THE ACCIDENT OCCURRED AND 
10 WHAT THE POLICE REPORT HAD TOLD ME WITH MY INTERVIEW WITH 
11 THE OFFICER, I HAD SOME QUESTION AS TO WHAT LIGHTING 
12 THERE WAS, AND I HAD SOME QUESTIONS OF THE OFFICER AS TO 
13 WHAT THE LIGHTING WAS. AND HE STATED THAT HE HAD AN 
14 ERROR IN WHAT HE HAD NOTED ON HIS POLICE REPORT. SO I 
15 WAS THERE TO SEE HOW DARK IT WAS AND THE EFFECTS OF THE 
16 LIGHTING IN THE AREA, BASED UPON BUILDING LIGHTS, 
17 SIDEWALK LIGHTS, STREETLIGHTS IN THE AREA, THOSE TYPES OF 
18 THINGS. 
19 Q. AS PART OF YOUR DUTIES IN BEING IN PROVO FOR 
20 17 YEARS, HAVE YOU HAD AN OCCASION TO DRIVE ON SOUTH 
21 CAMPUS DRIVE AND BE FAMILIAR WITH THAT AREA AROUND THE 
22 ACCIDENT SCENE? 
23 A. MANY TIMES. 
24 Q. HOW MANY TIMES? 
25 A. MANY TIMES. IT'S BEEN HUNDREDS. 
1 Q. AND YOU HAD BEEN THERE PRIOR TO THIS 
2 ACCIDENT, BEFORE THE.ACCIDENT? 
3 A. YES. 
4 Q. IN THE NIGHT, IN THE DAY? 
5 A. OH, YES, LOTS OF TIMES. 
6 Q. AND DID THE CONDITIONS CHANGE IN TERMS OF 
7 LIGHTING OF ROAD CONDITIONS WHEN YOU WERE THERE IN MARCH 
8 OF '92 VERSUS THE WAY THEY WERE IN MARCH OF '90? 
9 A. NOT TO MY KNOWLEDGE. 
10 MR. PEATROSS: THERE'S NO FOUNDATION HE WAS 
11 THERE IN MARCH OF '90 AT ALL. 
12 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. 
13 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) YOU ARE AWARE OF THE 
14 CONDITION OF THE ROAD, THE LAYOUT OF THE LAND, SO TO 
15 SPEAK, THE SIDEWALKS, THE TREES THAT WAS THERE, THE 
16 STREETLIGHT THAT WAS THERE, AS THEY EXISTED IN THE SPRING 
17 OF 1990? 
18 A. YES. 
19 Q. AND HAD YOU OCCASION TO BE THERE DURING THAT 
20 MONTH? 
21 A. THAT, AND I DID SOME RESEARCH WITH B.Y.U. TO 
22 SEE IF THERE HAD BEEN ANY CHANGES MADE AS TO ANY OF THE 
23 LIGHTING STANDARDS OR LIGHTS THAT WERE IN THE AREA. SO I 
24 CONTACTED THEIR FACILITY PEOPLE, THE PEOPLE THAT HANDLE 
25 THE TRAFFIC SITUATIONS, AND FOUND THERE TO BE NO CHANGES. 
1 Q. THAT'S HELPFUL. SO YOU CONTACTED B.Y.U. 
2 DIRECTLY TO VERIFY IF THERE HAD BEEN ANY CHANGES? 
3 A. YES. 
4 Q. WHAT WAS YOUR FINDINGS? 
5 A. THAT THERE HAD BEEN NONE. 
6 Q. DESCRIBE FOR ME WHAT OTHER THINGS THAT YOU 
7 DID, LIEUTENANT, IN REACHING AN OPINION WITH RESPECT TO 
8 VISITING THE SITE; WHAT YOU DID ON THE SITE? 
9 A. MY MAIN PURPOSE THERE WAS TO LOOK AT — THERE 
10 WAS A STREETLIGHT THAT'S IN THE AREA, AS WELL AS OTHER 
11 LIGHTS FOR BUILDINGS, SIDEWALKS, THOSE TYPES OF THINGS. 
12 AND MY MAIN PURPOSE WAS TO LOOK AT THE DEGREE OF 
13 ILLUMINATION IN VARIOUS AREAS THERE WHERE THE ACCIDENT 
14 OCCURRED; WHAT VISIBILITY WAS THERE TO AID A PERSON IN 
15 SEEING THE SURROUNDING AREAS OR OBJECTS THAT MIGHT BE 
16 WITHIN THAT AREA. 
17 Q. DID YOU MEASURE ANYTHING? 
18 A. I DID. 
19 Q. TELL US WHAT YOU MEASURED. 
20 A. WITH THE STREETLIGHT THERE, THERE'S A 
21 PARTICULAR ZONE THAT IS WEST OF WHERE THE ACCIDENT 
22 OCCURRED. AND I LOOKED AT THAT ZONE. AND I'VE DRAWN A 
23 DIAGRAM. THERE'S SOME PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE AREA. AND THE 
24 DIAGRAM, THAT HELPS ILLUSTRATE BASICALLY THE ZONE FOR 
25 WHICH THE STREETLIGHTS AND THE OTHER BUILDING LIGHTS 
1 ILLUMINATE THE AREA WHERE THIS ACCIDENT OCCURRED. 
2 Q. WE'VE MARKED THAT, OFFICER DUVALL, AS NUMBER 
3 12. IS THIS THE DIAGRAM THAT YOU'VE MADE? 
4 A. YES, THAT'S CORRECT. 
5 Q. AND I'LL GET AN EASEL OVER HERE, AND HAVE YOU 
6 IDENTIFY WHAT YOU'VE DONE AND HOW YOU DID IT. 
7 ONE OF THESE HAS A DOT FROM THE PLAINTIFF OF 
8 WHAT SHE THOUGHT WOULD BE THE POINT OF IMPACT. 
9 A. WHILE I WAS THERE AT THE ACCIDENT SCENE, I 
10 POSITIONED MYSELF IN AN AREA BACK IN THE TURNING LANE 
11 WHERE MR. SHARAPATA WOULD BE TRAVELING AS HE'S 
12 APPROACHING — 
13 MR. PEATROSS: I APOLOGIZE FOR INTERRUPTING. 
14 TO ELIMINATE AN OBJECTION, COULD YOU ASK HIM WHICH VISIT? 
15 IS THIS THE MARCH '92 VISIT HE'S DISCUSSING? 
16 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) MR. DUVALL, WHICH VISIT 
17 — OR WERE THERE MORE THAN ONE VISIT WHERE YOU DID THIS 
18 TYPE OF ANALYSIS? 
19 A. THIS PARTICULAR DATE WAS MARCH 3RD OF '92 
20 WHEN I LOOKED AT THE VISIBILITY, HOW FAR BACK COULD ONE 
21 SEE WITH LIGHTING EFFECTS HERE. 
22 I'VE NOTED A STREETLIGHT HERE ON THE DIAGRAM, 
23 WRITTEN AS TO WHAT IT IS. I'VE PLACED TWO CIRCLES WITH 
24 ARMS EXTENDING OUT. THEY'RE DOUBLE HEADED WITH TWO 
25 STREETLIGHTS ABOVE WHAT WE NORMALLY SEE. I LOOKED AT THE 
1 LIGHTING FACTORS. AND AS I STOOD BACK WITHOUT TRAFFIC 
2 BOTHERING ME, I LOOKED BACK AS TO HOW FAR THIS ZONE THAT 
3 THIS STREETLIGHT AND THE OTHER LIGHTS OF THE AREA ARE 
4 ILLUMINATED. THIS PARTICULAR SECTION OF ROAD, I FOUND ~ 
5 THERE'S A LITTLE TREE. AND I MADE A LITTLE BROWN DOT 
6 HERE, AND THIS WILL DESIGNATE A TREE. AND AS YOU SEE 
7 DAYTIME PHOTOGRAPHS THERE'S SEVERAL TREES HERE ALONG THE 
8 SIDEWALK. THERE'S ONE ON EACH SIDE OF THE STREETLIGHT 
9 AND ONE FURTHER WEST. THIS IS A SUBSTANTIAL DISTANCE. 
10 BUT NOTICE 83 OR SO FEET — TO MY RECOLLECTION THAT'S 
11 WEST OF THE STREETLIGHT — THAT ILLUMINATION IS VERY 
12 GREAT OR MUCH GREATER THAN THOSE AREAS WITHOUT THE LIGHT. 
13 SO FROM THIS LITTLE TREE DOWN THROUGH WHERE THE ACCIDENT 
14 OCCURRED IS VERY WELL LIGHTED BY STREETLIGHTS AND OTHER 
15 LIGHTS IN THE AREA. 
16 Q. MAY I MARK THIS LITTLE TREE? 
17 A. SURE. 
18 Q. THIS IS A STREETLIGHT? 
19 A. YES. 
20 Q. AND YOU'VE DRAWN THIS TWO HEADED LIGHTPOST? 
21 A. YES. 
22 Q. I'LL MARK THAT WITH YOUR PERMISSION. AND THE 
23 ORANGE ARE THE LARGER TREES? 
24 A. YES. 
25 Q. WHAT IS THIS HERE? 
1 A. A FIRE HYDRANT. 
2 Q. I DON'T KNOW IF YOU TOOK THIS ONE. 
3 A. THESE ARE PHOTOGRAPHS THAT I TOOK IN MARCH OF 
4 '92 DURING THE DAYTIME TO SHOW YOU WHAT THE FOLIAGE 
5 CONDITIONS ARE OF THE AREA. YOU'LL SEE THAT ALL THE 
6 LEAVES HAVE FALLEN, THERE'S NO GROWTH, NO LEAVES ON THE 
7 TREES. IT SHOWS THE STREETLIGHTS, FIRE HYDRANT, THE 
8 TREES INCLUDING THE LITTLE ONE. YOU CAN SEE THE LITTLE 
9 ONE THAT'S UP HERE FURTHER, THE CROSSWALK, FIRE HYDRANT 
10 AND OTHER STREETLIGHTS. YOU CAN SEE OTHERS — OTHERS ARE 
11 MORE DIFFICULT TO SEE ~ AS WELL AS THE LIGHTING ON THE 
12 POSTS. 
13 Q. ARE THERE STREETLIGHTS ON THE NORTH SIDE OF 
14 THE STREET AS WELL? WE'RE DESCRIBING THE SOUTH SIDE, ARE 
15 WE NOT? 
16 A. YES. ON THE SOUTH SIDE — 
17 Q. I MADE THE MISFORTUNE OF DOING THIS UPSIDE 
18 DOWN. 
19 A. YOU CAN SEE A FURTHER STREETLIGHT. THE ROAD 
20 CURVES AROUND TO THE RIGHT, AND YOU CAN SEE A FURTHER 
21 STREETLIGHT AROUND ON THE SOUTH SIDE THAT HAS NO EFFECT 
22 ON THIS PARTICULAR AREA. THERE ARE SIDEWALK LIGHTS AND 
23 OTHER LIGHTS THROUGH THIS AREA AROUND THE BUILDINGS THAT 
24 ALSO ADD ILLUMINATION TO THIS PARTICULAR AREA, AS WELL AS 
25 OTHER LIGHTS BACK BEHIND THAT YOU CAN'T SEE. 
1 Q. OKAY. ARE YOD DONE WITH YOUR EXPLANATION 
2 ABODT WHAT YOD DID IN MARCH OF '92? 
3 A. I THINK SO. 
4 Q. DID YOD PHYSICALLY MEASDRE THIS AREA THAT YOD 
5 SAW THE ILLDMINATION? 
6 A. YES, I DID. 
7 Q. AND THE 83 FEET WAS FROM THIS POINT? 
8 A. BACK, WHICH IS JDST ABODT WHERE THIS TREE IS. 
9 AS I DESCRIBED IN THE DEPOSITION, THE LIGHTED AREA THAT 
10 IS VERY WELL LIT STARTS ABODT WHERE THIS TREE IS. I PUT 
11 AN OBJECT DOWN AND WENT BACK AND GADGED AND MADE SDRE I 
12 HAD THINGS DOWN REAL WELL. SO THIS IS THE AREA THAT IS 
13 VERY WELL LIGHTED. 
14 Q. SO YOD PHYSICALLY PUT AN OBJECT DOWN AND WENT 
15 BACK AND GOT IN YODR TRDCK OR CAR? 
16 A. STOOD THERE AND MADE SDRE THAT I WAS SEEING 
17 THAT OBJECT. WHERE IT WAS PLACED IS ALMOST THE 
18 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DARK AND LIGHT IN THIS SPECIFIC AREA. 
19 Q. WHERE WERE YOD STANDING? 
20 A. BACK IN THIS AREA. 
21 Q. WHAT WAS THE PDRPOSE FOR STANDING IN THAT 
22 AREA? 
23 A. TO BE IN THE AREA WHERE A PERSON WOULD BE 
24 THAT'S TRAVELING IN A TDRN LANE GETTING READY TO TDRN, 
25 AND TO SEE HOW FAR THEY CAN SEE FROM THIS POSITION. 
1 Q. WAS THERE ABOUT 83 FEET THE SAME DIRECTION 
2 THE OTHER WAY? 
3 A. IT'S REAL CLOSE. I DIDN'T MEASURE THAT, BUT 
4 IF YOU JUST LOOK AT THE INSTANCES WE'RE TALKING 70, 80 
5 FEET EAST OF THE STREET LAMP, AND 80 FEET PLUS. 
6 Q. LET ME HAVE YOU MARK THE AREA. COULD YOU 
7 WRITE IT WITH YOUR HAND? 
8 A. I'LL COME OVER HERE. HERE TO ABOUT HERE. 
9 THIS AREA HERE TO APPROXIMATELY 83 FEET. THIS MAP IS 
10 DRAWN ON A SCALE OF ONE INCH EQUALS 10 FEET. SO WE HAVE 
11 TEMPLATES SO WE CAN SAY FOR EACH INCH THERE'S A 10 FEET 
12 SECTION. 
13 Q. AND YOUR TRAINING AS A RECONSTRUCTIONIST 
14 ALLOWS YOU TO COMPARE THE SCALE. YOU'VE MEASURED THE 
15 WHOLE AREA AND DONE THAT? 
16 A. YES. 
17 Q. DID YOU HAVE AN OCCASION TO VISIT THE SITE AT 
18 OTHER TIMES? 
19 A. YES. 
20 Q. APPROXIMATELY HOW MANY OTHER TIMES? 
21 A. I'VE PROBABLY BEEN OUT THERE A TOTAL OF A 
22 DOZEN TIMES ON AND OFF, FOR PURPOSES OF VERIFYING SOME 
23 OTHER WORK I'VE DONE, SOME NIGHTTIME PHOTOGRAPHY TO LOOK 
24 AT WHAT I'VE TOOK AS TO WHAT WAS PROCESSED. I'VE GONE UP 
25 THERE AND WATCHED IN THE WARMER MONTHS WHERE BICYCLES ARE 
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1 RIDING, TO MAKE SURE I COULD SEE WHAT I SAW ORIGINALLY, 
2 TO VERIFY THE TYPE OF VISIBILITY THAT'S THERE. AND WHAT 
3 I CAN SEE IS SOMETHING THAT I'M HERE TO TELL YOU ABOUT 
4 TODAY. 
5 Q. LIEUTENANT DUVALL, HAVE YOU HAD AN OCCASION 
6 TO STOP IN THE AREA WHERE YOU THINK MR. SHARAPATA WAS, 
7 BASED UPON WHAT YOU'VE REVIEWED, AND LOOK IN THE AREA AND 
8 WATCH BICYCLES COME DOWN AFTER DARK? 
9 A. YES. 
10 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, I'M GOING TO 
11 OBJECT TO THIS. THERE'S NO FOUNDATION THAT THE 
12 CONDITIONS ARE EVEN SIMILAR, MUCH LESS THE SAME AT THIS 
13 NIGHT, THAT HE HAD THE SAME OPPORTUNITY TO SEE; THAT HE 
14 LOOKED FOR THE SAME AMOUNT OF TIME; THAT HE HAD THE SAME 
15 CONCERNS OR ANYTHING THAT HAPPENED TO JOHN SHARAPATA AT 
16 THE TIME OF THIS ACCIDENT. 
17 THE COURT: I'M GOING TO SUSTAIN THE 
18 OBJECTION. 
19 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I'LL TRY TO LAY SOME MORE 
20 FOUNDATION. I BELIEVE THAT GOES TO THE WEIGHT AND NOT TO 
21 THE ADMISSIBILITY. I'LL PRESS AHEAD AND SEE. 
22 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) BASED UPON GOING UP 
23 THERE IN MARCH OF '92, AND BASED UPON THE RESEARCH THAT 
24 YOU'VE DONE, DID YOU REACH A CONCLUSION AS TO THE 
25 LIGHTING CONDITIONS AT APPROXIMATELY 7:00 TO 7:15 ON 
1 MARCH OF '90? 
2 A. YES. 
3 Q. WHAT IS YODR CONCLDSION IN THAT REGARD? 
4 A. AS FAR AS THE ACTDAL --
5 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, AGAIN, THERE'S 
6 JUST NO FOUNDATION WHATSOEVER FOR WHAT THE CONDITIONS 
7 WERE IN MARCH OF 1990. 
8 MR. SUTTERFIELD: IF THAT WERE THE CASE, 
9 JUDGE, WE COULD NEVER RECONSTRUCT ANYTHING. 
10 MR. PEATROSS: SOME CASES WE CAN'T. 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: IF IT'S DARK IN MARCH OF 
12 '90 ~ 
13 THE COURT: I THINK IF YOU'RE GOING TO DO 
14 THAT, COUNSEL, YOU'VE GOT TO SHOW THAT YOU HAVE THE SAME 
15 METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS THAT EXISTED AND SAME TIME, YOD 
16 KNOW. I NEED TO — I'LL PERMIT YOD TO LAY THOSE 
17 FODNDATIONAL THINGS, BDT YOD'RE GOING TO HAVE TO SHOW HE 
18 KNOWS EXACTLY THE PHASE OF THE MOON AT THAT TIME, HOW 
19 MDCH DIFFERENCE — HE WENT ON A DIFFERENT DAY. IN THE 
20 SPRING YOD'RE GAINING MANY MINDTES OF DAYLIGHT PER DAY. 
21 YOD'RE GOING TO HAVE TO ESTABLISH IT'S EXACTLY THE SAME, 
22 OR IT'S NOT GOING TO COME IN. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SDTTERFIELD) ALL RIGHT. LIEDTENANT 
24 DDVALL, HAVE YOU HAD AN OCCASION TO MAKE ANY 
25 DETERMINATION AS TO THE LIGHTING CONDITIONS -- WHY DON'T 
1 YOU DESCRIBE FOR THE COURT WHAT YOU'VE FOUND? 
2 A. I'VE BEEN HERE ALL DIFFERENT TIMES OF YEAR, 
3 ALWAYS WHEN THERE'S NOT SNOW ON THE GROUND. BUT 
4 BASICALLY FROM THE SPRING THROUGH THE FALL — AND I'VE 
5 MADE THAT TRIP SEVERAL TIMES. THE TIMES I'VE BEEN THERE 
6 THE MOON — 
7 MR. PEATROSS: MR. KNIGHT, WE PROBABLY WON'T 
8 GET TO YOU FOR 15 OR 20 MINUTES. EXCUSE ME. 
9 THE WITNESS: ON THE TIMES I'VE BEEN THERE, 
10 THE MOON HAS BEEN IN DIFFERENT PHASES. I'VE BEEN THERE 
11 WITH VERY LITTLE MOON, LIGHT, FULL MOON, WHEN THERE 
12 AREN'T CLOUDS, WHEN THERE'S STARS. I VARIED THE TIMES 
13 I'VE BEEN OUT TO THE EXACT LOCATION. I'VE GONE BACK AND 
14 LOOKED AT OTHER VARIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES. WHAT I HAVE FOUND 
15 AS FAR AS --
16 MR. PEATROSS: AGAIN, HE ADMITTED HE DOESN'T 
17 KNOW THE CONDITION AT THE TIME THIS ACCIDENT HAPPENED. 
18 HE STATED THAT. NOW WE'RE INTO THE CONCLUSION, WHICH IS 
19 NOT RESPONSIVE TO THE QUESTION. 
20 THE COURT: I'M GOING TO PERMIT HIM TO 
21 TESTIFY. I THINK IT'S GOING TO HAVE TO DO WITH THE 
22 ILLUMINATION FROM THE LIGHT ITSELF THAT EXISTS, IF THAT'S 
23 THE SCOPE OF IT. IF THE SCOPE OF HIS ANSWER IS GOING TO 
24 BE THE ILLUMINATION HE OBSERVED FROM THE LIGHT, THE 
25 ARTIFICIAL LIGHT THAT'S PRESENT, I'LL PERMIT THAT. 
1 MR. PEATROSS: OKAY. 
2 THE WITNESS: THAT'S WHAT I WAS LEADING TO. 
3 ACTUALLY, WHAT THE STREETLIGHTS DO IN THE AREA IS 
4 CONSISTENT THROUGHOUT ON ALL OF THESE VISITS. THE ZONE I 
5 TALKED ABOUT, THE VISIBILITY HAS REMAINED CONSISTENT. 
6 EFFECTIVELY, MOONLIGHT, FROM WHAT I SEE WITH MY EYES, IS 
7 VERY MINIMAL, IF ANY, AS TO WHAT THE OTHER LIGHTING IN 
8 THE AREA HASN'T DONE. WHAT I WAS TRYING TO SAY IS THE 
9 LIGHTING BY THE STREET LAMP AND THE OTHER LIGHTS AND 
10 SIDEWALKS AND OTHER AREAS NEARBY, ILLUMINATE THIS AREA 
11 VERY WELL. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE 
13 MOON CONDITION IS? 
14 A. YES, THAT'S CORRECT. 
15 Q. AND LIEUTENANT, FROM THE NUMEROUS TIMES 
16 YOU'VE BEEN UP THERE, INCLUDING THE EVENING OF MARCH OF 
17 1992, WHAT ARE YOUR FINDINGS WITH RESPECT TO WHETHER IT'S 
18 DARK OR GRAY DARK, LIGHT DARK, WITH RESPECT TO THE 
19 SUNSET? 
20 A. IT WAS CLEARLY DARK TO ME. TO ME IT WASN'T 
21 DUSK, IT WAS DARK. 
22 MR. PEATROSS: AT WHAT TIME, COUNSEL? 
23 THE COURT: YES. 
24 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) WHAT IS YOUR 
25 UNDERSTANDING, BASED UPON ALL THE DOCUMENTS AND 
1 DEPOSITIONS YOU REVIEWED, THE APPROXIMATE TIME OF THE 
2 ACCIDENT? 
3 A. I WOULD HAVE TO REFER TO THE REPORT. IT WAS 
4 SOMEWHERE JUST AFTER 7:00. I WOULD HAVE TO LOOK AT THE 
5 EXACT TIME. BUT MY VISITS THERE IN THAT SAME SIMILAR 
6 TIME OF YEAR, WITHIN A FEW DAYS, IT WAS DARK. THERE'S NO 
7 QUESTION IN MY MIND THAT AT THE TIME THE ACCIDENT 
8 HAPPENED IT WAS DARK. IT WASN'T DUSK. IT WAS THE — 
9 THERE WAS A COMMENT THAT IT WAS THE GRAYEST YOU'VE EVER 
10 SEEN. IT WAS DARK OUT THERE. THERE'S NO QUESTION TO ME 
11 IT WAS DARK AS NIGHT. 
12 Q. SO MARCH 7 OF '90, ANYTIME BETWEEN 7:00 AND 
13 7:30 IN THAT RANGE OF WHEN THE ACCIDENT HAPPENED, YOUR 
14 FINDINGS ARE IT'S DARK? 
15 A. YES. 
16 Q. MR. DUVALL, YOU'VE WORKED NUMEROUS SHIFTS IN 
17 YOUR LIFE, HAVEN'T YOU — 
18 A. YES. 
19 Q. — WITH THE POLICE DEPARTMENT; NIGHTS, 
20 MIDNIGHTS, SWINGS, DAYS? 
21 A. YES. 
22 Q. AND BASED UPON YOUR EXPERIENCE AND BASED UPON 
23 WHAT YOU'VE DONE IN THIS CASE, HAVE YOU REACHED ANY 
24 FINDINGS WITH RESPECT TO THE DIFFERENCE IN LIGHT AT 7:30 
25 VERSUS 1 O'CLOCK OR 2 O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING? 
1 A. I ALSO FIND THAT IT'S DARK — IF IT'S DARK AT 
2 7:30 AT NIGHT, IT'S NOT GOING TO BE ANY LIGHTER AT 1:00 
3 IN THE MORNING. BASICALLY, UNLESS THE MOON OR CLOUDS 
4 HAVE DONE SOMETHING REALLY SPECTACULAR, IT'S DARK. AND 
5 WHAT YOUR EYE SEES AS DARK IS BASICALLY THE SAME 
6 THROUGHOUT THAT PERIOD OF NIGHT OR TIME OF NIGHT UNTIL 
7 THE SUN STARTS TO RISE IN THE MORNING. 
8 Q. ALL RIGHT. HAVE YOU HAD OCCASION IN OTHER 
9 CASES WHERE YOU'VE PERFORMED RECONSTRUCTION, WHERE YOU'VE 
10 GONE OUT AT DARK TIMES, NOT THE SPECIFIC HOUR, BUT LATER 
11 BECAUSE YOU FEEL LIKE WHAT'S DARK IS DARK, AND DONE YOUR 
12 EVALUATION? 
13 A. YES. 
14 Q. IS THAT SOMETHING TYPICALLY RECOGNIZED IN 
15 YOUR PROFESSION? 
16 A. I WOULD THINK CONDITIONS — IF CONDITIONS ARE 
17 THE SAME, THE HOUR DOESN'T MATTER, AS LONG AS THE 
18 CONDITIONS YOU'RE DEALING WITH ARE BASICALLY THE SAME. 
19 Q. WITH RESPECT TO THIS, WHAT IS YOUR 
20 UNDERSTANDING ABOUT THE CONDITIONS OF THE ROAD IN MARCH 7 
21 OF '90? 
22 A. THE ROADS WERE DRY. IT WAS DARK. THERE WAS 
23 NO SNOW IN THE AREA. IT WAS AS IF WE TAKE THIS AS WE SEE 
24 HERE IN THESE PHOTOGRAPHS EXHIBIT 4, AND SAY LET'S MAKE 
25 IT NIGHTTIME AND MAKE IT DARK OUTSIDE. CONDITIONS WERE 
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1 LIKE THIS. 
2 Q. HAVE YOU HAD AN OCCASION TO SWING UP THERE 
3 THIS YEAR IN MARCH AT NIGHT? 
4 A. YES. 
5 Q. HAVE YOU COMPARED WHAT YOU'VE SEEN THIS TIME 
6 WITH WHAT YOU SAW LAST YEAR, WHAT YOU SAW LAST SUMMER IN 
7 THAT PARTICULAR AREA? 
8 A. YES. 
9 Q. YOU SAID YOU'VE BEEN UP THERE A DOZEN TIMES 
10 AT NIGHT? 
11 A. YES. 
12 Q. HAVE YOU COMPARED THE CONDITIONS IN EACH 
13 TIME, IN THE DOZEN TIMES YOU'VE BEEN UP THERE, WITH WHAT 
14 YOU SAW THE FIRST TIME? 
15 A. THE EFFECTS OF THE LIGHTING IN THE AREA 
16 REMAIN THE SAME, AS FAR AS WHAT YOU CAN SEE. 
17 Q. AND YOU'VE HAD AN OCCASION TO STAY IN THE 
18 AREA WHERE YOU THOUGHT ~ OR WHERE THE EVIDENCE THAT 
19 YOU'VE REVIEWED LEADS YOU TO BELIEVE THAT MR. SHARAPATA 
20 WAS? 
21 A. YES. 
22 Q. AND HAVE YOU HAD THE OCCASION AT DARK ON DRY 
23 ROADS, WITHOUT SNOW, TO WITNESS BICYCLES GOING THROUGH 
24 THE AREA WITHOUT HEADLAMPS? 
25 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, SAME OBJECTION. 
1 NO FOUNDATION. HE SAID HE STOOD IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 
2 STREET, NO TRAFFIC. AND IF HE SEES SOMETHING UNDER THE 
3 LIGHT, I HAVE NO PROBLEM OR DISPUTE THAT HE DID THAT AND 
4 COULD DO THAT. BUT THAT'S NOT THE ISSUE IN THIS CASE. 
5 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. 
6 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) LIEUTENANT DUVALL, HAVE 
7 YOU HAD AN OCCASION — DO YOU OWN A BLAZER? 
8 A. I DO. 
9 Q. IS YOUR BLAZER THE SAME TYPE AND MODEL AS YOU 
10 UNDERSTAND THE BLAZER IN THIS ACCIDENT WAS? 
11 A. YES. 
12 Q. HAVE YOU TAKEN YOUR BLAZER OUT THERE? 
13 A. YES, I HAVE. 
14 Q. AT NIGHT? 
15 A. YES. 
16 Q. AND ATTEMPTED TO RECREATE THE CONDITIONS AT 
17 THE TIME OF THIS ACCIDENT? 
18 A. YES. 
19 Q. HAVE YOU STAYED IN YOUR BLAZER DURING TIMES 
20 IN WHICH THERE HAVE BEEN VEHICLES COMING DOWN THE HILL 
21 CONSISTENT WITH WHAT YOU UNDERSTAND THE DUNAWAYS DID? 
22 A. YES. 
23 Q. AND HAVE YOU SEEN BICYCLES GOING THROUGH THIS 
24 AREA THAT YOU'VE DESCRIBED AS BEING ILLUMINATED, AT THE 
25 TIME YOU'VE SEEN VEHICLES SIMILAR TO THAT WHICH YOU 
1 UNDERSTAND THE DUNAWAYS DROVE? 
2 A. YES. 
3 Q. WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR FINDINGS IN THAT REGARD? 
4 MR. PEATROSS: SAME OBJECTION. I DON'T SEE 
5 HOW IT'S FAIR FOR HIM TO RECREATE AND PUT HIMSELF IN HIS 
6 POSITION, AND CREATE THE SAME CIRCUMSTANCES NOT KNOWING 
7 ANYTHING IS GOING TO HAPPEN. THAT'S NOT FAIR. 
8 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I THINK IT GOES TO THE 
9 WEIGHT. CERTAINLY HE HAS A RIGHT TO CROSS-EXAMINE. AND 
10 MR. PEATROSS CAN ARGUE IF HE'S A THROUGH Z, THERE'S ONLY 
11 A THROUGH T. 
12 THE COURT: I DON'T SEE, COUNSEL, THAT IT'S 
13 REALLY THAT RELEVANT AS TO WHAT HE OBSERVED, UNLESS HE 
14 ACTUALLY PERFORMED SOME TYPE OF RECREATION OF THE 
15 INCIDENT WITH THE SAME TYPE OF EVERYTHING BEING CONSTANT, 
16 INCLUDING THE BICYCLE, THE CLOTHING AND SO ON. I DON'T 
17 THINK THAT'S WHAT YOU'RE TELLING US. I THINK WHAT YOU'RE 
18 TELLING ME WHAT HE'S DONE IS SIMPLY OBSERVED SOME 
19 BICYCLES. WE CAN'T TELL IF THEY HAD THE SAME TYPE OF 
20 BIKES, REFLECTORS, CLOTHING. FOR THAT REASON I DON'T 
21 THINK IT'S SUFFICIENTLY SIMILAR TO WARRANT THE TESTIMONY 
22 IN THAT REGARD. 
23 THE OTHER OBSERVATIONS HE'S MADE REGARDING 
24 THE ZONE OF LIGHT AND HIS ABILITY TO SEE OBJECTS, IS 
25 PERFECTLY PERMISSIBLE. BUT I THINK WHEN YOU'RE TALKING 
1 ABOUT ANYTHING, THAT TENDS TO CONSTITUTE SOME TYPE OF 
2 RECREATION OF THE INCIDENT. IT ISN'T RELEVANT UNLESS 
3 IT'S EXACTLY THE SAME. 
4 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I'LL RESPECT THE COURT'S 
5 RULING. YOU UNDERSTAND MY POSITION? 
6 THE COURT: YEAH, I DO. 
7 MR. SUTTERFIELD: YOUR HONOR, YOU INDICATED 
8 IN YOUR RULING THAT HE CAN TESTIFY ABOUT OBJECTS AT THE 
9 SCENE OF THE ACCIDENT. AND I WANT TO ASK HIM IF HE HAD 
10 BEEN ABLE TO SEE BIKES IN THE AREA. 
11 THE COURT: ASK HIM. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) COULD YOU DESCRIBE IF 
13 YOU WERE ABLE TO SEE BIKES ILLUMINATED AT NIGHT 
14 UNDERNEATH THE LIGHT? 
15 A. YES, I HAVE. 
16 Q. HAS THERE BEEN A TIME YOU HAVEN'T BEEN ABLE 
17 TO SEE THEM? 
18 A. NO. 
19 Q. HAVE THE BIKES YOU'VE SEEN HAD A HEADLAMP ON 
20 THEM? 
21 A. NO. 
22 Q. HOW MANY BIKES HAVE YOU SEEN IN YOUR CAREER? 
23 
24 A. THOUSANDS, THOUSANDS. 
25 Q. WHAT PERCENT WOULD YOU ESTIMATE HAVE LIGHTS 
1 Q. IN THIS AREA? 
2 A. YES, MANY TIMES. 
3 Q. AND WOULD YOU DESCRIBE WHAT YOU'VE SEEN? 
4 A. BECAUSE OF THE TYPE OF MATERIALS — 
5 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, AGAIN, WHAT'S THE 
6 RELEVANCE? IF IT'S A RECREATION IT'S NOT RELEVANT. IF 
7 IT IS, WHAT'S THE RELEVANCE? 
8 MR. SUTTERFIELD: IT'S PROBATIVE, YOUR HONOR. 
9 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. I 
10 THINK YOU NEED TO ASK SOME SPECIFIC QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO 
11 IT. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) MR. DUVALL, CAN YOU 
13 RECALL ANY SPECIFIC OCCASION IN WHICH YOU SAW A TEN-SPEED 
14 BICYCLE WITHOUT A HEADLAMP, WITH REFLECTORS — YOU'VE 
15 SEEN THE BIKE IN THIS CASE, SOME PICTURES OF THE BIKE? 
16 A. YES. 
17 Q. IN FACT, I'LL SHOW YOU ONE. 
18 WHAT IS YOUR UNDERSTANDING AS TO WHERE THE 
19 REFLECTORS ARE? 
20 A. THE ONES THAT I'VE SEEN THAT I'M CONCERNED 
21 OVER IS THE ONE ON THE FRONT HANDLEBAR STEM. THIS IS THE 
22 ONE THEY HAVE MANDATED THAT BICYCLISTS HAVE PUT ON WITH 
23 THE SALE OF BICYCLES, THAT THEY HAVE REFLECTIVE 
24 CHARACTERISTICS THAT CAN BE ILLUMINATED BY HEADLIGHTS 
25 SHINING ON IT. I'VE BROUGHT ONE OF THOSE WITH ME TODAY 
1 IN MY POCKET. THESE ARE THE TYPICAL TYPE REFLECTORS THAT 
2 COMES ON BICYCLES AS YOU SEE THESE IN THE BICYCLE STORES. 
3 THE LIGHT REFLECTS ON THESE AND MAKES THE BICYCLE MORE 
4 VISIBLE. YOU SEE AN OBJECT AS A RESULT OF SEEING THIS. 
5 Q. HAVE YOU OBSERVED THAT — I WOULDN'T CALL IT 
6 A PHENOMENA — HAVE YOU OBSERVED THAT STANDING IN THE 
7 AREA, IN YOUR CAR OR BLAZER, GOING THROUGH THIS AREA WITH 
8 THE SURROUNDING LIGHT AND HEADLIGHTS — 
9 A. YES. 
10 Q. — HAVE YOU SEEN THAT REFLECTOR WORK LIKE 
11 IT'S SUPPOSED TO? 
12 A. SURE, MANY TIMES. 
13 Q. WHAT OTHER EVALUATIONS HAVE YOU DONE ON-SITE 
14 WE HAVEN'T DESCRIBED? 
15 A. THE THINGS I'VE LOOKED AT IS THE STATEMENTS 
16 OF MR. SHARAPATA ABOUT HIS DRIVING BEHAVIOR AS TO THE 
17 SPEED HE TURNED AT. I'VE LOOKED AT PHOTOGRAPHS THAT 
18 B.Y.U. TOOK AS TO WHERE IMPACT OCCURRED, AND FOUND THAT 
19 IT IS ACTUALLY FURTHER TO THE EAST, MORE IN THIS AREA 
20 HERE. I'VE LOOKED AT HOW THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE SPEED 
21 OF THE BICYCLE AND THE POSITIONS THAT THE TWO WOULD BE 
22 TOGETHER AS THEY TRAVELED THROUGH THIS AREA, AND SAW WHAT 
23 COULD THEY SEE, WHERE WOULD THEY BE IN RELATIONSHIP TO 
24 EACH OTHER. 
25 Q. OFFICER DUVALL, HAVE YOU HAD OCCASION TO TAKE 
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1 NEGATIVES AND SELECT ONE THAT HAS GOOD COMPOSITION IN IT. 
2 GOOD EXPOSURE, AND RUN IT THROUGH A PRINTING PROCESS 
3 WHERE WE PROCESS THE PRINTS AT DIFFERENT RATES OF TIME. 
4 AND THEN WE TAKE THESE AND SAY WHAT MOST CLOSELY 
5 RESEMBLES WHAT WE HAVE. AND I TAKE THESE BACK OUT TO THE 
6 SCENE AND SAY: DOES THIS PHOTOGRAPH REFLECT WHAT YOU CAN 
7 SEE THERE? AND THAT'S THE PROCESS THAT I GO THROUGH AND 
8 SELECT A PHOTOGRAPH THAT RESEMBLES WHAT I SEE. AND I 
9 TEND TO LEAVE MINE JUST SLIGHTLY DARK BECAUSE I WOULD 
10 RATHER BE MORE CONSERVATIVE THAN PUT OUT SOMETHING THAT 
11 IS NOT TRUE. 
12 Q. DO YOU ACTUALLY GO INTO THE DEVELOPER AND SAY 
13 THAT? 
14 A. YEAH, WE TAKE IN THE NEGATIVE AND SAY: 
15 EXPOSE FOR FOUR SECONDS, SIX SECONDS. AND I'LL BE IN 
16 THERE AS THE INDIVIDUAL DOES IT. HE HANDS ME A SERIES OF 
17 SEVERAL PHOTOGRAPHS — WE'VE DONE THESE IN OTHER KINDS OF 
18 CASES — AND HE SAYS, "IS THIS WHAT YOU NEED? AM I IN 
19 THE RANGE OF WHAT I NEED TO BE?" AND HE SHOWS ME A 
20 SELECTION OF THREE OR FOUR DIFFERENT EXPOSURES, AND I 
21 SAY, "YES." AND THEN I TAKE THOSE OUT TO THE SCENE TO 
22 COMPARE WITH WHAT YOU CAN SEE AS TO WHAT HE HAS PRINTED 
23 FOR ME. 
24 Q. AND; YOU'VE DONE THAT IN THIS CASE? 
25 A. YES, I HAVE. 
1 Q. AND YOU TOOK A SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS — 
2 MR. PEATROSS: ASKED AND ANSWERED, YOUR 
3 HONOR. 
4 THE COURT: I'LL PERMIT IT. 
5 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) YOU'VE TAKEN A SERIES 
6 OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND HAD THEM DEVELOPED, AND TAKEN THEM 
7 PHYSICALLY WITH YOU IN THE CAR AND HELD THEM UP? OR 
8 DESCRIBE WHAT YOU'VE DONE TO TRY AND DUPLICATE WHAT 
9 YOU'RE SEEING WITH YOUR EYES VERSUS WHAT YOU HAVE IN OUR 
10 PHOTO. 
11 A. NOT LIKE WHAT THE EYE SEES, THERE'S NOT THE 
12 ADDITION OF HEADLIGHTS. SO I TAKE THOSE AND GET OUT OF 
13 THE CAR AND STAND OUT IN THE STREET WITH THESE 
14 PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE AREAS I TOOK THOSE, AND SAY: IS THIS 
15 WHAT I SEE? IS THIS TOO DARK, TOO LIGHT? AND I GO 
16 THROUGH THAT PROCESS UNTIL I SELECT ONE THAT MOST CLOSELY 
17 RESEMBLES — YOU LOOK AT IT AND SAY: THIS IS WHAT I SEE, 
18 AND MAKE SURE THAT I DO NOT SELECT ONE THAT IS TOO LIGHT. 
19 Q. AND HAVE YOU SELECTED SOME IN YOUR OPINION, 
20 GOING THROUGH THIS PROCESS AND COMPOSING THEM WITH WHAT 
21 YOU SEE WITH YOUR EYE TO APPROXIMATE WHAT YOU HAVE SEEN? 
22 A. YES. 
23 Q. OFFICER DUVALL, I'LL LET YOU LOOK AT IT. 
24 EXHIBIT 11 ARE PHOTOGRAPHS YOU'VE TAKEN OF THE AREA AT 
25 NIGHT UNDER CONDITIONS THAT YOU WOULD DEEM TO BE 
1 REPRESENTATIVE. AND WOULD THEY ACCURATELY REFLECT WHAT 
2 YOU SEE AT NIGHT IN THAT LOCATION? 
3 MR. PEATROSS: WHAT TIME, YOUR HONOR? 
4 MR. SUTTERFIELD: AT NIGHT. HE SAID THERE'S 
5 NOT A BIG DISTINCTION BETWEEN 7:30 AND MIDNIGHT. WHEN 
6 IT'S DARK, IT'S DARK? 
7 THE WITNESS: THAT'S CORRECT. THESE REFLECT 
8 WHAT I SEE. 
9 MR. SUTTERFIELD: AND I OFFER EXHIBIT 11 FOR 
10 THAT PURPOSE. 
11 MR. PEATROSS: MAY I VOIR DIRE, YOUR HONOR? 
12 THE COURT: YOU MAY. 
13 
14 VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION 
15 BY MR. PEATROSS: 
16 Q. OFFICER, TELL ME ABOUT THE POLARIZING LENS 
17 THAT YOU USE. 
18 A. THE POLARIZING LENS IN DAYLIGHT — 
19 Q. WHY DON'T YOU SIT DOWN. 
20 A. IN DAYLIGHT A POLARIZING LENS GETS RID OF 
21 GLARE OFF OF REFLECTIVE SURFACES LIKE CHROME, GLASS AND 
22 WATER. 
23 Q. WINDSHIELDS? 
24 A. WINDSHIELDS WOULD BE INCLUDED. WHAT HAPPENS 
25 IS LIGHT BOUNCES OFF THOSE, AND WHEN YOU TRY TO TAKE A 
1 PICTURE OFTENTIMES YOU GET A DISTORTED POINT OF VIEW. BY 
2 PUTTING ON THE POLARIZING LENS IT FILTERS OUT THE RAYS IN 
3 SUCH A MANNER — LIKE WITH YOUR SUNGLASSES, THE KIND OF 
4 RAY BANS WITH POLARIZING FILTERS. AND WHEN YOU GO 
5 OUTSIDE AND LOOK YOU SEE WHAT IS THERE TO BE SEEN WITHOUT 
6 THE GLARE. AT NIGHTTIME ~ 
7 Q. EXCUSE ME. THAT'S FINE. THAT OCCURS WHEN — 
8 AND THAT'S WHY ONE WEARS SUNGLASSES, IS TO ELIMINATE 
9 GLARE, RIGHT? 
10 A. YES. 
11 Q. SAME THING? 
12 A. YES. 
13 Q. AND YOU TOOK THIS AT 3:00 IN THE MORNING, I 
14 THINK YOU SAID, TO ELIMINATE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS? 
15 A. YES, SO I DON'T HAVE TO GET OUT OF THE ROAD, 
16 GET SET UP, AND HAVE A CAR COME OVER RIGHT AS I'M DOING 
17 MY WORK. IT'S NOT SAFE. 
18 Q. ALSO IT KEEPS HEADLIGHTS FROM GLARING INTO 
19 YOUR PICTURES AS WELL; IS THAT CORRECT? 
20 A. IT DOES IF THAT IS A CONCERN. I HAVE TAKEN 
21 PHOTOGRAPHS WITH HEADLIGHTS, BUT I WANTED THIS TO BE AS 
22 ONE WOULD SEE WITHOUT. 
23 Q. SO THIS WAS REPRESENTATIVE OF WHAT YOU SAW 
24 STANDING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE STREET AFTER IT'S DARK WITH 
25 NO CARS COMING? 
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18 HAVE WITH RESPECT TO THE LIGIiT CCND11-ONS - - .ill. AREA? 
19 A. • " • '• '"-,~" '\ ~~~AS 
20 WHERE THE HEADLAMPS AFE SHOWING. DEPENDING UPON WHICH 
21 DIRECTION Till,' LAM. /M.IIJ... MMII, II1 U'11,1, MAVI-: AN 
22 EFFECT UPON LIGHTING IN THE AREA IN FRONT OF THE 
23 HEADLAMP. 
24 Q. WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND THE SOURCES OF LIGHT 
2" 1 ON MARCH 7TH O^ "• QQ" ™ T' .... 
1 WHAT WERE THE SOURCES OF LIGHT? 
2 A. IN ADDITION TO THE LIGHTS THAT YOU SEE — NOW 
3 THAT YOU SEE THE PHOTOGRAPH, THE NIGHTTIME PHOTOGRAPH — 
4 YOU CAN SEE WHERE OTHER LIGHTS ARE THAT ILLUMINATE THE 
5 AREA. 
6 IN ADDITION TO THAT, YOU HAVE THE HEADLIGHTS OF 
7 THE SHARAPATA VEHICLE BASICALLY GOING WEST BEFORE IT 
8 MAKES A LEFT-HAND TURN TO THE SOUTH INTO THE PARKING LOT. 
9 IT ILLUMINATES THE AREA IN FRONT OF THE SHARAPATA 
10 VEHICLE. IN ADDITION TO THAT, WE HAVE THE DUNAWAYS WHO 
11 ARE EASTBOUND BEHIND COLLEEN STOCK ON HER BICYCLE SOME 
12 DISTANCE BACK, ALSO ILLUMINATING FORWARD, WHICH CAUSES 
13 WHAT WE CALL A BACKLIGHTING EFFECT. THERE'S LIGHTS 
14 COMING AROUND FROM BEHIND HER, WHICH GIVES A SILHOUETTE, 
15 BUT ALSO THE EFFECTS OF THE HEADLIGHTS FROM THE SHARAPATA 
16 VEHICLE SOMEWHAT OVERTAKING THAT SILHOUETTING EFFECT AND 
17 ALSO ILLUMINATING THE OBJECT IN FRONT OF IT. 
18 Q. OKAY. AND IN YOUR OPINION WOULD THAT RESULT 
19 IN MORE LIGHT OR LESS LIGHT OR ABOUT THE SAME? 
20 A. COURSE THERE'S MORE LIGHT. 
21 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, AGAIN, NOW WE'RE 
22 TO WHAT YOU SEE IN THE PICTURE AS BEING MARCH 7TH, AND 
23 THAT'S NOT THE REASON IT WAS ADMITTED. AND THERE'S 
24 ABSOLUTELY NO FOUNDATION. 
25 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION TO 
THAT QUESTION AND '•.. '.' .'OUNSEL. 
2 Q. < ' i,l'F'"i|?h IvT T,FWF THE 
.IGHTING AREA, LIEUTENANT, I WANT TO MAKE SURE WE COVERED 
, THE Alt KALI. ARE THEKI:, UTHMt I'TNDTNnS nr rnMCU.lS IONS 
5 THAT YOU'VE REACHED ABOUT THE LIGHTING, BEFORE WE MOVE ON 
6 TO STOPPING DISTANCES AND SPEEDS? 
7 MR. PEATROSS: OB.TE<-T'ON ^ - "^ Ff-UNDAT". 
8 WANT HIM TO RESPOND TO SPE'": ..... 
-"••'• HON. I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT'S COMING NEXT. 
10 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. I 
11 ^FCIFIC QUESTIONS. 
12 -. M«. ^ . .ERFIELD) OFFICER, HAVE YOU MADE 
13 • ' • >PF(T TO THF LIGHTING 
14 "JNDITIONS? 
15 A. Till': LIGHTING THAT WR'VF, liTSCHSSFD I ,rI WHAT 1,'i 
16 THERE, PLUS VEHICLEF THE VEHICLES ALSO ILLUMINATE 
1 - • : 
l:: DFV'^ 0>: TP? 3ICYCLE. WHI'"H :'.- ON TEL FRONT - THAT IS 
1 . . OF 
20 THE SHARAPATA VEHICLE DUE TO THE LAYOUT. IF WE LOOK AT 
21 THE DIAGRAM JUST BRIEFL1 |n|' ,\ MOMENT, THE COLORED 
22 PHOTOGRAPHS AND THE DIAGRAM SHOW THAT THE LEFT TURN LANE 
23 BASICALLY CENTERS OVER THE EASTBOUND DOUBLE YELLOW LINE. 
24 WITH THAT, AS WE TAKE THE SHARAPATA VEHICLE TRAVELING 
25 WITHIN THE LEFT TURN LANE, THAT IS THE AREA WHERE THE 
1 HEADLIGHTS SHINE FORWARD, SHINE IN AN AREA ON THE BICYCLE 
2 AS IT IS COMING THROUGH TOWARDS THE VEHICLE. AND SO WE 
3 HAVE THAT CAPABILITY OF THE HEADLAMPS OF THE SHARAPATA 
4 VEHICLE TO ILLUMINATE THE BICYCLE IN SUCH A WAY THAT THE 
5 REFLECTIVE DEVICE ON THE FRONT CAN BE SEEN. THE DEVICE 
6 WILL BE SEEN --
7 MR. PEATROSS: AGAIN, OBJECTION. THERE'S NO 
8 FOUNDATION THE BICYCLE WAS IN THE SAME AREA OR THE 
9 HEADLIGHTS ACTUALLY SHOWN ON THE REFLECTOR. THERE'S NO 
10 EVIDENCE THE BICYCLE WAS EVER IN THE HEADLIGHTS, PERIOD. 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: THAT'S WHAT HE JUST 
12 EXPLAINED. 
13 MR. PEATROSS: HE'S NOT AN EYEWITNESS. WE'VE 
14 HAD ONE, AND HE SAID HE DIDN'T. 
15 THE COURT: I'LL PERMIT IT TO REMAIN, AND 
16 THAT WILL BE TO THE WEIGHT. 
17 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) OFFICER DUVALL, LET ME 
18 HAVE YOU MARK WHERE YOUR FINDINGS ARE, BASED UPON THE 
19 POLICE PHOTOS AND THE OTHER EVIDENCE THAT YOU'VE 
20 REVIEWED, AS TO WHERE YOU'VE CONCLUDED THE POINT OF 
21 IMPACT WAS. 
22 A. WHEN I WENT OUT THESE ROADS HADN'T BEEN 
23 RESURFACED BEFORE THAT. THERE WAS SOME IRREGULARITIES IN 
24 THE ROAD, CRACKS. AND YOU CAN SEE WHERE THE GOUGES ARE. 
25 AND THE POLICE INVESTIGATION MADE SOME CHALK MARKS. AND 
THE IMPACT OCCURRED APPROXIMATELY IN THE AREA WHERE THE 
2 C T R _ __.. 
3 Q. LET ME WRITE HERE. 
4 ARE THLUE T T^TUIM.:, I1, TI1F POLICE PHOTOGRAPHS 
5 — LET'S Tlil TIJ'V" 4GAJN. 
6 ARE THLUL PHOTOGRAPHS TMsPT P " POLICE 
7 I I R P A R T M E N T WHERE YOU CAN SEE WHERE THE POINT OF IMPACT 
8 IS';1 
9 A. YES. 
10 Q. WHY DON'T yon ?L. *; • 
11 A. EXHTRIT 7 THERE'S SOME MARKINGS MADE BY THE 
1. -OLICE OFFICERS ON THE ROADWAY. Tt: D 
i - --" rivh A3 i'u „ISTA:;<^-'. • SEEMS 
2 M K E IT -AY O- - . : ""TT" "TREET, AND 1 . . . .:.-T 
3 rt i*nAi G U C J IliROUGP 
1 c to, -- A '7T-.!: % THE Z-7AGI "* '~ ?"T Y ~\ r"^,T"l'°LL 
-
1 7 n
 . . . ' m i , EuGc OF THAT 
18 CONCRETE WHERE THESE GOUGES ACTUALLI ARE. 
1 9 . •• -•-•".:- • -• "'••'TO DOWN ON THE 
20 LEFT SIDE, TL. DISTANCE >:. THESE bOUGES IS ABOUT FOUR 
21 FEET OR SO. - •'•" •- "" T AND 
x v"£ FCJND 1 ^ - THE GOUGES A.*"" r.ZZZ T\ THE EAST OF 
-.":" "-^-"m DETERMINE I S 1111- ..EW'ILK ,'I I'lll DIM'VE 
J I A LITTLE BIT ON THIS SIDE OF THE CENTER 
25 AREA. 
1 Q. SO YOU TOOK THE PHOTOGRAPHS WITH YOU AND 
2 VISITED THE SITE BEFORE IT WAS RESURFACED, AND YOU STILL 
3 FOUND THE CHALK MARKS -- THE CHALK MARKS WEREN'T THERE, 
4 BUT THE CRACKS WERE IN THE ROAD AND THE IRREGULARITIES IN 
5 THE SURFACE WERE THERE? AND YOU CAN USE THOSE AND SAY 
6 THIS IS WHERE THESE MARKS WERE FROM THE POLICE OFFICERS 
7 PHOTOS? 
8 A. YES. 
9 Q. ALL RIGHT. I'LL HAVE YOU TAKE THE STAND FOR 
10 A SECOND. 
11 * OFFICER DUVALL, DO YOU KNOW WHETHER THE PHASE 
12 OF THE MOON IS THE SAME FROM YEAR TO YEAR? 
13 A. I KNOW IT CHANGES AND IT'S GRAPHED BY 
14 METEOROLOGISTS, SO I'M NOT SURE WHAT IT IS AT EACH EXACT 
15 TIME. 
16 Q. DID YOU MAKE AN EFFORT IN CONNECTION WITH 
17 THIS TO FIND OUT ABOUT THE MOON THAT PARTICULAR NIGHT? 
18 A. NO, I HAVE NOT. 
19 Q. OKAY. WHAT IS YOUR UNDERSTANDING AS TO THE 
20 WEATHER CONDITIONS ON THE NIGHT IN QUESTION? 
21 A. WITH MY CONVERSATION WITH THE OFFICER, THAT'S 
2,2 WHERE I FOUND AN ERROR. THE SKIES WERE CLEAR, THE ROADS 
23 WERE DRY, JUST BASICALLY A CLEAR NIGHT WITH NO ADVERSE 
24 WEATHER CONDITIONS. 
25 Q. DID YOU FIND THAT DUE TO THE ARTIFICIAL 
•(II -i 
1 LIGHTING IN THE AREA THE CONDITIONS REMAINED CONSTANT 
2 • . . . . - • 'EPT FOR WHEN LIGHT WOULD 
3 -OME FROM PASSING CARS? 
4 A . YE,r-;. 
5 Q. OFFICER DUVALL, WE'RE GOING TO SHIFT GEARS. 
6 
7 RECONSTRUCTION \-;v. CII IN REACHING YOTR OPINION. DID YOU 
8 DO ANY ANA •< •',' —-.v-.-.^  
9 REACTION TIMES, VARIOUS LOCATIONS OF THE BICYCLE, 
10 VIS-A-VIS THE SHARAPATA VEHICLE? 
11 A. YES. 
12 ~ AN~ WOULD YOU DESCRIBE FOi; THE JUk'z WHAT VuU 
13 ~ ~r :"TD? 
14 Y. . '". SHARAPATA IN HIS DEPOSI". -.«,. ::,^  
15 ^ - — r .»....,7.-D H I g TRAVEL SPEED AT 15 MILES 
16 PER HOUR. I WENT ', T THERE AS WELL TO VERIFY THAT WITH 
2 i IUKIM CAN BE 
3 \EGCTIATFZ AT. 1" MILEH PEP HO .* , rtHi'Jn I FOCN^ THAT COULD 
J """ '• " CORNERING; 
1: ' -AT M '1BE HE HAD ESTIMATED 1 r. ?Ptr.J WRONG. THE 
: : — ' THAT 
22 PRECEDING IT ' V7K ANT IS NOT AS GREAT WR FAR AWAY, 
23 BECAUSE TJ? I , » 
24 EACH SECOND. 
25 I ALSO LOOKED AT THE hbTlMATLh SPEFP Or M",. 
1 STOCK AT APPROXIMATELY 20 MILES PER HOUR, AND THEN TOOK 
2 THAT IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE — IN RELATIONSHIP TO WHERE 
3 THE IMPACT IS AS TO WHERE EACH OBJECT WOULD BE AS THEY 
4 TRAVERSED THE AREA. WITH THAT I LOOKED AT THE ROADWAY 
5 PROFILE AS TO WHAT KIND OF TURN WOULD BE NEGOTIATED. AND 
6 BASED UPON THE ANGLE OF THE VEHICLE AT IMPACT, THE 
7 TRAJECTORY OF COLLEEN STOCK, AND LOOKING AT THE TURNING 
8 RADIUS OF THE VEHICLE I CAN PUT EVERYTHING TOGETHER SO I 
9 CAN MAKE A RELATIONSHIP OF THE OBJECTS AT IMPACT ONE 
10 SECOND BEFORE, TWO SECONDS BEFORE AND CONTINUE BACK FOR A 
11 DISTANCE. 
12 Q. AND DID YOU PREPARE SOME OVERLAYS TO 
13 REPRESENT WHAT YOUR ANALYSIS REVEALED IN THAT REGARD? 
14 A. YES. 
15 Q. AND LET ME HAVE YOU STEP DOWN AND DO THAT. 
16 A. WHAT I DID IS DRAW A SCALE MODEL OF THE 
17 BLAZER AS FAR AS LENGTH AND THINGS, AND PLACE A BICYCLE 
18 AT POSITION OF IMPACT. FROM THE PHOTOGRAPHS WE SEE SOME 
19 DAMAGE; THAT THERE'S AN IMPACT TO THE PASSENGER SIDE 
20 DOOR. THERE'S AN AREA OF DAMAGE TO THE VEHICLE JUST IN 
21 FRONT OF THE DOOR HANDLE. 
22 ALL THE BLAZERS WITH TWO DOORS HAVE THE SAME 
23 DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENTS. AND I HAVE ONE LIKE THIS. I 
24 MEASURED FROM THE BACK TO THE FRONT WHERE THIS POINT OF 
25 IMPACT IS. AND FROM THAT WE COULD PLACE WHERE THE 
1 BICYCLE STRUCK THE BLAZER WITH THE GOUGE MARK:.; AIMO om: 
2 L'LilS ILi 'Mil' ,'l(i ' WHFRP [MP^T OCCURRED. WITH THAT I MADE 
3 AN OVERLAY PROJECTING Tr.7 L-LAZER TRAVELING IN 'I'ldli TUiUM 
4 LANE AN^ . . :•• - '-. , ' ~ n. SPEED OF 15 MILES 
5 PER HOUR, OR 2 -EST PER SECOND. 
6 IN . ~-!E BICYCLE AT 20 
/ MILES PER HOUR wit N-A^LY .'; FEET PER SECOND AND PROJECTED 
"! WHERE IT WOULD EF , . - . _ , ,
 W E L L. 
9 LET ME STOP !•••: T-"!L BECAUSE I THINK IT'S ' 
1 IMPORTANT FOR YOUR TESTIS . . .. _• MV HOUR YOU 
] PER SECOND? 
12 A. APPROXIMATELY 30. 
13 Q. AN!1 I1, MILES AN HOUR YOU GO HOW MANY FEET PER 
14 SECOND? 
15 A. -"-"ND. 
1 6 i i . AND THAT'S THE SIMPLE MATH OF H.JUU L'L'LT VI' 
1 7 p
- -LLES All HollU. t\U\> VMII ,lll ,T HO THE CALCULATIONS? 
xvi ', : S ABOUT L.-* tEET PER SECOND > 
1 9 N E A I „ . -" i t I'RA'vEL SPEED •• . 
2u
 x. ....^  YC'.'">": A3CUML1' :i-.b£r T;PCN THE TESTIMONY 
°
1
 Y™'"E READ. ".:. "L,£S AN HOUR 
ANU i'HAx r«v. 3HARAPAT.1 A . ' MILES «*: HOUR? 
A. YES. 
Q. WHY DON'T YOU CONTINUE THEN WITH YOUR 
ANALYSIS. 
1 A. WITH THAT I MADE SOME OVERLAYS. AND LET'S 
2 START WITH MR. SHARAPATA AND PLACE HIM IN THIS TRAVEL 
3 POSITION IN THE LEFT TURN LANE, AND THEN NEAR WHERE 
4 IMPACT OCCURS. AS YOU SAW MY HAND ON THE LITTLE CIRCLE 
5 IN HERE, THAT'S JUST AN APPROXIMATION. BUT IF WE WERE TO 
6 TAKE THE AREA --
7 MR. PEATROSS: I'M CONCERNED THAT WE ALREADY 
8 HAVE EXHIBITS IN. AND I'M HAPPY SO FAR, BUT IT APPEARS 
9 TO ME WHILE THIS IS TO SCALE, PROPER FOUNDATION NEEDS TO 
10 BE ESTABLISHED THAT THE VEHICLE IS TO SCALE ALSO. 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: HE ALREADY SAID THAT. 
12 THE WITNESS: I'M USING THE OVERLAYS AS TO 
13 SCALE ALSO. THIS WAY WE DON'T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT THE 
14 MARKS. WITH THIS I LAY DOWN WHERE IMPACT WAS WITH THE 
15 OVERLAY TO GO WITH THIS. 
16 WE CAN TAKE THE BLAZER, WHILE IT'S IN THE 
17 TURN LANE, AND FIND ITS RESPECTIVE POSITION AT IMPACT ONE 
18 SECOND BEFORE, TWO SECONDS BEFORE, THREE SECONDS BEFORE. 
19 AND WE CAN LAY THIS OVER THE DIAGRAM TO SHOW WHERE THE 
20 BLAZER IS AT IMPACT. 
21 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) LET ME STOP YOU THERE. 
22 IF SHARAPATA IS GOING 10 MILES AN HOUR THEN HE'S CLOSER? 
23 A. YES. WE WOULD MOVE IT BACK IN INCREMENTS OF 
24 14.6 FEET EACH SECOND, AND FIND THAT THREE SECONDS AWAY 
25 HE WOULD ACTUALLY BE AT THIS LOCATION. IN ADDITION TO 
THAT — DO YOU HAVE A PIECE OF TAPE? I CAN TAPE THIS UP 
nO WE CAN SEE THINGS MORE CLEARLY. 
3 WITH THAT I TOOK A BICYCLE -- I PLACED THE 
* 1ICYCLE BACK AT 30 FOOT INCREMENTS, BASICALLY, WHICH IS 
5 ' .-",E ON THE DIAGRAM ONE 
6 SECOND, TWO SECONDS, THRLr. SEJ'JNLS. 
7 
8 A. AT 20 MILES PER HOUR, AND SAY: WHERE IS THE 
: iT WILL SHOW YOU NOW THE VEHICLES' POSITION 
r --.A::-] OTHER :A J\H SECOND INCREMENT--. m:-:\ 'RE ONE 
. ,n- . .... . .-, , _ - A . - . , • .- ^ . WE 
: r v ; •--- • : • .v A.-ATEVFR wr \ 7 \ ; * DC . A":D SHOW YOU 
14 POSITIONS TO EACH OTHER. 
15 n OKAY. AND BASED UPON THIS ANALYSIS HOW LONG 
16 -- hn«r FINDINGS DID YOU MAKE ABOUT HOW LONG MRS. STOCK 
17 WAS IN THE ILLUMINATED AREA YOU PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED? 
18 A. JUST OVER FIVE SECONDS FROM WHERE IMPACT 
19 OCCURRED TO WHERE SHE ENTERS THAT ZONE. 
20 :.-"• •--• -.-.— ~-^-^ D 
21 FOR . uLLMINAT.ON u- ::LADLIGHTb. -o :.:-. K: V 
22 
23 PEATRi •' '.• -EFORE WE GET 
24 INTO THAT - .. 
25 HAVE INSTRUCTIONS THAT BEAR ON THIS CASE, BECAUSE 
1 GOING TO GET INTO THAT SHORTLY, LET'S GO AHEAD AND READ 
2 THAT. WE'VE ALREADY STIPULATED, AND I'M HAPPY TO GIVE 
3 THE COURT A COPY NOW. 
4 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I CAN ESTABLISH IT THROUGH 
5 THIS WITNESS, YOUR HONOR. 
6 THE COURT: YOU CAN DO THAT. 
7 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) THE LEGAL STANDARD IS A 
8 500 FOOT HEADLAMP? 
9 A. TO MY RECOLLECTION. IT'S A SUBSTANTIAL 
10 DISTANCE; 500 FEET. 
11 Q. THIS AREA, LET'S SAY FROM ~ I KNOW IT'S 83 
12 TO HERE AND 83 BACK TO ABOUT HERE. 
13 A. IT'S APPROXIMATELY 150 FEET FROM HERE TO HERE 
14 (INDICATING.) 
15 Q. YOU'VE DONE STUDIES HAVE YOU NOT, WITH AN 
16 OBJECT 500 FEET AWAY FROM A CAR HEADLAMP, OF WHAT YOU CAN 
17 SEE OR NOT SEE? 
18 A. OH, I'VE DONE SOME. IT'S VERY DEPENDENT UPON 
19 DIFFERENT ISSUES, BUT YES. 
20 Q. AND I UNDERSTAND THE LEGAL STANDARD THAT 
21 MAYBE WE NEED TO GO 500 FEET OUT. BUT ARE YOU GOING TO 
22 SEE ANYTHING AT 500 FEET? 
23 A. MOST PEOPLE DON'T. 
24 Q. SO YOU HAVE TO GET IN A CLOSER AREA, 250, 
25 200? I DON'T WANT TO PUT WORDS IN YOUR MOUTH, BUT IS 
1 THERE AN AREA BETTER ~ 
2 A. I THINK MOST PEOPLE SEE THINGS BETTER WITHIN 
3 THE 200 FOOT OR SO RANGE. 
4 Q. DOES THAT DEPEND UPON BRIGHTS OR DIM? 
5 A. THERE'S SOME DIFFERENCE. 
6 Q. THERE'S BEEN SOME TESTIMONY ABDT THE BACKLIT 
7 PHENOMENA THAT THE DDNAWAY VEHICLE MAY HAVE ON MS. STOCK. 
8 A. YES. 
9 Q. WHERE DID YOU UNDERSTAND THE DUNAWAY VEHICLE 
10 TO BE? 
11 A. WELL, IN THE DEPOSITION IT SAID ABOUT THREE 
12 CAR LENGTHS. ONE OF THE THINGS WE DO KNOW IS THE 
13 DUNAWAYS ARE PERCEIVING EVENTS OCCURRING IN FRONT OF 
14 THEM, SO THAT MRS. DUNAWAY CAME TO A STOP SOMEWHERE IN 
15 THE AREA OF THE COLLISION OCCURRING. FOR THOSE EVENTS TO 
16 HAPPEN I HAVE TO LOOK AT THE FACTORS OF BRAKING REACTION 
17 TIME. AND I HAVE TO SAY WITH THREE CAR LENGTHS, 50, 60, 
18 70 FEET IS A REASONABLE POSSIBILITY AS TO WHERE SHE IS. 
19 Q. SO YOU PUT THE DUNAWAYS, YOU SAID, 60 FEET? 
20 A. IT COULD BE 50, 60, 70. 
21 Q. 50 TO 70 FEET BACK? 
22 A. YES, THAT WOULD BE REASONABLE BASED UPON WHAT 
23 WE'VE SEEN IN THE FACTORS THEY'VE DESCRIBED. 
24 Q. WHAT IS A TYPICAL REACTION TIME FOR A PERSON 
25 TO SEE SOMETHING AND START TO BRAKE? 
1 A. USUALLY ABOUT A SECOND AND A HALF. 
2 Q. IF SHE'S GOING 25 MILES AN HOUR, HOW FAR DOES 
3 SHE TRAVEL BEFORE SHE STARTS TO SLOW DOWN? 
4 A. IT'S ABOUT 54 FEET FOR SOMEONE TO TRAVEL. 
5 Q. WHAT WAS YOUR UNDERSTANDING FOR THE TYPE OF 
6 BRAKING SHE DID? 
7 A. SHE SAID SHE DIDN'T SLAM ON THE BRAKES, BUT 
8 BRAKED, I WOULD ASSUME MORE THAN NORMAL, BUT LESS SO THAT 
9 SHE DIDN'T COME TO A SKID. 
10 Q. SO ALL OF THOSE FACTORS, 50 TO 70 FEET IS A 
11 REASONABLE ESTIMATION? 
12 A. I THINK IT WOULD BE FAIRLY CLOSE. 
13 Q. WHAT HAPPENS — WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND WHERE 
14 COLLEEN STOCK WAS IN RELATIONSHIP TO THE DUNAWAY 
15 VEHICLE'S HEADLAMPS? 
16 A. SHE WAS RIGHT ALONG THE SIDE AND THE EDGE OF 
17 THE ROAD, THE CURB, SEVERAL FEET OUT. 
18 Q. YOU TALKED ABOUT A SILHOUETTE EFFECT? 
19 A. YES, THE LIGHTS FROM BEHIND LIGHT UP THE 
20 SHAPE OF THE OBJECT, BUT YOU DON'T SEE THE FRONT, YOU 
21 DON'T SEE THE DIMENSION OF THE FRONT FROM THE BACK LIGHT. 
22 Q. DOES THE FACT MRS. STOCK IS ON THE RIGHT AND 
23 NOT IN THE FRONT AFFECT THAT BACKLIT PHENOMENA YOU TALKED 
24 ABOUT? 
25 A. IT COULD HAVE SOME EFFECT. 
1 Q. IN WHAT WAY? 
2 A. YOU MAY NOT BE DIRECTLY IN THE LIGHT SOURCE. 
3 THE ANGLE AT WHICH YOU ARE IN RELATIONSHIP TO EACH OTHER 
4 AS YOU'RE GOING DOWN THE ROAD MAY HAVE SOME EFFECT. IT 
5 MAY NOT BE AS SEVERE AT DIFFERENT POINTS AS YOU'RE 
6 TRAVELING. 
7 Q. OFFICER DUVALL, ARE THERE ANY OTHER 
8 CALCULATIONS THAT YOU'VE DONE WITH RESPECT TO STOPPING 
9 DISTANCES AND REACTION TIME FOR THE STOCK BICYCLE OR THE 
10 SHARAPATA VEHICLE? 
11 A. YES. 
12 Q. WHY DON'T YOU DESCRIBE THOSE FOR US. 
13 A. ONE OF THE THINGS, THE REACTION TIME IS GOING 
14 TO BE SIMILAR BETWEEN THE TWO. THE REACTION TIME WOULD 
15 BE APPROXIMATELY ONE AND A HALF SECONDS. ONE OF THE 
16 THINGS IS THAT A CAR STOPS, GIVEN AN APPROPRIATE NUMBER 
17 — A CAR'S ABILITY TO SKID TO A STOP, WE WOULD GIVE IT A 
18 .7 G'S. THAT'S JUST TO GIVE YOU A NUMBER JUST SO YOU 
19 HAVE GOT AN IDEA. WE CAN CALCULATE THAT BACK AND 
20 CALCULATE STOPPING DISTANCES OF A VEHICLE. SAY IT'S 
21 GOING 25 MILES AN HOUR. IT BRAKES AND SKIDS AT .7 G'S. 
22 IT WILL TRAVEL "X" AMOUNT OF FEET AND SKID TO A STOP. 
23 THE BICYCLE DOESN'T HAVE THE SAME CAPABILITIES AS A 
24 VEHICLE TO STOP. IN FACT, THE LAW ONLY REQUIRES A 
25 BICYCLE BE ABLE TO STOP AT .13 G'S, SUBSTANTIALLY LESS. 
1 TEN-SPEEDS HAVE THE ABILITY TO DO JUST A LITTLE BIT 
2 BETTER THAN THAT, BUT PART OF THAT IS GOING TO BE NEGATED 
3 BY THE FACT THIS IS GOING DOWNHILL, WHERE YOU COULD SAY A 
4 BIKE WOULD STOP IN .25 G'S AND TAKE THE EFFECT OF THE 
5 HILL HERE, TAKE DOWN TO .2. SO A BICYCLE TRAVELING AT 20 
6 MILES AN HOUR IS GOING TO TAKE A LONG TIME TO STOP; ABOUT 
7 66 FEET AT 20 MILES AN HOUR, JUST TO SKID TO A STOP. A 
8 CAR GOING 15 — 
9 Q. THAT ASSUMES NO REACTION TIME? 
10 A. NO REACTION TIME. 
11 Q. AND YOU'VE ASSUMED .2? 
12 A. YES. 
13 Q. WHICH IS HIGHER THAN THE STATUTORY MINIMUM? 
14 A. YES. AND A CAR TRAVELING AT 15 MILES PER 
15 HOUR SKIDDING ON A .7 COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION IS GOING TO 
16 STOP AT 10.7 FEET. SO YOU SEE THE DISTANCES. A BIKE 
17 JUST DOES NOT STOP AS WELL AS A CAR. THAT'S JUST A FACT 
18 OF THE DESIGN, BRAKES, TIRES AND THINGS OF A BICYCLE, 
19 THAT MAKES IT UNABLE TO STOP IN THE SAME AMOUNT OF 
20 DISTANCE. 
21 Q. AS A RESULT OF THAT CALCULATION, DO YOU HAVE 
22 AN OPINION ABOUT MS. STOCK'S ABILITY TO STOP AND AVOID 
23 THIS ACCIDENT BASED UPON WHAT YOUR FINDINGS ARE AND THE 
24 EVIDENCE IS? 
25 A. YES. 
1 OR WITNESSES HAVE PLACED THE SPEED OF THE VEHICLES AT. 
2 SECOND IS WHAT THE ROADWAY IS AS FAR AS SLOPE. WE KNOW 
3 ABOUT NORMAL STOPPING DISTANCES OF BICYCLES OR CARS, 
4 THOSE TYPES OF THINGS TO LOOK AT, THOSE EFFECTS IN 
5 RELATION TO THE ACCIDENT. 
6 Q. WHAT IS THE LEGAL DUTIES INVOLVED HERE? WE 
7 TALKED ABOUT THE HEADLIGHT THAT MS. STOCK BY LAW IS 
8 REQUIRED TO HAVE. WHAT ARE THE LEGAL DUTIES OF MR. 
9 SHARAPATA? 
10 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, AGAIN — WELL, 
11 I'LL JUST WITHDRAW MY OBJECTION. IF I THINK HE MISSTATES 
12 IT, I'LL OBJECT. 
13 THE COURT: GO AHEAD. 
14 THE WITNESS: ONE OF THE DUTIES OF A DRIVER 
15 IS TO YIELD THE RIGHT-OF-WAY TO A VEHICLE THAT 
16 CONSTITUTES AN IMMEDIATE HAZARD. THAT HAZARD IS DEFINED 
17 AS AN OBJECT THAT IS GOING TO COME WITHIN THE ZONE OF 
18 TRAVEL OF THE VEHICLE THAT IS MAKING THE TURNING 
19 MOVEMENT, WITHIN A TIMEFRAME WE CALL CLOSE PROXIMITY. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) IN LAYMAN'S TERMS WHAT 
21 DOES THAT MEAN? 
22 A. WATCH OUT, DON'T PUT OTHER PEOPLE IN 
23 JEOPARDY. DON'T ASSUME YOU CAN JUST TURN JUST BECAUSE 
24 SOMEBODY IS DOWN THERE A WAYS. YOU HAVE TO MAKE SURE YOU 
25 HAVE THE TIME TO TURN; THAT YOU LOOK FOR OBJECTS THAT ARE 
1 THERE TO BE SEEN. 
2 Q. AND YOU'VE TAKEN THAT INTO ACCOUNT AS WELL IN 
3 YOUR CONCLUSIONS? 
4 A. YES, I HAVE. 
5 Q. AND WHAT CONCLUSIONS DID YOU REACH ABOUT THE 
6 ABILITY OF MS. STOCK TO STOP AT THE POINT THAT YOU 
7 BELIEVE WAS AN IMMEDIATE HAZARD, THAT THE SHARAPATA 
8 VEHICLE BECAME AN IMMEDIATE HAZARD? AND WHY DID YOU PUT 
9 THE SHARAPATA VEHICLE AT A PARTICULAR PLACE WHERE IT 
10 BECAME AN IMMEDIATE HAZARD? DOES THAT MAKE SENSE? 
11 A. I THINK SO. WHAT I'LL DO IS COME TO THE 
12 BOARD AND DEAL WITH THIS. 
13 AS I SAID EARLIER, FROM WHAT I LOOKED AT, THE 
14 IMPACT OCCURRED AT THIS APPROXIMATE LOCATION. WHEN WE'RE 
15 TALKING ABOUT AN IMMEDIATE HAZARD, AN OBJECT TURNING IN A 
16 TURN LANE IS NOT AN IMMEDIATE HAZARD. THE HAZARD IS 
17 PRESENTED ONCE THE TURNING MOVEMENT BEGINS, AND TRAVEL 
18 NOW MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE BIKE TO CONTINUE WITHOUT 
19 BEING INVOLVED IN A COLLISION OR HAVING TO TAKE SOME KIND 
20 OF REACTIVE MEASURE TO AVOID IMPACT. 
21 WITH THAT I LOOK AT THE POSITIONING OF THE 
22 VEHICLE IN ONE SECOND INCREMENTS BACK FROM IMPACT. TWO 
23 SECONDS FROM IMPACT THERE'S NO HAZARD, THERE'S NO LATERAL 
24 MOVEMENT. ONE SECOND BEFORE IMPACT LATERAL MOVEMENT IS 
25 BEGINNING. SO WHAT WE HAVE IS A REACTION TIME THAT IS 
1 VERY, VERY DIMINISHED FOR A STOP IF SHE'S TRAVELING 20 
2 MILES AN HODR. TWO SECONDS FROM IMPACT SHE SEES NO 
3 HAZARD, ONE SECOND — 
4 MR. PEATROSS: THAT MISSTATES HER TESTIMONY. 
5 SHE SAW HIM ENTER THE TURN LANE. AND THERE WASN'T ANY 
6 TESTIMONY OR HAS BEEN NONE AS TO WHAT POINT SHE 
7 RECOGNIZES THE HAZARD, OTHER THAN 15 TO 20 FEET, WHICH 
8 SHE DISAVOWS. THERE'S NO BASIS FOR THAT ASSUMPTION. 
9 MR. SUTTERFIELD: LET ME SPEAK TO THAT. 
10 THE COURT: GO AHEAD. 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: THE TESTIMONY IS SHE PUT 
12 HER BIKE IN THIS AREA OF THE LIGHTING AS TO WHEN SHE SAW 
13 HIM GOING INTO THE TURNING LANE. AND THEN SHE SAID THAT 
14 SHE SAW HIM IN THE TURNING LANE. AND OFFICER DUVALL HAS 
15 SAID WHILE HE'S IN THE TURNING LANE HE'S NOT A HAZARD 
16 BECAUSE HE HASN'T DONE ANYTHING. THEN SHE DESCRIBED 
17 WHERE SHE WAS, AND SHE SAW HIM START TO TURN IN FRONT OF 
18 HER. AND SHE PUT HERSELF DOWN HERE BY THE SMALL TREE AND 
19 THE HYDRANT. THAT'S WHAT SHE TESTIFIED THIS MORNING. 
20 MR. PEATROSS: THAT'S NOT WHAT HE JUST SAID, 
21 HOWEVER. AND I ALSO OBJECT, YOUR HONOR, TO HIS BEING 
22 ABLE TO MAKE LEGAL CONCLUSIONS AS TO WHEN HE MAY OR MAY 
23 NOT BE A LEGAL HAZARD. THAT'S THE JURY'S CONCLUSION TO 
24 MAKE, AND THE ULTIMATE ISSUE. 
25 THE COURT: I'LL ALLOW HIS CONCLUSIONS AS TO 
1 HIS FINDINGS AS AN EXPERT. HOWEVER, I THINK HE MUST BASE 
2 HIS CONCLUSION UPON THE FACTS AS PRESENTED. 
3 SO YOU MAY PROCEED, COUNSEL. 
4 MR. SUTTERFIELD: OKAY. 
5 THE WITNESS: WHAT I WAS TRYING TO DESCRIBE 
6 IS THAT IN TWO SECONDS PRIOR TO IMPACT THE VEHICLE IS NOT 
7 IN A POSITION WHERE A NORMAL DRIVER PROCEEDING FROM THE 
8 OPPOSITE DIRECTION PERCEIVES THAT A MOVEMENT IS GOING TO 
9 BEGIN. THE VEHICLE IS STILL TRAVELING STRAIGHT. IT HAS 
10 NOT MOVED LATERALLY ACROSS. SO THAT LATERAL MOVEMENT 
11 OCCURS IN LESS THAN TWO SECONDS TIME, WHICH IS ABOUT WHAT 
12 THE REACTION TIME WOULD BE FOR THE BICYCLIST COMING DOWN 
13 THE HILL, WHICH BASICALLY MEANS THERE'S NOTHING SHE CAN 
14 DO WITH THE AMOUNT OF REACTION TIME AND THE AMOUNT OF 
15 TIME FOR THIS EVENT TO OCCUR FOR HER TO DO ANYTHING SUCH 
16 AS BRAKING TO AVOID THE COLLISION. THE BICYCLE WOULD NOT 
17 BE ABLE TO DO WHAT IT HAD TO DO TO FIGHT THE LAWS OF 
18 PHYSICS TO BE ABLE TO STOP. 
19 Q. LIEUTENANT, WHERE WOULD SHE HAVE TO BE, BASED 
20 UPON 20 MILES AN HOUR AND BASED UPON THE STOPPING 
21 DISTANCES AND THE G'S THAT YOU FIGURE OF .2, WHICH IS 
22 HIGHER THAN THE STATUTE; IS THAT RIGHT? 
23 A. YES. 
24 Q. WHERE WOULD SHE HAVE TO BE TO START HER 
25 BREAKING TO AVOID THE COLLISION? 
1 Q. AND YOU'VE ASSUMED A PERSON IN THE TURNING 
2 LANE IS NOT AN IMMEDIATE HAZARD? 
3 A. YES. 
4 Q. AND BASED UPON STOPPING DISTANCES, WHICH 
5 YOU'VE DESCRIBED, TIME INVOLVED AND DISTANCES TRAVELED, 
6 ARE YOU ABLE TO EXTRAPOLATE WHERE THE SHARAPATA VEHICLE 
7 WOULD HAVE BEEN? 
8 A. YES. 
9 Q. AND WHERE WAS THAT, WHERE WOULD THAT BE? 
10 A. THAT WOULD — 
11 MR. PEATROSS: AT WHAT TIME, YOUR HONOR? 
12 MR. SUTTERFIELD: AT THE TIME THAT IT TAKES 
13 MS. STOCK TO STOP. I APPRECIATE THE OBJECTION BECAUSE IT 
14 WASN'T CLEAR. DOES IT MAKE SENSE NOW? 
15 THE WITNESS: YES. 
16 MR. PEATROSS: GO AHEAD, NOW. 
17 THE WITNESS: WERE THAT REACTION OF STOPPING 
18 DISTANCE TO OCCUR FOR MS. STOCK, SHE WOULD BE NEAR THE 
19 ONE TREE JUST PAST THE OVERLAY. MR. SHARAPATA WOULD BE 
20 FURTHER EAST THAN THE LAST POSITION HIS VEHICLE SHOWS. 
21 SO HE WOULD BE BACK SEVERAL MORE FEET FROM THAT POSITION. 
22 HE'S STILL QUITE A DISTANCE AWAY FROM WHEN THE TURNING 
23 MOVEMENT BEGINS. 
24 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) OFFICER DUVALL, YOU 
25 HAVE TALKED ABOUT YOUR OPINION ABOUT HER ABILITY TO STOP, 
1 AND WE'VE COVERED THAT. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION WITH 
2 RESPECT TO WHAT SHARAPATA COULD HAVE SEEN AT FOUR SECONDS 
3 OR THREE SECONDS, TWO SECONDS, AND AT ONE SECOND? 
4 A. WITH THAT WE CAN USE THE DIAGRAM, BECAUSE NOW 
5 WE HAVE — 
6 MR. PEATROSS: JUST A MOMENT. AGAIN, WE'RE 
7 CLEAR BACK TO OUR ORIGINAL PROBLEM I THOUGHT WE GOT PAST. 
8 THERE ISN'T ANY FOUNDATION AS TO WHAT HE, UNDER THOSE 
9 CONDITIONS, COULD HAVE SEEN, OTHER THAN HIS OWN 
10 TESTIMONY. 
11 THE COURT: I THINK THAT'S A PROBLEM, 
12 COUNSEL, AND I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. 
13 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) LET ME ASK YOU THIS 
14 WAY: WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO SEE DURING THE TIME --
15 MR. PEATROSS: YOUR HONOR, WE'VE ALREADY GONE 
16 THROUGH THAT, AND I THINK HE'S TESTIFIED AS TO WHAT YOU 
17 COULD SEE. SO IT'S ASKED AND ANSWERED. HE SAID HE STOOD 
18 THERE AND HE COULD SEE A BOX UNDER THE TREE, WHATEVER HE 
19 PUT THERE. 
20 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. 
21 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) WHY DON'T WE JUST 
22 COMPARE THOSE SO I'M CLEAR. SO I'M CLEAR IN MY MIND, 
23 OFFICER, YOU'VE GOT — YOUR TESTIMONY IS YOU COULD SEE IN 
24 THIS AREA HERE? 
25 A. YES. THAT'S ABOUT WHERE THIS LINE IS IN THIS 
1 REALLY LIGHT AREA, ABOUT WHERE THE TREE IS HERE. 
2 Q. AND HOW MANY SECONDS AWAY IS MS. STOCK AT 
3 THAT POINT FROM THE POINT OF IMPACT, BASED UPON YOUR 
4 CALCULATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS OF 20 MILES AN HOUR? 
5 A. ROUGHLY FIVE SECONDS. I THINK JUST A SHADE 
6 MORE THAN THAT. 
7 Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER OPINIONS WITH RESPECT 
8 TO THE STOPPING DISTANCES? 
9 A. AS I MENTIONED, MR. SHARAPATA HAS DESCRIBED 
10 15 MILES PER HOUR, WHICH IS 10.7 FEET. AND THE REACTION 
11 TIME WOULD BE ADDED TO THAT. 
12 Q. SHARAPATA AT 15 MILES AN HOUR COULD STOP IN 
13 10.7 FEET, PLUS YOU ADD THE REACTION TIME, WHICH WOULD BE 
14 HOW MANY? 
15 A. IN THIS CASE IT WOULD BE 33 FEET. SO TOTAL 
16 DISTANCE OF ROUGHLY 43 FEET FROM REACTION TO STOPPING, 
17 WHICH PLACES HIM ABOUT AT THE TWO SECOND MARK, IF WE WERE 
18 TO SAY THAT HE STOPPED AT THE POINT OF IMPACT. IF HE 
19 WANTED TO AVOID IT, HE WOULD HAVE TO BE — INSTEAD OF TWO 
20 SECONDS, HE WOULD NEED TO BE BACK NEAR ~ THE FRONT OF 
21 HIS VEHICLE WOULD NEED TO BE BACK NEAR THE REAR OF HIS 
22 VEHICLE, SO IN THIS AREA AS HE BEGAN TO REACT AND STOP. 
23 Q. WITH YOUR PERMISSION, SO I DON'T FORGET, THIS 
24 IS ONE SECOND, TWO SECONDS, THREE SECONDS? 
25 A. YES. 
1 Q. CAN I DO THAT? 
2 A. YES. 
3 Q. ONE SECOND, TWO SECONDS IS HERE, RIGHT 
4 (INDICATING)? 
5 A. YES. 
6 Q. THREE IS HERE. THIS IS ONE (INDICATING)? 
7 A. YES. 
8 Q. ANY OTHER OPINIONS THAT YOU HAVE THAT WE 
9 HAVEN'T DISCUSSED ABOUT THE LIGHT? 
10 MR. PEATROSS: AGAIN, YOUR HONOR, THAT'S NOT 
11 A FAIR QUESTION TO ME. HE COULD THROW OUT ANY ANSWER. 
12 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I THINK I'M DONE WITH THIS 
13 WITNESS THEN. 
14 
15 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
16 BY MR. PEATROSS: 
17 Q. YOU TALKED ABOUT HIS PERCEPTION AND ABILITY 
18 TO STOP. AND IF I UNDERSTOOD YOUR TESTIMONY, HAD HE SEEN 
19 HERE, HIS LAST CHANCE IS ABOUT THIS POSITION HERE? 
20 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
21 Q. SO IF HE DIDN'T SEE HER AFTER HE GOT TO THIS 
22 POINT, IT'S TOO LATE, HE'S GOING TO BE IN FRONT OF HER? 
23 A. NOT CORRECT. BUT IF HE TURNS, THAT'S WHAT'S 
24 — THAT'S WHERE HE HAS TO BE. AT THIS POINT THE TURNING 
25 HAS BEGUN. THE OTHER OPTION IS TO GO STRAIGHT AHEAD. 
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1 Q. IF HE HAD SEEN HER AT THE LAST MINUTE HE 
2 COULD HAVE VEERED OFF, WHATEVER? 
3 A. YES, OR GONE STRAIGHT AHEAD. 
4 Q. AND LIKEWISE WHEN YOU OPERATE A MOTOR 
5 VEHICLE, WHETHER IT'S A BICYCLIST OR CAR, YOU'RE GOING TO 
6 LOOK WHERE YOU'RE GOING. ONCE HE MAKES A DECISION TO 
7 TURN AND HAS, ALL WITH IT ERRONEOUS, THE COAST IS CLEAR, 
8 DIDN'T SEE HER, MISSED HER, ONCE HE MAKES THAT DECISION 
9 THE TRAFFIC IS CLEAR HE'S NOW GOING TO BE LOOKING WHERE 
10 HE'S GOING IN THE PARKING LOT? 
11 A. SURE. 
12 Q. YOU MADE AN INTERESTING COMMENT. BICYCLISTS 
13 DON'T STOP NEARLY AS WELL AS CARS, DO THEY? 
14 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
15 Q. AS A MATTER OF FACT, WE TALK ABOUT TERMS OF G 
16 FORCES, HOW MANY G FORCES THEY CAN STOP WITH. ANOTHER 
17 WAY TO LOOK AT IT IS THE CAPABILITY TO STOP. IF YOU USE 
18 A .2 COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION, .2 G FORCES FOR A BICYCLE, 
19 WHEREAS THE CAR IS TYPICAL .7, A BICYCLE CAN STOP IN ONLY 
20 A QUARTER OF THE DISTANCE. THAT'S A TYPICAL DISTANCE, 
21 THE ABILITY OF ONE-FOURTH AS EFFICIENT BETWEEN A THIRD 
22 AND A FOURTH AS EFFICIENT; ISN'T THAT CORRECT? 
23 A. YES. 
24 Q. WELL, IT WOULD FOLLOW FROM THAT THAT A 
25 VEHICLE THAT HAS ONLY LESS THAN A THIRD OF THE BRAKING 
1 EFFICIENCY AS A MOTOR VEHICLE PROBABLY OUGHT TO TRAVEL A 
2 LOT SLOWER THAN A MOTOR VEHICLE AS WELL TO BE SAFE; ISN'T 
3 THAT CORRECT? 
4 A. THERE'S NO REQUIREMENT TO DO SO. 
5 Q. THERE'S NO REQUIREMENT TO DO A LOT OF THINGS 
6 THAT ARE SAFE. 
7 MR. SUTTERFIELD: OBJECT, THE LEGAL 
8 STANDARD --
9 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION AS 
10 ARGUMENTATIVE. 
11 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) WHAT'S SAFE UNDER A 
12 PARTICULAR SITUATION IS NOT NECESSARILY UNDER A CERTAIN 
13 SET, CERTAIN TIME WHAT THE LAW ALLOWS, IS IT? 
14 A. I AGREE. 
15 Q. OKAY. AND AS A MATTER OF FACT, IF WE'RE 
16 GOING TO TALK ABOUT TECHNICALITIES HER BIG ONE IS HER 
17 MISSING HEADLIGHTS. SHE'S VIOLATED THE LAW, HASN'T SHE? 
18 A. SURE, SHE'S IN VIOLATION OF STATUTE. 
19 Q. LET'S TALK ABOUT STOPPING DISTANCES FOR A 
20 MINUTE. YOU SAW ONE SECOND, TWO SECONDS. FIRST OF ALL, 
21 YOU ASSUME SHE NEEDS A FULL SECOND AND A HALF TO PERCEIVE 
22 AND REACT. THAT WAS YOUR TIME, THAT'S TYPICAL? 
23 A. YES. 
24 Q. THAT'S JUST TYPICAL. THOSE COME FROM 
25 STUDIES. IT CAN BE THREE-QUARTERS OF A SECOND, IT CAN BE 
1 LONGER. BUT THAT'S YOUR AVERAGE PERSON THAT HAS NO 
2 NOTION THERE'S ANY DANGER THAT TAKES APPROXIMATELY A 
3 SECOND TO PERCEIVE A DANGER AND REALIZE SOMETHING MUST BE 
4 DONE. AND WE GENERALLY TALK ABOUT THAT IN TERMS OF 
5 BRAKING. IT TAKES A SECOND TO ACTUALLY GET THE BRAKES 
6 APPLIED, OR DO ALL THOSE THINGS, CORRECT? 
7 A. YES. 
8 Q. SO IF YOU ARE TO ASSUME FOR EXAMPLE, THAT MR. 
9 SHARAPATA ~ SHE HAD SEEN HIM IN THE TURN LANE AND HE HAD 
10 HIS SIGNAL ON EARLIER, AND ALSO THAT SHE HAD HER HANDS ON 
11 BOTH BRAKES AND WAS ACTUALLY BRAKING AT THAT TIME AS SHE 
12 CAME DOWN THE HILL, WHATEVER TIME SHE REALIZES IT'S A 
13 DANGER, WHETHER IT'S EARLY ON OR LATER ON, HER PERCEPTION 
14 REACTION TIME CAN BE QUITE A BIT LESS? 
15 A. SHE ALREADY HAS THEM THERE. 
16 Q. AS A MATTER OF FACT, IT COULD BE LOWER THAN A 
17 HALF A SECOND? 
18 A. I DON'T KNOW. 
19 Q. IT COULD BE LESS THAN A SECOND? 
20 A. IT'S POSSIBLE. 
21 Q. OKAY. AND IF WE SAY IT'S A SECOND SHE 
22 TRAVELS 30 FEET APPROXIMATELY AT 20 MILES AN HOUR, 
23 CORRECT? 
24 A. YES. 
25 Q. AND WHAT WAS THE STOPPING DISTANCE YOU GAVE 
1 US FOR WHAT YOU ASSUMED AS FAR AS THE ACTUAL TIME IT 
2 TAKES AT THE .2? 
3 A. 66 FEET. 
4 Q. 66 FEET, PLUS 30, AND THAT PUTS US BACK AT 96 
5 FEET, WHICH IS REAL CLOSE TO THE THREE SECOND MARK? 
6 A. YES, THAT'S CORRECT. 
7 Q. SO THE THREE SECOND MARK, HE'S HERE --
8 A. YES. 
9 Q. — I S THAT CORRECT. AND IF SHE HAD SEEN HIM 
10 AND PERCEIVED HIM UNDER THOSE CONDITIONS TO BE A DANGER, 
11 AND ASSUMING A SECOND PERCEPTION AND REACTION TIME IF SHE 
12 HAD REALIZED AT THREE SECONDS HE WAS POTENTIALLY GOING TO 
13 MAKE A TURN — AND I'M ASKING YOU TO ASSUME THAT, AND YOU 
14 DIDN'T SAY SHE DID, OBVIOUSLY SHE DIDN'T — BUT ASSUMING 
15 THAT SHE SAW HIM AND REALIZED HE MAY TURN IN FRONT OF 
16 HER, AT THAT POINT USING A SECOND PERCEPTION REACTION 
17 TIME, EVEN 20 MILES AN HOUR SHE COULD HAVE AVOIDED THE 
18 ACCIDENT? 
19 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I OBJECT. THERE'S NO FACTS 
20 IN EVIDENCE ON THAT. 
21 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. 
22 MR. PEATROSS: I'M ASKING HIM TO ASSUME THEN, 
23 YOUR HONOR, THAT SHE DOES IN FACT MAKE — COME TO AN 
24 AWARENESS THAT SHE SEES HIM WITH THE TURN SIGNAL, JUST 
25 PULLED IN THE TURN LANE, AND SHE MAKES A JUDGMENT HE MAY 
1 NOT SEE ME, I BETTER STOP. THAT'S A HYPOTHETICAL, BUT 
2 IT'S FAIR UNDER THE FACTS OF THIS CASE. 
3 THE COURT: A HYPOTHETICAL HAS GOT TO BE 
4 BASED UPON FACTS IN EVIDENCE. 
5 MR. PEATROSS: THOSE ARE FACTS IN EVIDENCE. 
6 THEY DID SAY SHE SAW HIM TURN INTO THE TURN LANE, AND 
7 MRS. DUNAWAY SAID SHE SAW THE TURN SIGNAL. 
8 THE COURT: I'M SUSTAINING THE OBJECTION. 
9 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) LET'S TALK ABOUT 10 MILES 
10 AN HOUR THEN, AND ASSUME SHE HAD TRAVELED AT 10 MILES AN 
11 HOUR. FIRST OF ALL, WE DON'T JUST CUT HER DISTANCE 
12 TRAVELED IN HALF, OR AT LEAST AS FAR AS IT TAKES TO STOP, 
13 DO WE? 
14 A. NO. 
15 Q. IT'S A LOT DIFFERENT BETWEEN 10 AND 20, FOR 
16 EXAMPLE? 
17 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
18 Q. LET'S HAVE YOU RUN THOSE FIGURES AND DRAW ON 
19 THIS. AND I'LL GO AHEAD AND DRAW ON THIS. FIRST OF ALL, 
20 AT 20 SECONDS IT TOOK 66 FEET TO STOP? 
21 A. AT 20 MILES PER HOUR. 
22 Q. AT 20 MILES AN HOUR. THAT WAS RIGHT, RIGHT? 
23 A. YES. 
24 MR. SUTTERFIELD: YOUR HONOR, I THINK I KNOW 
25 WHERE COUNSEL IS GOING TO GO. BEFORE HE MARKS IT UP WITH 
1 AN ASSUMPTION OF 10 MILES AN HOUR, I WANT TO OBJECT 
2 BECAUSE THAT ASSUMES A FACT ALSO NOT IN EVIDENCE. 
3 THERE'S NO BASIS FOR 10 MILES AN HOUR. 
4 MR. PEATROSS: MY ASSUMPTION ISN'T SHE WENT 
5 10, BUT VERY WELL COULD HAVE AND SHOULD HAVE. 
6 THE COURT: I'LL PERMIT THE TESTIMONY, 
7 COUNSEL, OF THE VARIOUS STOPPING DISTANCES AT VARIOUS 
8 SPEEDS. 
9 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) WHY DON'T WE MARK THE 66 
10 FEET AND POINT OF IMPACT FIRST. START AT POINT OF IMPACT 
11 AND GO BACK. 
12 MR. SUTTERFIELD: COULD WE PUT A REACTION 
13 TIME ON THERE, TOO, JEFF? 
14 MR. PEATROSS: YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU WANT. 
15 MR. SUTTERFIELD: IT DOESN'T MAKE SENSE TO ME 
16 TO GO 66. 
17 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) PUT IN PARENTHESES 20 
18 MILES AN HOUR. 
19 AS LONG AS WE'RE DOING IT, LET'S MAKE MR. 
20 SUTTERFIELD HAPPY. GO AHEAD AND PUT IN ANOTHER 
21 PERCEPTION, ONE SECOND IN PERCEPTION AND REACTION TIME, 
22 AS OPPOSED TO A SECOND AND A HALF, WHICH WOULD BE ANOTHER 
23 30 FEET APPROXIMATELY, CORRECT? 
24 A. YES. 
25 Q. OKAY. NOW FIRST TELL THE JURY HOW LONG IT 
1 WOULD TAKE AT THAT .2 COEFFICIENT WE'VE ASSUMED TO STOP 
2 AT 10 MILES AN HOUR? 
3 A. THE CALCULATION IS ABOUT 16 FEET. 
4 Q. OKAY, LET ME GIVE YOU A DIFFERENT COLOR. NOW 
5 START FROM THE POINT OF IMPACT AND LET'S SEE THE 
6 DIFFERENCE THERE. GO AHEAD AND WRITE THE SAME THING, 16 
7 FEET. LET'S PUT PERCEPTION AND REACTION TIME AGAIN, 
8 ASSUMING A SECOND. AND THAT WOULD BE WHAT, 7 — 
9 A. 14.6. 
10 Q. THAT'S HOW FAR ~ THIS DISTANCE? 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: 15.6. 
12 THE WITNESS: 14.6. 
13 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) THIS IS HOW FAR YOU TRAVEL 
14 IN ONE SECOND AT 10 MILES AN HOUR — IS THIS SPACE — 
15 WELL, I'LL WAIT UNTIL YOU GET OUT OF THE WAY. 
16 THAT'S HOW FAR A BICYCLE TRAVELS IN ONE 
17 SECOND AT 10 MILES AN HOUR. AND THIS IS HOW FAR AT 20, 
18 CORRECT? 
19 A. YES. 
20 Q. AND LET'S MARK OUR BASE LINE ON THAT SIDE. 
21 WHY DON'T YOU GO AHEAD AND USE A THIRD COLOR FOR THAT. 
22 HERE'S A BLACK ONE. AND THAT'S THE POINT OF IMPACT 
23 THERE, CORRECT? 
24 A. YES. 
25 Q. NOW WHAT I WOULD LIKE YOU TO DO IS TELL ME 
1 HOW LONG IT TAKES TO BRAKE TO A STOP AT 20 MILES AN HOUR, 
2 AND HOW LONG IT TAKES AT 10 MILES AN HOUR. AND WRITE 
3 THAT ON, PLEASE. THAT'S FEET. I MAY HAVE MISSTATED. 
4 I'M TALKING TIME, HOW MANY SECONDS. 
5 A. BACK TO OUR COLORS HERE. IT WOULD TAKE 4.5 
6 SECONDS BRAKING TO TRAVEL 66 FEET AT 20 MILES AN HOUR, 
7 WHICH PUTS THE BLAZER WAY, WAY DOWN HERE SOMEWHERE OFF 
8 OUT OF THE PICTURE. 
9 Q. OKAY. 
10 A. AND IT TAKES 2.2 SECONDS TO SKID TO A STOP AT 
11 10 MILES PER HOUR, PLUS THE REACTION, WHICH PUTS — 
12 Q. YOU'RE ADDING THE REACTION ON? 
13 A. IF WE DO THAT. 
14 Q. IF THAT'S WHAT YOU FIGURED, YOU DIDN'T JUST 
15 DO THE DISTANCE TO STOP, YOU ADDED THE REACTION? 
16 A. YEAH. JUST THE DISTANCE, 2.2 SECONDS, 
17 WHICH --
18 Q. I WANT THE TIME. I'M SORRY, FROM 2.2 SECONDS 
19 AT 16. 
20 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
21 Q. ALL RIGHT. YOU WOULDN'T ACTUALLY SKID AT 
22 THAT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION? 
23 A. WHY NOT? IF THAT IS THE COEFFICIENT OF 
24 FRICTION OF THE ROADWAY, AND YOU APPLY THE BRAKES AND 
25 THAT'S WHERE YOU ARE SKIDDING AT, THAT'S THE TIME. 
1 Q. YOU ASSUME THAT A BIKE — WELL, YOU COULD 
2 STOP WITHOUT SKIDDING, CAN'T YOU? 
3 A. SURE YOU CAN. WHAT I'M SAYING IS BIKES HAVE 
4 A HARD TIME EXCEEDING THAT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
5 WITHOUT SKIDDING JUST DUE TO THE DESIGN. THESE AREN'T 
6 ANTI-LOCK BRAKES. WHAT IT ACTUALLY DOES IS RAISES TIMES 
7 UP. 
8 Q. I'LL ASK MR. KNIGHT ABOUT THAT. AND JUST SO 
9 WE KNOW SO I CAN GET BACK TO THIS IN CLOSING, WHEN YOU 
10 TALK 15 MILES AN HOUR, WHY DON'T WE NOTE HOW MANY FEET 
11 PER SECOND THAT IS. 
12 LET'S TALK ABOUT YOUR PICTURE FOR A MINUTE. 
13 YOU DIDN'T TAKE THAT PICTURE IN MARCH, DID YOU? 
14 A. NO, IN AUGUST. 
15 Q. A LOT OF LEAVES ON THE TREES THERE, FOR 
16 EXAMPLE? 
17 A. YES. 
18 Q. 3:00 IN THE MORNING YOU TOOK THE PICTURE? 
19 A. YES. 
20 Q. THAT WAS SO YOU COULD KEEP HEADLIGHTS AND 
21 CARS FROM INTERFERING? 
22 A. YES. 
23 Q. AND YOU MAINTAIN THAT'S WHAT THE NAKED EYE 
24 WOULD SEE, IS THE LIGHTING THAT'S DEPICTED IN THIS 
25 PICTURE? 
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1 A. YES. 
2 Q. THAT THOSE GLARES -- THOSE LIGHTS GLARE SO 
3 MUCH YOU CAN'T PICK OUT THE BRICKS; THE NAKED EYE SEES 
4 THE HALO? 
5 A. YOU'RE ALSO MISSING THE BUILDING LIGHTS THERE 
6 THAT ILLUMINATE THE BUILDING. THEY'RE GROUND LIGHTS. 
7 Q. THAT'S THE VISION THE NAKED EYE WOULD HAVE OF 
8 THAT SCENE, THAT TREE AND THOSE BRIGHT LIGHTS IS WHAT THE 
9 NAKED EYES WOULD SEE? 
10 A. YES. IT'S A BRIGHT LIGHT. IT'S RIGHT OVER A 
11 CROSSWALK. 
12 Q. I'VE SEEN IT, MR. DUVALL. AND WHEN YOU TALK 
13 ABOUT — THERE'S A VERY DEFINITE EDGE WHEN YOU GET 
14 OUTSIDE OF THIS EDGE. YOU CAN'T SEE ANYTHING; IS THAT 
15 CORRECT? 
16 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
17 Q. AND LIKEWISE, THERE'S A DEFINITE EDGE ON THIS 
18 SIDE WHERE THE STREETLIGHT COMES DOWN TO AS WELL? 
19 A. YES, THE INTENSITY CHANGES THROUGH THERE. 
20 Q. IT'S VERY SHARP. YOU SAID IN YOUR DEPOSITION 
21 WHERE THE "POOL," TO USE THE TERM, THE POOL OF LIGHT ENDS 
22 THERE'S A SHARP LINE; ISN'T THAT CORRECT? 
23 A. VERY TRUE. 
24 Q. AND THAT WOULD BE TRUE OF STREETLIGHTS DOWN 
25 THE STREET, NOT JUST AT THIS PARTICULAR ONE, WOULDN'T IT? 
1 A. I HAVEN'T EXAMINED THE OTHERS. I LOOKED AT 
2 WHAT I HAVE HERE, WHAT ARE THE LIGHTING CONDITIONS HERE. 
3 I DID NOT CONCERN MYSELF WITH OTHERS. 
4 Q. YOU MADE A COMMENT ON DIRECT EXAMINATION 
5 ABOUT LIGHTS DOWN THE STREET. AND MY QUESTION: IF THIS 
6 PARTICULAR LIGHT STOPS AT A CERTAIN SPOT, OTHER LIGHTS 
7 STOP TOO AT A CERTAIN STOP? 
8 A. SURE THEY DO. INTENSITY CHANGES OVER 
9 DISTANCE. 
10 Q. HOW MANY EXPOSURES DID IT TAKE? HOW MANY 
11 PRINTS DID YOU RUN? HOW MANY PICTURES DID YOU TAKE IN 
12 AUGUST? 
13 A. WHEN I GO OUT THERE TO DO THESE, I DON'T HAVE 
14 THE NEGATIVES — 
15 Q. MY QUESTION IS HOW MANY PICTURES DID YOU 
16 TAKE? 
17 A. LOOKING AT WHAT IS THERE, AND THEN I WILL 
18 EXPLAIN WHY THERE ARE SO MANY — 
19 MR. PEATROSS: COULD YOU INSTRUCT THE WITNESS 
20 TO ANSWER MY QUESTION? 
21 MR. SUTTERFIELD: DO YOU NEED YOUR FILE? 
22 THE COURT: JUST ANSWER THE QUESTION. 
23 THE WITNESS: AGAIN, THERE WERE PROBABLY 20 
24 TO 25 DIFFERENT EXPOSURES AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES, 
25 DIFFERENT SETTINGS AND FILTERINGS; SOME WITH FILTERS AND 
JJ4 
1 SOME WITHOUT. THEY'RE NOT ALL THE SAME. 
2 Q. HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU TO TAKE THAT SERIES 
3 OF PICTURES? 
4 A. 10, 15 MINUTES. 
5 Q. THAT WAS ON THE NIGHT OF AUGUST — WHAT, JUST 
6 AUGUST SOMETIME? 
7 A. AUGUST 13TH OF 1992. I DON'T ~ 
8 Q. AND HOW MANY -- YOU HAD THE NEGATIVES 
9 DEVELOPED? 
10 A. I DON'T SEE THAT PART IN MY FILE HERE. I 
11 BELIEVE YOU HAVE IT. 
12 Q. YOU DIDN'T GIVE IT TO ME. 
13 A. YES, I DID, IN A YELLOW MANILA ENVELOPE. 
14 Q. OH, YES, I'M SORRY. I DIDN'T KNOW THAT WAS 
15 YOURS, SO I DIDN'T GET A CHANCE TO SEE IT. I DON'T WANT 
16 YOU TO GET OUT ANYMORE OF YOUR PICTURES. THAT'S FINE. 
17 THIS IS YOUR BEST ONE, ISN'T IT? IS THAT THE ONE THAT 
18 MOST ACCURATELY REFLECTS WHAT YOU SAY YOU SAW WITH YOUR 
19 NAKED EYE ON WHATEVER NIGHT IN AUGUST? 
20 A. YES. 
21 Q. HOW MANY EXPOSURES DID IT TAKE TO GET THIS 
22 PICTURE? 
23 A. DO YOU MEAN ONES I ACTUALLY TOOK, NEGATIVES 
24 EXPOSED OR HOW MANY PRINTS WERE DONE? 
25 Q. TOTAL THEM BOTH. 
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1 A. EACH PARTICULAR PLACE WHERE PHOTOGRAPHS WERE 
2 TAKEN, I PROBABLY RAN FIVE TO SIX EXPOSURES VARYING THE 
3 LENS. 
4 Q. OF EACH PRINT, OF WHICH WE HAD 20? 
5 A. ONCE WE SELECTED A NEGATIVE TO WORK FROM, 
6 THERE WERE ABOUT THREE OR FOUR PRINTS PER POSITION USING 
7 THE POLARIZED ONES TO GET THE RIGHT SETTING. 
8 Q. SO YOU DIDN'T USE THE NONPOLARIZED ONES? 
9 A. NO. 
10 Q. AND THE POLARIZED ONES — IF I REMEMBERED 
11 YOUR TESTIMONY ON VOIR DIRE I ASKED YOU THIS — THEY'RE 
12 LIKE THE ONES WHERE IF YOU HAVE SUNGLASSES ON TO REDUCE 
13 GLARE, COMPARABLE TO WHAT YOU PUT ON TO REDUCE GLARE FOR 
14 THE HUMAN EYE? 
15 A. WHAT YOU ACTUALLY GET AT NIGHTTIME IS THE 
16 HALOING EFFECT WHERE YOU GET A LARGE CLOUD OF LIGHT 
17 AROUND THE LIGHT SOURCE, AND THEN YOU GET VERY BRIGHT 
18 INTENSITY THERE. AND YOU HAVE TO DO OTHER MECHANICAL 
19 MANIPULATIONS TO GET RID OF THAT, AND THAT'S WHY YOU GO 
20 TO THE FILTER. 
21 Q. AND THE HUMAN EYE DOESN'T SEE A HALO EFFECT? 
22 A. NO, THAT'S WHY YOU GO TO THE FILTER. 
23 Q. THE HUMAN EYE DOES DILATE FOR DIFFERENT 
24 BRIGHTNESS OF LIGHT, THOUGH? 
25 A. OH, YES. 
1 Q. IF I'M DRIVING DOWN THE ROAD AND THERE'S A 
2 DIM LIGHT OR SERIES OF DIM STREETLIGHTS, MY EYES ADJUSTS 
3 TO THE LIGHT AND I CAN SEE AT A CERTAIN LEVEL, CORRECT? 
4 A. YES. 
5 Q. AND IF A CAR TURNS AROUND THE CORNER AND HAS 
6 HEADLIGHTS THAT ARE BRIGHTER, IT TAKES SOME TIME FOR THE 
7 HUMAN EYE TO ADJUST TO THAT; ISN'T THAT FAIR? 
8 A. SURE. 
9 Q. AND DURING THAT TIME THE ABILITY TO 
10 DISTINGUISH OBJECTS AND PICK THEM OUT IS GREATLY 
11 DIMINISHED UNTIL THE EYE READJUSTS TO A NEW SOURCE OF 
12 ILLUMINATION; THAT'S FAIR, TOO? 
13 A. SURE. 
14 Q. I KNOW YOU WEREN'T HERE TO HEAR MRS. DUNAWAY 
15 TESTIFY, BUT YOU HAVEN'T BEEN INFORMED ANYTHING REGARDING 
16 THE CONTENT OF HER TESTIMONY, HAVE YOU? 
17 A. NO. 
18 Q. OTHER THAN HER DEPOSITION? 
19 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
20 Q. YOU DIDN'T HEAR ANY OF HER TESTIMONY TODAY? 
21 A. NO, I DID NOT HEAR ANY OF THAT. 
22 Q. YOU DID ASSUME, HOWEVER, THAT SHE WAS 
23 APPROXIMATELY 50 TO 70 FEET BEHIND THE STOCK BICYCLIST, 
24 CORRECT? 
25 A. BASED UPON HER REACTION, STOPPING DISTANCES, 
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1 YES. 
2 Q. AND THAT COULD BE 30 FEET AS WELL, POSSIBLY? 
3 A. ALL DEPENDING UPON WHEN SHE REACTS. IF SHE 
4 REACTS BEFORE THERE'S A HAZARD, OR AFTER. 
5 Q. AND IF SHE PERCEIVES A HAZARD — LET ME ASK 
6 YOU TO ASSUME IF SHE PERCEIVES A HAZARD AND HAS FULL TIME 
7 TO COME TO A STOP AT THIS POINT, LET'S SAY IN THIS AREA 
8 WHICH WOULD BE APPROXIMATELY FIVE INCHES OR 50 FEET SHORT 
9 OF IMPACT, SHE, IN THE SAME AMOUNT OF TIME, ASSUMING 
10 SHE'S AT THE SAME SPEED, HAS BEEN ABLE TO PERCEIVE AND 
11 REACT AND COME TO A STOP IN THE SAME DISTANCE THE 
12 BICYCLIST HAD UP TO THE POINT OF IMPACT — 
13 A. I'M NOT SURE I FOLLOW YOUR QUESTION EXACTLY. 
14 Q. YOU SAID 50 FEET SHE WAS BEHIND THE 
15 BICYCLIST? 
16 A. SOMEWHERE AROUND THERE, APPROXIMATELY. 
17 Q. AND IF SHE STOPPED 50 FEET BEFORE THE IMPACT, 
18 NO PROBLEM? 
19 A. YES. 
20 Q. AND YOU WEREN'T HERE SO YOU DON'T KNOW, BUT 
21 IF SHE'S STOPPED HERE AND STOPPED IN ROUGHLY THE SAME 
22 DISTANCE, IF SHE STOPPED IN REACTION TO THE PROBLEM, SHE 
23 PERCEIVED IN THE SAME TIME — THE BICYCLIST HAD TO STOP 
24 AND REACT; ISN'T THAT FAIR? 
25 A. THERE ARE FACTORS YOU'RE TRYING TO DEAL IN 
1 HERE THAT ARE NOT THE SAME FOR THE TWO PARTIES. 
2 Q. AND I'LL ASK YOU ABOUT THOSE. BUT THE FACT 
3 STILL REMAINS SHE — ASSUMING SHE TESTIFIES SHE SAW THE 
4 ACCIDENT DEVELOPING AND SAW IT HAPPEN AND THEN STOPPED, 
5 AND THAT'S WHERE SHE SAW AND DIDN'T START SLOWING DOWN 
6 UNTIL SHE HERSELF PERCEIVED A DANGER, SHE DID IT IN THE 
7 SAME DISTANCE COLLEEN STOCK HAD PRIOR TO THE POINT OF 
8 IMPACT — 
9 MR. SUTTERFIELD: LET ME OBJECT TO FOUNDATION 
10 AND ALSO FACTS NOT IN EVIDENCE. SHE DIDN'T TESTIFY TO 
11 THAT. 
12 THE COURT: I THINK THE FACTS ARE THERE. 
13 THAT'S ESSENTIALLY WHAT EITHER SHE TESTIFIED TO OR MR. 
14 DUVALL'S TESTIFIED TO. 
15 MR. PEATROSS: THAT'S CORRECT. 
16 THE WITNESS: I'M TRYING TO FOLLOW WITH YOUR 
17 QUESTION BECAUSE I SEE SOME PROBLEMS WITH THE WORDING. 
18 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) LET ME DO IT 
19 HYPOTHETICALLY SO I MAKE SURE WE'RE ON THE SAME POINT. 
20 LET'S CALL THAT POINT OF IMPACT. LET'S SAY 
21 APPROXIMATELY 50 FEET BACK. AND THAT'S WHERE I SHOWED 
22 YOU ON THIS DIAGRAM IS ABOUT 50 FEET BACK; IS THAT 
23 CORRECT? 
24 A. YES. 
25 Q. FIVE INCHES EQUALS 50 FEET. AND THEN LET'S 
1 SAY SOME POINT BACK HERE — IT DOESN'T MATTER — BUT A 
2 CAR WITH THE DDNAWAYS IN IT IS TRAVELING APPROXIMATELY 50 
3 FEET BEHIND THE BICYCLIST. 
4 A. OKAY. 
5 Q. THE BICYCLIST GOES TO THE POINT OF IMPACT, 
6 THE CAR PERCEIVES, REACTS AND STOPS 50 FEET SHORT, AND 
7 IT'S THE SAME 50 FEET APPROXIMATELY THAT'S HERE, CORRECT? 
8 A. YES. 
9 Q. ASSDME THE CAR STOPPED BECAUSE THE DRIVER, 
10 MRS. DUNAWAY, PERCEIVED THERE WAS GOING TO BE A PROBLEM. 
11 HE WAS TURNING IN FRONT AND STOPPED AT THIS POINT, SHE 
12 HAS PERCEIVED THE PROBLEM, REACTED AND STOPPED IN THE 
13 SAME DISTANCE THAT WAS AVAILABLE TO THE BICYCLIST, 
14 CORRECT? 
15 A. IN THE SAME DISTANCE, YES. BUT THERE WAS 
16 FACTORS THAT YOU'RE — 
17 Q. I'LL ASK YOU ABOUT THAT. BUT SHE DID IT IN 
18 THE SAME DISTANCE? 
19 A. YES. 
20 Q. AND THE FACTORS THAT ARE DIFFERENT IS THAT A 
21 CAR STOPS A LOT FASTER THAN THAT BIKE, THAT'S THE 
22 DIFFERENCE? 
23 A. THAT IS ONE, BUT THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER 
24 FACTORS TO DEAL WITH. 
25 Q. TELL US. 
1 A. ONE, WE'RE NOT SAYING THE CAR DID NOT REACT 
2 WHEN AND WHAT POINT. DID THE CAR REACT TO A HAZARD? DID 
3 THE CAR REACT TO A COLLISION? 
4 Q. I ASKED YOU TO ASSUME THAT'S WHAT SHE REACTED 
5 TO. NOW YOU'RE CHANGING MY HYPOTHETICAL. ASSUME THAT 
6 SHE REACTED AND BEGAN SLOWING DOWN. I'M GOING TO ASK YOU 
7 TO ASSUME SHE TESTIFIED SHE SAW THERE WAS GOING TO BE A 
8 COLLISION, SAW HE WAS GOING TO TURN, AND THAT'S WHY SHE 
9 STARTED SLOWING DOWN? 
10 A. WITH THAT, YES, BECAUSE OF THE STOPPING 
11 ABILITY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THOSE. A CAR CAN STOP BEFORE 
12 THAT OF A BICYCLE. 
13 Q. AND WE'VE BEEN THROUGH THAT, THAT A BICYCLIST 
14 ISN'T ABLE TO BRAKE NEAR AS WELL AS A CAR? 
15 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
16 Q. AND THAT'S SOMETHING THAT SOMEONE WHO IS A 
17 BICYCLIST SHOULD BE AWARE OF? 
18 A. THEY MIGHT BE. I DON'T THINK MANY PEOPLE 
19 ARE. THE AVERAGE PERSON I REALLY DON'T THINK KNOWS THAT. 
20 Q. NOW YOU TALKED ABOUT ILLUMINATION OF 
21 HEADLIGHTS, MR. DUVALL. WE GOT INTO THAT A LITTLE BIT. 
22 BUT WE DON'T NECESSARILY KNOW THAT AT THE TIME MR. 
23 SHARAPATA LOOKED THAT SHE WAS IN HIS HEADLIGHTS? 
24 A. LET'S GO BACK TO THE DIAGRAM. 
25 Q. LET ME ASK YOU THIS: DO YOU KNOW WHERE HE 
1 WAS WHEN HE LOOKED? 
2 A. NO. 
3 Q. AND IT'S ALSO FAIR THAT ONCE HE STARTS 
4 TURNING, HIS HEADLIGHTS TURN WITH HIM; ISN'T THAT 
5 CORRECT? 
6 A. CORRECT. 
7 Q. AND SO ONCE HE POINTS THEM TOWARDS THE 
8 DIRECTION HE'S GOING THEY NO LONGER ILLUMINATE IN FRONT 
9 OF HIM? 
10 A. CORRECT. 
11 Q. AND WE DON'T — WE TALKED ABOUT ~ 
12 A. IT'S NOT ILLUMINATING THE BICYCLE, BUT 
13 ILLUMINATING THE FRONT OF HIM. 
14 Q. THAT'S RIGHT. WHEN THE BICYCLIST IS IN THAT 
15 AREA WE DON'T KNOW? 
16 A. YES. I THINK THAT'S A MORE ACCURATE 
17 STATEMENT. 
18 Q. FIRST OF ALL, WE DON'T KNOW IF IT WAS IN THE 
19 AREA, AND SECOND, WE DON'T KNOW IF HE WAS LOOKING; IF HE 
20 WAS, WHETHER IT HAPPENED TO BE WHEN HE WAS LOOKING? 
21 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
22 Q. BUT YOU DID TALK ABOUT A SILHOUETTE EFFECT; 
23 THAT IF THE HEADLIGHTS, THE DUNAWAY VEHICLE WERE ON 
24 SHARAPATA, THAT IT COULD CREATE A SILHOUETTE? 
25 A. OF COLLEEN STOCK, YES. 
1 Q. SORRY, WRONG NAME. 
2 FIRST OF ALL, WE DON'T KNOW WHETHER THE 
3 HEADLIGHTS WERE ACTUALLY SHINING ON HER, DO WE? 
4 A. NO. 
5 Q. AND EVEN IF THEY WERE, AT MOST IT CREATES A 
6 SILHOUETTE; IT DOESN'T ILLUMINATE THE FRONT OF THE 
7 BICYCLE? 
8 A. NO. 
9 Q. IF IT SHINES ON THE REFLECTOR ON THE BACK OF 
10 THE BICYCLE, OF COURSE, MR. SHARAPATA WOULDN'T BE IN A 
11 POSITION TO SEE THAT, BECAUSE IT'S ON THE BACK? 
12 A. CORRECT. 
13 Q. AND IT NECESSARILY COULDN'T SHINE ON THE SIDE 
14 OR THE FRONT REFLECTOR, OR AT LEAST THE FRONT? 
15 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
16 Q. LET'S SEE. DO YOU REMEMBER HAVING YOUR 
17 DEPOSITION TAKEN? 
18 A. YES. 
19 Q. BEFORE I GET TO THAT, I'LL ASK YOU A COUPLE 
20 MORE QUESTIONS, BUT GO AHEAD AND TAKE IT. 
21 YOU WOULD EXPECT THAT ~ WELL, YOU'VE BEEN TO 
22 THE SCENE AND SEEN IT AT NIGHT, AND THERE ARE SHADOWS? 
23 A. YES. 
24 Q. AND CONTRASTS CREATED BY THE TREES, FOR 
25 EXAMPLE? 
1 A. YES. 
2 Q. TREES, PLURAL. THE BUILDING, THE HORIZON. 
3 WE DON'T KNOW WHETHER THE MOON WAS OUT OR NOT. IF IT 
4 WAS, WAS IT BEHIND THE BUILDINGS OR WAS IT CLOUDY OR ANY 
5 OF THOSE THINGS, CORRECT? 
6 A. THAT'S CORRECT. 
7 Q. TURN TO YOUR DEPOSITION ON PAGE 19, AND I'LL 
8 READ THE QUESTION, AND PLEASE READ YOUR RESPONSE, MR. 
9 DUVALL. 
10 "AND THE HUMAN BEING MAY OR MAY NOT RECOGNIZE 
11 THAT SILHOUETTE AS A BICYCLIST. THEY MAY NOT RECOGNIZE 
12 IT AS A BICYLIST, BECAUSE OF THE OTHER BACKGROUND SUCH AS 
13 THE BUILDINGS, TREES, ETCS., ALL IT IS, IS A DARK 
14 SILHOUETTE?" 
15 A. THE RESPONSE: "AS I SAY, ALL IT'S GOING TO 
16 DO IS GIVE ILLUMINATION TO THE OBJECT THE PERSON 
17 PERCEIVES. AS TO WHAT THAT PERSON PERCEIVES, THAT'S 
18 ANOTHER MATTER." 
19 Q. BUT IT DOESN'T ILLUMINATE THE OBJECT OF THE 
20 PERSON WHO HAS DARKNESS IN FRONT OF THEM. IF THERE'S 
21 HEADLIGHTS THAT SHINE BEHIND THEM, IT DOESN'T ILLUMINATE 
22 THE FRONT, IT ILLUMINATES THE BACK; ISN'T THAT CORRECT? 
23 A. YES. 
24 Q. ALL THEY SEE IS A DARK SILHOUETTE. MY 
25 QUESTION: "THE DRIVER AVAILABLE IN THE AREA OR VARIOUS 
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1 LINES BECAUSE OF THE HORIZON OR TREES OR BUILDINGS OR 
2 WHATEVER, MAY NOT NECESSARILY RECOGNIZE THAT SILHOUETTE 
3 AS BEING A BICYCLIST GOING 20 MILES AN HOUR IN A POSITION 
4 OF DANGER?" 
5 A. THE ANSWER IS, "IT'S VERY OBVIOUS IN THIS 
6 CASE THAT THAT'S WHAT HAPPENED." 
7 Q. OKAY. "THAT IN TURN WOULD BE THE REASON WHY 
8 MOTOR VEHICLES ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE THEIR OWN SOURCE OF 
9 ILLUMINATION TO PROVIDE VISIBILITY?" AND YOU ANSWERED? 
10 A. "GUARANTEED." 
11 Q. "LIKEWISE, BICYCLISTS ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE 
12 VISIBILITY OR THEIR OWN SOURCE OF ILLUMINATION AS WELL; 
13 IS THAT CORRECT?" 
14 A. "YES, THAT'S CORRECT." 
15 Q. AND WE'VE HEARD SOME TESTIMONY ABOUT DUSK 
16 VERSUS ABSOLUTELY DARK, BUT YOU'VE BEEN OVER EVERYTHING, 
17 AND YOU CONCEDE IT WAS FULLY NIGHT AT THIS TIME? 
18 A. YES, IT WAS DARK. 
19 Q. NO DOUBT ABOUT THAT? 
20 A. NO. 
21 Q. YOU WOULD CONCEDE AS WELL THAT HAD COLLEEN 
22 STOCK HAD A PROPER SOURCE OF ILLUMINATION ON HER BIKE SHE 
23 WOULD HAVE BEEN EASIER TO SEE? 
24 A. SHE COULD HAVE BEEN EASIER TO SEE. 
25 Q. OKAY. 
1 A. ONE HAS TO SEE THE OBJECT. 
2 Q. THAT'S TRUE. AND THE BETTER ITS OWN SOURCE 
3 OF ILLUMINATION, THAT GIVES THAT PERSON A MUCH BETTER 
4 CHANCE OF BEING SEEN; ISN'T THAT CORRECT? 
5 A. UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, YES. 
6 Q. AND UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT WOULD BE 
7 TRUE AS WELL, WOULDN'T IT? IF SHE HAD A BEAM OF LIGHT ON 
8 THE FRONT OF HER BIKE THAT WAS VISIBLE FOR 500 FEET, 
9 WOULDN'T SHE HAVE BEEN EASIER TO SEE? 
10 A. SHE COULD HAVE BEEN. ALL ONE HAS TO LOOK AT 
11 IS WHAT WE HAVE HERE. ONE OF THE REASONS I BROUGHT THIS 
12 IN ~ 
13 Q. I KNOW WHY YOU BROUGHT THIS IN. BUT SHE 
14 DIDN'T HAVE A LIGHT — WELL, LET'S TALK ABOUT THAT. 
15 WOULDN'T IT BE FAIR TO SAY — FIRST OF ALL, 
16 YOU ASSUME THAT HAD THIS HAD ANYTHING SHINING ON IT — 
17 THE REASON THAT THERE ARE — IF IT HAD HEADLIGHTS ON IT 
18 IS IT REFLECTS? 
19 A. THAT'S WHY IT'S THERE. 
20 Q. WOULDN'T IT BE MUCH BETTER, RATHER THAN 
21 RELYING ON A LITTLE REFLECTOR, TO HAVE A LIGHT AS THE LAW 
22 REQUIRES? 
23 A. IN THAT CASE, YES. 
24 Q. BECAUSE WITH A REFLECTOR YOU HAVE TO HAVE A 
25 BUNCH OF THINGS HAPPEN AT ONCE. FIRST OF ALL, REFLECTIVE 
1 LIGHT CAN'T BE AS BRIGHT AS AN ORIGINAL SOURCE OF 
2 ILLUMINATION; IT'S BUILT TO DIFFUSE THAT IN A BROAD AREA; 
3 ISN'T THAT CORRECT? 
4 A. IT REFLECTS IN THE SHAPE OF THE OBJECT. THAT 
5 IS ABOUT THE SIZE OF A HEADLIGHT ON A BICYCLE. SOME ARE 
6 SMALL. 
7 Q. YOU CAN'T GET LIGHT FROM A MIRROR, ONLY 
8 WHAT'S PUT IN IT, AND IT CAN'T BE ANY GREATER? 
9 A. OH, NO. 
10 Q. AS HEADLIGHTS GO OUT, THEY DIFFUSE. AND IF 
11 THEY REFLECT OFF SOMETHING, THAT DIFFUSES AS WELL? 
12 A. WHAT YOU'RE SHOWING IS EVEN A BICYCLE LIGHT 
13 IS AS GOOD AS A HEADLIGHT ON A CAR, AND THEY'RE NOT. 
14 Q. THERE'S SUPPOSED TO BE A LEGAL STANDARD, AND 
15 THAT'S 500 FEET, AND WAY, WAY BEYOND THE DISTANCES WE'RE 
16 TALKING HERE? 
17 A. SURE IT IS. 
18 Q. MR. SHARAPATA HAD TWO HEADLIGHTS, CORRECT? 
19 A. YES. 
20 Q. ON HIS VEHICLE? 
21 A. SURE. 
22 Q. NO DISPUTE THEY WERE BOTH ILLUMINATED? 
23 A. NO. 
24 Q. HIS SIGNAL LIGHT WAS ON, NO DISPUTE ABOUT 
25 THAT? 
1 A. NO. 
2 Q. HIS VEHICLE WAS MUCH, MUCH LARGER THAN THE 
3 BICYCLIST, AND IT'S A LOT EASIER TO SEE BECAUSE OF ITS 
4 SHEER SIZE AS WELL; IS THAT RIGHT? 
5 A. I THINK SO. 
6 Q. AND WHEN WE TALK ABOUT COMPARING LOOK-OUTS; 
7 WHAT ONE DRIVER CAN SEE, THE OTHER DRIVER CAN SEE. HE'S 
8 IN A POSITION ~ IF SHE'S IN A POSITION TO BE SEEN, SO I 
9 HE? 
10 A. THAT'S TRUE. 
11 Q. WHEN YOU TALKED ABOUT HAVING TO YIELD THE 
12 RIGHT-OF-WAY IN AN IMMEDIATE HAZARD, IF SOMETHING CANNOT 
13 BE SEEN YOU DON'T HAVE TO YIELD TO IT; ISN'T THAT FAIR? 
14 A. I THINK YOU'RE ASKING ME TO MAKE A 
15 CONCLUSION, BUT, YES. 
16 Q. YOUR COUNSEL ASKED YOU THE SAME THING. WE 
17 DON'T HAVE INVISIBLE PEOPLE, BUT YOU CERTAINLY WOULDN'T 
18 POINT A FINGER AT SOMEONE WHO TURNED IN FRONT OF AN 
19 INVISIBLE BICYCLIST? 
20 A. YOU CAN'T YIELD TO THAT WHICH YOU CAN'T SEE. 
21 MR. PEATROSS: NO FURTHER QUESTIONS. 
22 THE COURT: REDIRECT? 
23 
24 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
25 BY MR. SUTTERFIELD: 
1 Q. MR. DUVALL, BASED UPON YOUR ANALYSIS, WHEN 
2 WAS THE BICYCLE IN THE HEADLIGHTS OF THE SHARAPATA 
3 VEHICLE, AT WHAT POINTS IN TIME? 
4 MR. PEATROSS: WE'VE COVERED THIS AND WE 
5 ALREADY OBJECTED. THE COURT RULED THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE 
6 SHE WAS EVER IN HIS HEADLIGHTS, PERIOD. 
7 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I DON'T THINK THAT'S WHAT 
8 MR. DUVALL SAID. HE TALKED ABOUT THE STREET. 
9 THE COURT: I'M GOING TO PERMIT YOUR QUESTION 
10 AS TO WHAT THE HEADLIGHTS WOULD INDICATE, BUT I'M NOT 
11 GOING TO HAVE HIM TESTIFY THAT THE BICYCLE WAS IN THE 
12 HEADLIGHTS. HE DOESN'T KNOW THAT. 
13 MR. SUTTERFIELD: ALL RIGHT, THAT'S FAIR. 
14 THE COURT: HE CAN TESTIFY TO THE GENERAL 
15 DYNAMICS. 
16 MR. SUTTERFIELD: SURE. 
17 THE WITNESS: I WOULD LIKE TO GO TO THE 
18 DIAGRAM TO DISCUSS THAT. TWO SECONDS BEFORE IMPACT THE 
19 OBJECTS ARE GENERALLY IN LINE, WITH A FEW FEET DIFFERENCE 
20 IN THE RELATIVE POSITION, ABOUT SIX FEET. THREE SECONDS 
21 BACK, EVEN ONE SECOND BACK FROM IMPACT, AT ALL THESE 
22 TIMES THEY ARE NEARLY HEAD-ON TO EACH OTHER. 
23 Q. WHY IS THAT? 
24 A. ROAD CONFIGURATION AND PLACEMENT WITHIN THE 
25 ROAD DESIGN. 
1 Q. AND THAT SHOWS UP HERE? 
2 A. THE DAYTIME PHOTOGRAPHS AS YOU TRAVEL UP THIS 
3 POINT. ROAD DESIGN, LANE PLACEMENT WITHIN THE ROAD 
4 DESIGN THAT EVEN SECONDS BEFORE IMPACT THERE IS A 
5 GENERALLY PLACED HEAD-ON PLACEMENT OF THE TWO OBJECTS TO 
6 EACH OTHER. 
7 Q. AND SO WHEN SHARAPATA GETS IN THE TURN LANE, 
8 THE HEADLIGHTS ARE GOING TO SHINE IN THE AREA WHERE MS. 
9 STOCK TESTIFIED — 
10 MR. PEATROSS: OBJECTION, LEADING. 
11 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I'LL WITHDRAW IT, YOUR 
12 HONOR. 
13 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) WHAT RELATIONSHIP DOES 
14 THE SHARAPATA VEHICLE IN THE TURN LANE HAVE AS TO WHERE 
15 THE HEADLIGHTS WOULD BE, AS TO WHERE THE STOCK BICYCLE IS 
16 TRAVELING? 
17 A. AT THREE SECONDS? 
18 Q. THREE SECONDS, TWO SECONDS. 
19 A. AT THREE SECONDS WE FIND — FROM WHERE WE 
20 WERE, TO JUST DRAW A LINE STRAIGHT UP AHEAD, WE'RE ONLY 
21 TALKING ABOUT A FEW FEET TO THE LEFT OF THE CAR. 
22 AT TWO SECONDS, AGAIN IF WE DRAW A STRAIGHT 
23 LINE UP, ASSUME THE LIGHTS ARE ONLY PINPOINTING AHEAD 
24 INSTEAD OF DIFFUSING A LITTLE, THEY'RE STILL ONLY A FEW 
25 FEET. ONE SECOND THEY'RE ALMOST DIRECTLY IN THE LINE. 
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1 Q. AND DO HEADLIGHTS DIFFUSE A LITTLE BIT? 
2 A. TO ABOUT EIGHT FEET WIDE. 
3 Q. DID THE PLAINTIFF'S VIOLATION OF THE STATUTE 
4 THAT REQUIRES HER TO HAVE A HEADLAMP PREVENT HER FROM 
5 BEING SEEN? 
6 MR. PEATROSS: OBJECTION, YOUR HONOR, 
7 FOUNDATION. AGAIN, HE'S TRYING TO PUT MR. DUVALL IN MR. 
8 SHARAPATA'S DRIVER'S SEAT, AND HE WASN'T THERE. 
9 THE COURT: I'LL PERMIT THE QUESTION. GO 
10 AHEAD. 
11 THE WITNESS: DID THE VIOLATION OF STATUTE BY 
12 COLLEEN STOCK PREVENT HER FROM BEING SEEN? MY ANSWER IS 
13 NO. 
14 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF 
15 THAT STATUTE? 
16 MR. PEATROSS: OBJECTION, YOUR HONOR. 
17 THE COURT: I'LL SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. 
18 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) COUNSEL ASKED YOU ABOUT 
19 WHEN A PERSON SHOULD LOOK BEFORE THEY TORN. DO YOD 
20 REMEMBER THAT DISCUSSION? 
21 A. I DO. 
22 Q. WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR EXPERIENCE IN TURNING 
23 LEFT, ABOUT HOW LONG A PERSON SHOULD LOOK BEFORE THEY 
24 START TO TURN IN A PARTICULAR AREA? 
25 MR. PEATROSS: I'M SORRY, COULD YOU REPHRASE 
1 THE QUESTION? I DON'T FULLY UNDERSTAND IT. 
2 THE COURT: I THINK THE WITNESS MAY HAVE A 
3 LITTLE TROUBLE WITH THAT ONE, TOO. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) ARE YOU AWARE OF 
5 STUDIES OR STATISTICS ABOUT — OR DO YOU HAVE ANY 
6 EXPERIENCE ABOUT HOW LONG A PERSON SHOULD LOOK BEFORE 
7 THEY TAKE THEIR EYES OFF AN AREA BEFORE THEY CAN DECIDE 
8 THEY CAN SAFELY TURN? 
9 A. I'VE NEVER SEEN ANY STUDIES TO DIRECTLY 
10 ANSWER THAT, NO. 
11 Q. DO YOU --
12 MR. PEATROSS: THEN HE'S ANSWERED THE 
13 QUESTION. 
14 THE COURT: GO AHEAD. YOU MAY FOLLOW UP. 
15 THERE ARE NO STUDIES. 
16 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) DO YOU HAVE ANY 
17 EXPERIENCE IN THAT REGARD? 
18 A. SURE. IT'S OBVIOUS IF YOU QUIT LOOKING THREE 
19 OR FOUR SECONDS BEFORE YOU TURN THAT YOU MISS A LOT OF 
20 THINGS THAT HAPPEN. WE DON'T ALL CHARGE BLINDLY AHEAD 
21 WHEN WE HAVEN'T LOOKED FOR AWHILE. THE NORMAL PERSON 
22 CONTINUES TO LOOK AND GLANCE UP UNTIL THE TIME THAT HE 
23 TURNS, AND THEN BEGINS TO FOCUS WHERE HE'S TURNING MORE 
24 CLOSELY THAN WHAT IS OFF TO THE SIDE AS THE TURNING 
25 MOVEMENT BEGINS. PEOPLE DON'T JUST LOOK FOUR OR FIVE 
1 SECONDS BEFORE THEY TURN AND SAY IT LOOKS GOOD TO ME, AND 
2 NOT LOOK AGAIN. A NORMAL PERSON GOES BACK AND LOOKS 
3 AGAIN AFTER THE TURN IS COMMITTED. 
4 Q. DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION AS TO WHAT HAPPENED IN 
5 THIS CASE, IN THAT REGARD? 
6 A. I DON'T KNOW IF MR. SHARAPATA DID — 
7 MR. PEATROSS: IF IN FACT HE HAS AN OPINION, 
8 I WOULD LIKE THE FOUNDATION FIRST. 
9 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION? 
10 A. I DON'T KNOW WHAT MR. SHARAPATA DID. IT'S 
11 VERY LIMITED AS TO WHAT I COULD ANSWER. 
12 Q. BASED UPON THE RESPECTIVE DISTANCES OF POINT 
13 OF IMPACT, THE SPEEDS THAT HAVE BEEN TESTIFIED ABOUT, AND 
14 THE ILLUMINATION YOU'VE INDICATED; YOU'VE DESCRIBED THAT 
15 FOR US? 
16 A. I CAN'T SAY WHAT HE DID AS FAR AS HIS 
17 LOOKING, BUT WHAT I CAN SAY IS WHAT WAS THERE TO BE SEEN 
18 WAS THERE TO BE SEEN, AND THAT'S HOW I HAVE LOOKED AT IT. 
19 THERE WAS VISIBILITY THERE. DUE TO NORMAL LIGHTING — 
20 MR. PEATROSS: HE'S NOT ANSWERING THE 
21 QUESTION. 
22 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I'M THROUGH, YOUR HONOR. 
23 THANK YOU. ANYTHING ELSE? 
24 MR. PEATROSS: NOTHING FURTHER. 
25 THE COURT: MAY THE WITNESS BE EXCUSED? 
1 NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS. 
2 Q. IN CANDOR, I WOULD HAVE TO ADMIT THAT I THINK 
3 YOU'VE WORKED MORE FOR ME THAN AGAINST ME, AT LEAST MY 
4 FIRM, BUT I CAN THINK OF AT LEAST ONE OCCASION YOU'VE 
5 WORKED AGAINST ME AS WELL. 
6 A. I COULD GIVE YOU SEVERAL AGAINST YOUR FIRM. 
7 BUT I'VE KNOWN YOUR FIRM FOR A LONG TIME AND DONE 
8 CONSIDERABLE WORK FOR THEM. 
9 Q. A LONG TIME BEFORE I EVER GOT OUT OF HIGH 
10 SCHOOL, MUCH LESS COLLEGE. 
11 A. MAYBE BEFORE YOU WERE BORN. 
12 Q. CAN LIGHTING PLAY A FACTOR IN NIGHTTIME 
13 ACCIDENTS? 
14 A. LIGHTING CAN PLAY A FACTOR IN EVERY ACCIDENT, 
15 BUT ESPECIALLY AT NIGHTTIME. 
16 Q. I ASSUME YOU'VE STUDIED LIGHTING AS A FACTOR, 
17 FORMALLY? 
18 A. I HAVE. 
19 Q. AND HAS IT BEEN A FACTOR IN CASES YOU'VE 
20 DEALT WITH IN THE PAST? 
21 A. IT HAS. 
22 Q. BEFORE WE GET INTO THIS CASE IN PARTICULAR, 
23 WOULD YOU PLEASE LET THE JURY SEE WHAT YOU'VE REVIEWED IN 
24 RELATIONSHIP TO THIS ACCIDENT. 
25 A. OKAY. I READ MR. DUVALL'S DEPOSITION. I SAW 
1 THE ACCIDENT REPORT PREPARED BY THE B.Y.U. POLICE, A 
2 DEPOSITION BY JAMES DUNAWAY, JEFFREY LONG — I THINK HE 
3 WAS THE B.Y.U. OFFICER. 
4 Q. THAT'S CORRECT. 
5 A. STATEMENT BY KRIS KUTTERER, K-U-T-T-E-R-E-R, 
6 STATEMENT BY MR. SHARAPATA, STATEMENT BY RUTH DUNAWAY, 
7 JAMES SCOTT DUNAWAY, ERIC ETHRINGTON, DEPOSITION BY THE 
8 PLAINTIFF, COLLEEN STOCK, DEPOSITION BY MR. SHARAPATA, 
9 DEPOSITION OF RUTH MALMFELDT DUNAWAY, DEPOSITION BY MARY 
10 COLLIER, PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF 
11 INTERROGATORIES. I HAVE SEEN PHOTOGRAPHS THAT WERE 
12 TAKEN. I'VE SEEN THE BICYCLE — I HAD SEEN PHOTOGRAPHS 
13 OF IT BEFORE, I BELIEVE. I SAW THE B.Y.U. PHOTOGRAPHS, 
14 AND I HAVE BEEN TO THE SCENE ON AT LEAST HALF A DOZEN 
15 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS; ONCE ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE 
16 OCCURRENCE. BUT I'VE BEEN THERE SEVERAL TIMES. 
17 Q. WHAT TIME DID YOU GO ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF 
18 THE OCCURRENCE? 
19 A. THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE OCCURRENCE I WAS THERE 
20 FROM 7 ~ I RECORDED FROM 7:10 TO 7:40. I ACTUALLY GOT 
21 THERE AT 6:45, BUT I MADE A SPECIFIC NOTE OF BEING THERE 
22 FROM 7:10 TO 7:40. THAT WAS A 30 MINUTE SPAN, AND DONE 
23 ON MARCH 7TH, 1992. 
24 Q. OKAY, ANYTHING ELSE YOU'VE OBSERVED? 
25 A. THAT'S REALLY ALL I'VE EXAMINED IN THIS CASE, 
1 SPECIFICALLY IN THIS CASE. THAT'S ALL THE DAY THAT I 
2 HAD. 
3 Q. WHEN YOD WERE AT THE SCENE DID YOD TAKE THE 
4 OPPORTUNITY TO OBSERVE THE LIGHTING CONDITIONS, AS FAR AS 
5 WHAT ARTIFICIAL LIGHT, ETC., WAS PRESENT ON THE 
6 ANNIVERSARY DATE? 
7 A. I DID. 
8 Q. WITHOUT GETTING INTO CAUSATIVE FACTORS IN 
9 THIS ACCIDENT, LET ME ASK YOU JUST TO RECITE BRIEFLY HOW 
10 THE ACCIDENT OCCURRED. I JUST WANT TO MAKE SURE WE'RE 
11 ALL TALKING ABOUT THE SAME CASE. 
12 A. WE HAVE A VEHICLE AND BICYCLIST COMING DOWN 
13 THE ROAD. AND I BETTER USE THE TERM BICYCLE. WE HAVE A 
14 BICYCLE, THAT TO ME, IS GENERALLY EASTBOUND, MOVING 
15 TOWARDS THE EAST. AND SLIGHTLY TO THE LEFT OF THAT 
16 BICYCLE IS AN INDIVIDUAL DRIVING A MOTOR VEHICLE, HAS 
17 HEADLIGHTS ON. AND COMING TOWARD IT IS A CAR. AND I 
18 THINK IT WAS A BLAZER. WITHOUT LOOKING, I THINK IT WAS A 
19 CHEVY BLAZER THAT IS MOVING IN A WESTERLY DIRECTION, THE 
20 OPPOSITE DIRECTION. IT MOVES INTO THE LEFT TURN LANE AND 
21 EVENTUALLY MAKES A LEFT TURN. AND THE BICYCLIST AND THE 
22 LEFT TURNING VEHICLE COLLIDE. SO THAT'S THE BASICS THAT 
23 I KNEW OF WHEN I GOT INTO THE CASE, PLUS I KNEW THERE WAS 
24 A HILLSIDE DOWNGRADE FOR THE BICYCLE, AND I KNEW THERE 
25 WAS SOME LIGHTING UP ABOVE WHERE THE ACCIDENT ACTUALLY 
1 HAPPENED. UP AT THE TOP OF THE HILL YOU HAVE SOME 
2 LIGHTING. 
3 Q. DID YOU HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING REGARDING 
4 SPEEDS? 
5 A. THE BEST SPEEDS CAME FROM THE INDIVIDUALS, 
6 WHATEVER THEY SAID. IN THEIR DEPOSITION THEY SAID: THIS 
7 IS HOW FAST I WAS GOING. WE DIDN'T HAVE ANY DATA TO WORK 
8 WITH. WE DIDN'T HAVE THE SKID MARKS OF A BICYCLE THAT 
9 WAS MADE OR ANY OF THAT. SO YOU JUST TAKE WHAT THEY SAY, 
10 AND THAT'S THE BEST WE HAVE TO WORK WITH. 
11 Q. SPEAKING OF SKID MARKS BEFORE I FORGET, I 
12 WON'T GET INTO ALL THE STOPPING DISTANCES AND EVERYTHING 
13 WITH YOU, BUT WHAT IS THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION THAT 
14 WOULD BE TYPICAL FOR A TEN-SPEED BICYCLE? 
15 A. YOU MEAN IF YOU WERE TO LOCK UP THE BRAKES? 
16 Q. NO -- WELL, TO LOCK THEM UP, THAT'S FINE. 
17 A. WITH AN EXPLANATION — 
18 MR. SUTTERFIELD: OBJECT TO FOUNDATION. 
19 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) ASSUME YOU HAVE A 
20 BICYCLIST ON A FLAT, DRY ROAD AND ABLE TO LOCK THE 
21 BRAKES; WHAT WOULD BE THE RESULTED COEFFICIENT OF 
22 FRICTION? 
23 A. IF IT'S ABLE TO LOCK THE BRAKES, THE 
24 RESULTANT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION OUT THERE ON THAT ROAD 
25 RIGHT NOW WOULD BE .7. 
1 Q. IS THAT ANY DIFFERENT THAN A MOTOR VEHICLE 
2 ABLE TO LOCK ITS BRAKES? 
3 A. NO. A TIRE IS A TIRE. AND IF YOU CAN LOCK 
4 THE TIRE, YOU GET THE SAME BRAKING EFFICIENT OR DRAG 
5 FACTOR. WE USE THOSE INTERCHANGEABLE. THEY'RE 
6 TECHNICALLY DIFFERENT, BUT FOR OUR PURPOSE THEY'RE THE 
7 SAME. A SKIDDING TIRE IS A SKIDDING TIRE. 
8 Q. NOW, DO YOU HAVE, AS AN EXPERT, KNOWLEDGE AS 
9 TO WHAT A TYPICAL TEN-SPEED BICYCLE WITH FUNCTIONING — 
10 WELL, LET'S LOOK AT THIS BICYCLE. ASSUME IT HAS 
11 FUNCTIONING BRAKES. THAT'S BEEN THE TESTIMONY. IT WAS 
12 IN GOOD CONDITION. WHAT COEFFICIENT WOULD YOU EXPECT 
13 FROM THAT BICYCLE? 
14 MR. SUTTERFIELD: OBJECT TO FOUNDATION. 
15 THE COURT: I'LL PERMIT IT. 
16 THE WITNESS: YOU WOULD EXPECT THAT A 
17 TEN-SPEED BIKE ON CLEAN PAYMENT CAN GET A LEAST A .5. 
18 THAT'S SLIGHTLY LESS THAN WHAT THE ROAD SURFACE IS, BUT 
19 THE REASON FOR THAT IS MAYBE THE WHEEL WON'T LOCK UP AS 
20 QUICK. THE SIDE OF THE BRAKE PADS ON THAT BIKE ARE NOT 
21 THE SAME AS YOU'VE GOT ON A CAR AND WON'T BE ABLE TO LOCK 
22 AS EASY. BUT YOU'LL GET RELATIVELY GOOD BRAKING 
23 EFFICIENCY ON THAT SURFACE. 
24 Q. YOU'VE BEEN TO THE ACCIDENT SCENE AND KNOW IT 
25 OCCURRED ON A HILL? 
1 A. YES. 
2 Q. YOU'VE TAKEN THAT INTO ACCOUNT? 
3 A. I DID. AND I DID ON THAT SURFACE SAYING YOU 
4 CAN GET .5. ON THAT SURFACE AS YOU DROP DOWN YOU REDUCE 
5 THE NUMBERS OBVIOUSLY, BECAUSE AS YOU GO FURTHER — AS 
6 YOU GO UP YOU INCREASE THE NUMBERS BECAUSE YOU GO A 
7 FURTHER DISTANCE. I EXPECT ON THAT DOWN SURFACE YOU CAN 
8 GET .5 OUT OF THAT. 
9 Q. WHERE DOES THAT NUMBER COME FROM? 
10 A. FROM A COUPLE OF WAYS. THE FIRST NUMBER, HOW 
11 DO YOU GET A .7 THAT'S THAT ROAD OUT HERE? 
12 I CAN TAKE A CAR AND SKID A CAR. I HAVE 
13 THREE FACTORS; HOW FAST THE CAR IS GOING, HOW FAR IT 
14 SKIDS, AND I CAN TELL YOU HOW SLICK THE ROAD IS. IT'S A 
15 SIMPLE MATHEMATICAL FORMULA OR CHART. NOW WE USE A 
16 COMPUTER THAT TAKES US LONGER THAN DRAWING A STRAIGHT 
17 LINE. THE OFFSIDE OF THAT IS IF I WANT TO DO IT WITHOUT 
18 RUNNING A CAR, I CAN ACTUALLY USE WHAT WE CALL A DRAG 
19 SLED. I CAN TAKE A PIECE OF A RUBBER TIRE AND KNOW HOW 
20 MUCH WEIGHT IT HAS, TAKE HOW MUCH PULL IT TAKES TO GET 
21 THE SAME THING. ALL IT IS IS A RELATIONSHIP NUMBER OF 
22 HOW SLICK SOMETHING IS TO SOMETHING. I CAN EVEN GET IT 
23 ON A HUMAN BODY IF I WANTED. I COULD LAY A GUY DOWN, 
24 WHATEVER CLOTHING YOU WANT, PUT A ROPE AROUND HIM, AND 
25 SAY YEP, THAT'S HOW MUCH RESISTANCE YOU GET. YOU KIND OF 
1 HAVE TO BE CAREFUL WHEN YOU DO THAT. THERE'S SOME 
2 LIMITATIONS. AND I'VE ACTUALLY OVER-SIMPLIFIED, BUT YOU 
3 CAN DO THAT. 
4 Q. TO COME UP WITH A .5 ON A TEN-SPEED, WHAT DO 
5 YOU RELY ON? 
6 A. PRIOR TESTING THAT'S BEEN DONE, THAT I'VE 
7 DONE ON A PREVIOUS DATE, OR PREVIOUS LITERATURE. 
8 Q. LET ME MOVE ON. LET ME GET BACK TO LIGHTING, 
9 BECAUSE IT HIT ME. 
10 A. OKAY. 
11 Q. ASSUME THE TESTIMONY IS, AND YOU'VE ALREADY 
12 MENTIONED THAT IN SOME DEGREE, BUT YOU'VE SEEN THE 
13 LIGHTING AT THE SCENE AND NOW ASSUME THAT THERE'S A CAR 
14 30, MAYBE 50 FEET BEHIND THE BICYCLIST, NORMAL TRAVEL 
15 LANE. ASSUME SHE'S ON THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF THE ROAD — 
16 I THINK HER TESTIMONY WAS TWO TO THREE FEET — AND THAT'S 
17 WHERE THOSE TWO VEHICLES, THE DUNAWAY VEHICLE AND THE 
18 SHARAPATA BICYCLE WERE AS THEY CAME DOWN THE HILL? 
19 A. STOCK BICYCLE. YOU SAID SHARAPATA. 
20 Q. I DID IT AGAIN. THE STOCK BICYCLE. AND 
21 WE'LL HAVE TO ASSUME THAT'S GENERAL. IT COULD BE 30, IT 
22 MIGHT BE 50. THERE'S BEEN SOME TESTIMONY THAT IT MAY BE 
23 AS HIGH AS 70 FEET BETWEEN THOSE TWO? 
24 A. OKAY. 
25 Q. AND ALSO ASSUME THAT JOHN SHARAPATA TESTIFIES 
1 THAT HE POLLS OP TO TORN, AND HE LOOKS NORMALLY BEFORE HE 
2 TORNS AND HE DOESN'T SEE THE BICYCLIST. AND I GOESS WE 
3 SHOULD ALSO THROW IN THERE THE FACT THAT IT DOESN'T HAVE 
4 A HEADLAMP, OKAY? 
5 DOES YOUR EXPERTISE TELL OS ANYTHING ABOOT 
6 THE ROLE OF LIGHTING, BOTH THE STREET LAMP AND THE 
7 HEADLIGHTS THAT ARE INVOLVED IN THIS CASE? 
8 A. YES. 
9 Q. WHAT DOES IT TELL OS? 
10 MR. SOTTERFIELD: FOONDATION, JODGE. 
11 THE COURT: I DO THINK WE NEED A LITTLE BIT 
12 MORE OF THE FACTS, COUNSEL, RELATIVE TO THE INCIDENT, THE 
13 TIME OF DAY AND THE DISTANCES INVOLVED. 
14 MR. PEATROSS: WE'VE HEARD IT ALL SO MUCH. 
15 THE COORT: I THINK HIS OPINION HAS GOT TO 
16 BE BASED OPON THAT. 
17 MR. PEATROSS: TECHNICALLY THAT'S TROE. 
18 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) TELL ME THE TIME OF DAY 
19 YOO ASSOME THAT IT WAS — LET'S ASSUME ~ TO MAKE IT 
20 FAST — ASSOME THE OFFICER — WELL, ASSOME 7:30. 
21 A. OKAY. 
22 Q. GIVE OR TAKE FIVE MINOTES, BOT ALSO ASSOME 
23 DARK. 
24 A. OKAY. 
25 Q. OR VERY CLOSE TO FOLL DARKNESS. 
1 A. OKAY. 
2 Q. AND YOU'VE ALREADY TESTIFIED YOU'VE SEEN THE 
3 ILLUMINATION, AND YOU'VE REVIEWED MR. SHARAPATA'S 
4 TESTIMONY REGARDING HIS BEHAVIOR. 
5 A. YES. 
6 Q. THAT HE PULLED INTO THE TURN LANE — AND YOU 
7 HAVEN'T HEARD HIS TESTIMONY. AND COUNSEL WILL LET ME 
8 KNOW IF I'M NOT GETTING IT RIGHT, BUT HE PULLS INTO THE 
9 TURN LANE, LOOKS, DOESN'T SEE AND PULLS IN. AND I THINK 
10 WE HAVE A SPEED, AND COUNSEL STATED 10 TO 15, BUT I THINK 
11 15 IS PRETTY MUCH WHAT WE'VE HEARD IN THE TESTIMONY, AS 
12 FAR AS HIS TURNING SPEED. ASSUME THE VEHICLE IS 
13 TRAVELING — THE BICYCLIST AT APPROXIMATELY 20 MILES AN 
14 HOUR, AND THE CAR THE SAME, PERHAPS SOME DIFFERENCE, BUT 
15 NOT MUCH. 
16 A. OKAY. 
17 Q. GIVEN THOSE ASSUMPTIONS OF THE TESTIMONY IN 
18 THIS CASE, THE QUESTION IS: WHAT FACTOR DID THE LIGHTING 
19 HAVE ON IT? 
20 MR. SUTTERFIELD: YOUR HONOR, THE OBJECTION 
21 ISN'T WHAT FACTS HE'S ASSUMING. THE OBJECTION IS 
22 ASSUMING FOUNDATION THAT TELLS US HE KNOWS ANYTHING ABOUT 
23 IT. HE'S NOT QUALIFIED AS A LIGHTING EXPERT YET. 
24 THE COURT: I'LL PERMIT THE QUESTION. GO 
25 AHEAD. 
1 THE WITNESS: THE LIGHTING IS UNIQUE IN THE 
2 FACT IT ISN'T THE AMOUNT OF ILLUMINATION YOU HAVE THAT 
3 BECOMES CRITICAL, IT'S THE AMOUNT OF CONTRAST YOU HAVE OF 
4 THOSE THINGS THAT YOU WISH TO SEE. THE ILLUMINATION OF 
5 THE CAR IS THE FIRST PLACE THAT WE'RE GOING TO LOOK, 
6 BECAUSE THE EYE LOOKS FOR LIGHT. IT'S A PHENOMENA. IT 
7 LOOKS RIGHT AT THAT LIGHT. 
8 THE SECOND THING YOU HAVE IS ONCE THE LIGHT 
9 — ONCE YOU LOOK AT THE LIGHT, YOU TEND TO LOOK AND 
10 EXCLUDE OTHER THINGS UNLESS THERE IS GREATER CONTRAST 
11 WITH SOMETHING ELSE THAT'S THERE. SO WE COULD BUILD THE 
12 ILLUMINATION UP VERY, VERY HIGH. WE COULD PUT SPOTLIGHTS 
13 ON THAT PARTICULAR VEHICLE COMING DOWN THE ROAD, BUT WHAT 
14 THAT DOES IS SAY IT CHANGES THE AMOUNT OF CONTRAST THAT I 
15 HAVE SITTING OVER ON THEM. BEING THE CAR DRIVER NOW, 
16 SITTING ON MY LEFT, IT'S ACTUALLY BLOCKING THAT OUT 
17 BECAUSE THAT'S THE PHENOMENA. THE LIGHT IS THERE, THE 
18 EYE GOES TO IT. THE GREATER THE BRIGHTNESS OF THAT, THE 
19 LESS CONTRAST I HAVE ON SOMETHING SITTING ON THE LEFT. 
20 WERE THE OBJECT ON THE LEFT EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN THE 
21 HEADLIGHTS COMING TOWARDS YOU, THEN YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE 
22 DUAL OBJECTS TO LOOK AT. LIKE ME DRIVING DOWN THE ROAD, 
23 I HAVE HEADLIGHTS COMING TOWARD ME AND I PASS THROUGH A 
24 HEAD OF DEER. AND AFTER I PASS THROUGH THAT HEAD OF 
25 DEER, I KNEW THEY WERE THERE, BUT WHAT I SAW WERE THE 
1 HEADLIGHTS COMING TOWARDS ME, BECAUSE THE CONTRAST OF 
2 THAT DEER IS SO MUCH DIFFERENT THAN WHAT I'M LOOKING AT 
3 FOR THAT PERIOD OF TIME. 
4 THEN THE OTHER THING THAT YOU HAVE IS 
5 DISTANCE. DISTANCE TELLS ME WHETHER OR NOT I CAN TURN. 
6 WE DON'T WAIT UNTIL THE VERY LAST MOMENT TO MAKE A TURN. 
7 YOU LOOK UP THE ROAD TO SEE WHAT'S THERE. YOU TAKE A 
8 LONG AND SAY SHORT LOOK. AND AFTER YOU DO, YOU START TO 
9 MAKE YOUR TURN BASED UPON THAT LONG AND SHORT LOOK. AND 
10 IF THERE'S SOMETHING IN THERE THAT DOESN'T GIVE US THE 
11 CHANCE TO SEE THEM BECAUSE OF THE OTHER ATTENDANT 
12 CIRCUMSTANCES, I MAY NEVER SEE THEM BECAUSE I DON'T HAVE 
13 JUST ILLUMINATION TO DEAL WITH, I HAVE THE CONTRAST OF 
14 THE PERSON. IF THE PERSON IS IN PURE BLACK AND THAT 
15 BACKGROUND IS PURE BLACK, I DON'T HAVE A CHANCE. IF THE 
16 BACKGROUND IS BLACK AND I HAVE WHITE, I HAVE MORE OF A 
17 CHANCE. BUT IF THE BACKGROUND IS WHITE LIKE YOU HAVE ON 
18 SNOWY DAYS, DON'T WEAR WHITE CLOTHING BECAUSE THE 
19 CONTRAST STILL DOES THE SAME THING. BECAUSE I LOOK TO 
20 SEE WHERE THAT FOCUS IS, AND I FOCUS IN ON THOSE MOVING 
21 OBJECTS. 
22 THE OTHER THING IS THE MOVING OBJECT ALERTS 
23 US TO SOMETHING, AND THE EYE MOVES TOWARDS THE MOVING 
24 OBJECT FASTER THAN IT MOVES TOWARDS THE OBJECT THAT IS 
25 STATIONERY OR APPEARS TO BE STATIONERY. SO THE 
1 ILLUMINATION ISN'T THE ONLY KEY. IT'S WHAT THAT CONTRAST 
2 IS, PLUS THE RELATIONSHIP IN TIME AND DISTANCE. 
3 Q. AND HOW DOES THAT APPLY TO THIS PARTICULAR 
4 CASE? 
5 A. WELL, THE PEOPLE — 
6 MR. SUTTERFIELD: LET ME MAKE THE SAME 
7 OBJECTION FOR THE RECORD. I DON'T WANT TO BE TEDIOUS. 
8 THE OBJECTION IS FOUNDATION. I DON'T THINK HE'S 
9 QUALIFIED. 
10 THE COURT: I'LL PERMIT IT. 
11 THE WITNESS: HOW DOES IT FLY IN THIS CASE? 
12 THE YOUNG LADY ON THAT BIKE SAYS SHE SEES THAT BLAZER 
13 MOVE INTO THE LEFT TURN LANE AS SOON AS IT MOVES. BUT 
14 THE PEOPLE BEHIND HER ALSO SEE THE SAME THING. THEY SAY 
15 WE SEE IT MOVE IN AND MOVE INTO THAT POSITION. SO HOW IT 
16 APPLIES IS IF I'M A BICYCLIST AND IF I'M IN SUCH A 
17 POSITION THAT PEOPLE CAN'T SEE ME, FOR WHATEVER REASON 
18 BECAUSE I'M IN FRONT OF A CAR RIGHT AT THE SIDE OR 
19 SLIGHTLY IN FRONT, I HAVE TO BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL, 
20 ESPECIALLY IF I DON'T HAVE SOMETHING THAT GIVES THAT 
21 PERSON COMING TOWARD ME A FAIR CHANCE TO SEE THAT WHICH 
22 HAS TO BE CONTRASTED. 
23 NOW YOU HAVE DUNAWAYS, WHO ARE BEHIND. THEY 
24 SAY WE SEE THE VEHICLE MOVE INTO THE LEFT TURN LANE. THE 
25 YOUNG LADY SAYS I SEE IT MOVE INTO THE LEFT TURN LANE. 
1 AND THE ACCIDENT STILL HAPPENS AND THE DRIVER OF THE CAR 
2 SAYS I NEVER SEE HER. 
3 WELL, IF THERE HAD BEEN EQUAL OR GREATER 
4 OPPORTUNITY FOR HIM TO HAVE SEEN THE BICYCLE AS THEY'RE 
5 BOTH COMING DOWN, YOU WOULD HAVE EXPECTED HIM TO SEE HER. 
6 BUT UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES YOU HAVE THE ILLUMINATION, 
7 LACK OF CONTRAST, I DON'T THINK HE HAS A CHANCE, BECAUSE 
8 THAT PERSON IS SITTING THERE IN SUCH POSITION THAT 
9 THEY'RE GOING TO CREATE A HAZARD FOR HIM HE MAY NEVER BE 
10 ABLE TO SEE. 
11 Q. AND YOU'VE TAKEN THE STREETLIGHTING INTO 
12 ACCOUNT IN REACHING THAT CONCLUSION? 
13 A. OH, SURE. YOU TAKE ALL OF THAT BECAUSE THE 
14 STREETLIGHTING IS PART OF IT. YOU STILL LOOK TO SEE WHAT 
15 THAT IS. BUT STILL HERE AGAIN, DOES THE CONTRAST OF 
16 COMING UNDER THE CONE OF A STREETLIGHT OFFSET THE 
17 CONTRAST OF A PAIR OF HEADLIGHTS COMING AT YOU. 
18 Q. LET ME ASK YOU TO ASSUME, SAY SHE DID HAVE — 
19 FIRST OF ALL, WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND THE LAW TO BE AS FAR 
20 AS A HEADLAMP ON A BICYCLE? 
21 A. HAVE TO HAVE ONE. 
22 Q. FOR HOW MUCH VISIBILITY? 
23 A. I WOULD HAVE TO LOOK AT THE CODE. 
24 Q. LET ME ASK YOU TO ASSUME IT'S GOING TO BE 500 
25 FEET, AND ASK THE JUDGE TO INSTRUCT THAT WE'LL USE THAT, 
1 ASSUME THAT IS THE CASE — HYPOTHETICALLY OF COURSE IT 
2 WASN'T — DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION WHETHER THAT WOULD HAVE 
3 AFFECTED MR. SHARAPATA'S ABILITY TO SEE HER? 
4 A. HE WOULD HAVE — 
5 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I NEED TO OBJECT. 
6 MR. PEATROSS: MY QUESTION IS FIRST DID HE 
7 HAVE AN OPINION? 
8 THE WITNESS: YES. 
9 MR. SUTTERFIELD: NOW ~ 
10 MR. PEATROSS: NOW MY QUESTION WILL BE TO 
11 GIVE HIS OPINION. 
12 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I'LL OBJECT ON THE BASIS OF 
13 FOUNDATION, THE FACT HE'S MADE NO ATTEMPT TO DUPLICATE 
14 WHAT SHARAPATA SAW OR DIDN'T SEE. THAT'S THE SAME 
15 OBJECTION MR. PEATROSS HAD SUSTAINED HALF A DOZEN TIMES. 
16 THE COURT: WELL, AND I'LL SUSTAIN THE 
17 OBJECTION TO THAT FORM OF THE QUESTION. BUT I WILL 
18 PERMIT, AGAIN IN THE SAME CONTEXT, THE WITNESS TO TESTIFY 
19 AS TO THE GENERAL DYNAMICS OF WHAT EFFECT A LIGHT MAY OR 
20 MAY NOT HAVE IN THE GIVEN SITUATION, BUT NOT AS A 
21 CONDITION. 
22 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) LET'S JUST ASSUME 
23 HYPOTHETICALLY WE HAVE A BICYCLIST NEXT TO A CAR WITH 
24 HEADLIGHTS, FIRST WITH NO LAMP, AND THEN A SCENARIO OF 
25 TWO, ITS OWN SOURCE OF ILLUMINATION. AND ASSUME SOMEONE, 
1 OH, 140 FEET AWAY, 150 FEET AWAY IN SCENARIO A AND B. IS 
2 THERE A DIFFERENCE IN THE ABILITY TO PERCEIVE THAT 
3 BICYCLE WITH AND WITHOUT A LAMP? 
4 A. OH, SURE. 
5 MR. SUTTERFIELD: LET ME OBJECT TO RELEVANCY 
6 AND ALSO AS TO FORM. 
7 THE COURT: I'LL PERMIT IT. 
8 THE WITNESS: SURE. THE GREATER THE CHANCE 
9 THAT I HAVE TO SEE, THE GREATER THE CHANCE I HAVE TO SEE. 
10 THAT'S PRETTY PROFOUND. IF I HAVE A LIGHT THERE THAT 
11 GIVES ME SOMETHING TO SEE, OBVIOUSLY I HAVE THE CHANCE TO 
12 LOOK AND SEE WHAT IT IS. SO IF I HAVE THAT IT'S EASIER 
13 TO SEE. THAT'S THE ONLY THING YOU CAN SAY ABOUT IT. 
14 IT'S EASIER TO SEE. 
15 Q. (BY MR. PEATROSS) LET ME SWITCH GEARS FOR A 
16 MINUTE. LET'S USE YOUR .5 COEFFICIENT NOW. 
17 A OKAY. 
18 Q. AND LET'S TALK ABOUT STOPPING DISTANCES AND 
19 PERCEPTION AND REACTION TIME — AND I'LL TRY TO KEEP 
20 BRIEF. WE'VE BEEN THROUGH THIS AND I THINK WE UNDERSTAND 
21 THE CONCEPTS. 
22 FIRST OF ALL, PERCEPTION AND REACTION TIME — 
23 AND IMLL TRY TO HURRY THIS ALONG ~ AS I UNDERSTAND IT, 
24 ASSUMES GENERALLY, FIRST ONE PERCEIVES THE DANGER, HAS TO 
25 BECOME AWARE TO MAKE A DECISION. AND LET'S KEEP IT WITH 
1 THE COURT: YOU MAY CROSS-EXAMINE. 
2 THE WITNESS: MAY I ASK THE JUDGE A QUESTION? 
3 THE COURT: ALL RIGHT, COUNSEL. 
4 
5 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
6 BY MR. SUTTERFIELD: 
7 Q. EXHIBIT 18, THAT'S YOUR LETTER FROM MR. IVIE 
8 AND MR. PEATROSS' OFFICE? 
9 A. APPEARS TO BE. I THINK THAT CAME OCT — IN 
10 FACT, IT WAS PART OF MY DEPOSITION. 
11 Q. RIGHT. AND YOU TESTIFIED AT YOUR DEPOSITION, 
12 DID YOU NOT, THIS IS THE LETTER THAT YOU PICKED UP WITH 
13 SOME MATERIAL ON THE 13TH OF FEBRUARY WHEN YOU WERE 
14 RETAINED? 
15 A. IF I SAID THAT, YOU PROBABLY READ IT SINCE I 
16 DID. IF THAT'S WHAT YOU SAID I SAID, THAT'S WHAT I SAY. 
17 Q. THAT WAS YOUR RECOLLECTION OR ARE YOU RELYING 
18 UPON MY REPRESENTATION? 
19 A. I'M RELYING UPON YOUR REPRESENTATION THAT'S 
20 WHAT I SAID IN THE DEPOSITION, AND THAT WAS THE BEST 
21 RECOLLECTION I HAD. WHEN WAS I DEPOSED, DO YOU REMEMBER? 
22 Q. I CAN HELP YOU WITH THAT. 
23 A. I'VE GOT THAT IN FRONT OF ME. I WAS DEPOSED 
24 ON THE 14TH OF JULY, AND THAT LETTER CAME TO ME IN MARCH. 
25 Q. THIS WAS FEBRUARY 13TH. 
1 A. MY RECOLLECTION WOULD BE BETTER AT THE TIME 
2 OF THE DEPOSITION. BUT I REMEMBER THE DEPOSITION, AND I 
3 REMEMBER THAT I PROBABLY TOLD YOU I PICKED IT UP, AND 
4 LATER REQUESTED SOME STATEMENTS THAT DUVALL REFERRED TO 
5 IN HIS DEPOSITION. 
6 Q. YOU HAD A FILE WITH YOU AT THAT TIME, MR. 
7 KNIGHT? 
8 A. I DID. 
9 Q. YOU TESTIFIED ABOUT THAT. I HAD A NOTATION 
10 YOU PICKED IT UP ON 2/13/92. IF YOU WOULD LOOK AT PAGE 
11 5 OF THE DEPOSITION. I THINK WE AGREE ON THAT, SO I'LL 
12 MOVE ON. 
13 AT THE TIME OF THAT, ON 2/13 OF '92, YOU 
14 PICKED UP DUVALL -- THE DUVALL DEPO, RIGHT? 
15 A. I DIDN'T THINK SO. TELL ME WHEN GREG WAS 
16 DEPOSED, BECAUSE I THINK — I DON'T REMEMBER, MR. 
17 SUTTERFIELD, IF THAT'S WHAT I SAID. I DON'T REMEMBER THE 
18 SEQUENCE, BECAUSE I MUST HAVE PICKED IT UP BEFORE I GOT 
19 THE DUNAWAYS* DEPOSITIONS AND OTHER STUFF, BECAUSE WHEN I 
20 WENT THROUGH GREG'S DEPOSITION THEN I MADE A REQUEST BACK 
21 TO THEM AND I SAID, "HEY, HE'S REFERRING TO STUFF I DON'T 
22 HAVE." SO THAT COULD BE CORRECT THAT I — I GOT IT 
23 ANYWAY. SOME POINT IN TIME I GOT GREG'S DEPOSITION. 
2 4
 Q« YOU HAD PART OF THE POLICE REPORT BUT NOT ALL 
25 OF IT BECAUSE YOU GOT SOME STATEMENTS LATER? 
1 A. TRUE. 
2 Q. YOU HAD DUNAWAY, RUTH DUNAWAY, RIGHT? 
3 A. IF YOU SAY THAT'S WHAT I SAID, THAT'S WHAT I 
4 SAID, BUT I DON'T REMEMBER. 
5 Q. LET ME REFER YOU TO PAGE SIX -- IT MIGHT 
6 HELP — OF YOUR DEPOSITION. 
7 A. OKAY. THAT'S RIGHT. 
8 Q. AND THEN YOU HAD OFFICER LONG'S, I THINK, THE 
9 B.Y.U. POLICEMAN? THESE ARE ALL DEPOSITIONS. 
10 A. YEAH. I HAD LONG, DUNAWAY, DUNAWAY, STOCK, 
11 SHARAPATA, DUVALL. AND THEN I SAID A SECOND LETTER THAN 
12 CAME TO ME, AND THERE'S A STATEMENT FROM KUTTERER. 
13 Q. THE SECOND LETTER, JULY — DO YOU HAVE A 
14 DATE? I THINK IT'S JULY 14TH. DO YOU HAVE THAT IN YOUR 
15 FILE? 
16 A. YOUR QUESTION SAYS — IT SAYS, "ENCLOSED 
17 PLEASE FIND STATEMENTS AND DEPOSITIONS YOU NEEDED 
18 REGARDING — DO YOU KNOW WHAT DEPOSITIONS WERE INCLUDED 
19 IN THE JULY 7TH LETTER?" AND THEN I SAID, "PROBABLY THE 
20 DUNAWAY," BECAUSE AS I READ DUVALL'S, I REQUESTED THAT. 
21 Q. AND THAT'S AN IMPORTANT CLARIFICATION. WHAT 
22 IS THE SECOND LETTER YOU'RE REFERRING TO? WASN'T THAT IN 
23 JULY JUST BEFORE YOUR DEPOSITION WAS TAKEN? 
24 A. YES, THAT'S WHAT IT SAYS. 
25 Q. YOUR DEPOSITION WAS THE 14TH, RIGHT? 
1 A. TRUE. 
2 Q. SO YOUR DEPOSITION WAS 7/14, TRUE, OF '92? 
3 A. TRUE. 
4 Q. I HAVE TO MOVE THIS OVER. DUNAWAY IS HERE. 
5 AND SOMETIME — DO YOU HAVE THE LETTER WITH YOU, MR. 
6 KNIGHT? 
7 A. I WOULD EXPECT SO. THE JULY 7TH LETTER? 
8 Q. IS THAT WHAT IT IS? 
9 A. I DON'T REMEMBER. IS THAT WHAT WE JUST SAID? 
10 Q. THE DEPOSITION DIDN'T GIVE US A DATE THAT YOU 
11 HAD IN YOUR FILE? 
12 A. JULY 7TH, 1992. 
13 Q. WAS THAT MAILED TO YOU OR DID YOU PICK IT UP? 
14 A. I COULDN'T TELL YOU. I JUST DON'T KNOW. I 
15 HAVE IT, BUT I DON'T KNOW HOW I GOT IT. 
16 Q. ON 7/7 YOU GOT THE DUNAWAY DEPOSITIONS, BOTH 
17 OF THEM, AND ANOTHER WITNESS STATEMENT, RIGHT? 
18 A. YEAH. THAT'S THE STUFF I TOLD YOU I HAD 
19 ASKED THEM FOR. 
20 Q. AND EXHIBIT #18 — 
21 MR. SUTTERFIELD: LET ME OFFER THAT AT THIS 
22 TIME, YOUR HONOR. 
23 MR. PEATROSS: MAY I SEE IT, PLEASE? 
2 4
 MR. SUTTERFIELD: SURE. 
25
 MR. PEATROSS: I DON'T KNOW WHAT PURPOSE IT'S 
1 OFFERED FOR, YOUR HONOR, AND I WOULD LIKE TO HEAR THAT 
2 FIRST. 
3 MR. SUTTERFIELD: IT HAS TO GO TO THE 
4 WITNESS' CREDIBILITY AND OPINION, YOUR HONOR. 
5 THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. I'LL PERMIT IT. IT 
6 WILL BE RECEIVED. 
7 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) YOU TOLD ME IN YOUR 
8 DEPOSITION — IT WAS TAKEN ON 7/14 — THE FIRST TIME YOU 
9 HAD READ THE DUNAWAY'S DEPOSITION WAS THE NIGHT BEFORE; 
10 IS THAT RIGHT? 
11 A. PROBABLY. IF THAT'S WHAT I SAID, THAT'S WHAT 
12 I SAID. 
13 Q. DO YOU WANT ME TO LOOK IT UP? 
14 A. NO, IF YOU'RE SAYINC THAT'S WHAT I TOLD YOU, 
15 I OBVIOUSLY READ IT BEFORE THE DEPOSITION. 
16 Q. SAID YOU HAD BEEN BUSY AND READ IT THE NIGHT 
17 BEFORE? 
18 A. I DON'T KNOW IF I SAID I WAS BUSY. 
19 Q. LET'S LOOK AT IT. I WANT TO BE FAIR WITH 
20 YOU, MR. KNIGHT. 
21 A. I HAD TO READ IT. IF I READ IT THE NIGHT 
22 BEFORE OR DAY BEFORE, I DIDN'T READ IT BEFORE THE 7TH OF 
23 JULY. 
2 4
 Q» AND YOU TOLD ME IT WAS AFTER YOU READ THE 
25 DUNAWAY DEPOSITION ON THE 13TH, THAT'S WHEN YOU MADE YOUR 
1 OPINION, RIGHT, THAT'S WHEN YODR OPINION WAS FORMULATED? 
2 A. THAT'S PROBABLY WHEN IT WAS SOLIDIFIED, 
3 BECAUSE I KNEW THAT GREG HAD TALKED ABOUT THEM. SO WHEN 
4 I READ IT I KNEW THEN WHAT THOSE PEOPLE HAD SAID. AND I 
5 WAS WILLING TO COME IN AND GIVE A DEPOSITION ON THE 14TH, 
6 THERE WAS NO QUESTION ABOUT THAT. 
7 Q. AND YOU HAD BEEN RETAINED BY IVIE AND YOUNG, 
8 THE DEFENDANT IN THIS CASE, TO RENDER AN OPINION. AND 
9 YOUR DEPOSITION NOTICE HAD ALREADY GONE OUT BEFORE YOU 
10 EVER READ THE DUNAWAY DEPOSITION; ISN'T THE RIGHT? 
11 A. I DON'T KNOW. IF YOU SAY IT DID, IT DID. 
12 Q. I DON'T WANT IT TO COME FROM MY MOUTH. I 
13 WANT IT TO COME FROM YOUR MOUTH. 
14 A. IF I'VE GOT THE DEPOSITION ~ 
15 MR. PEATROSS: THAT'S ARGUMENTATIVE AND NOT A 
16 QUESTION. IF HE CONCEDES THE POINT, HE CONCEDES THE 
17 POINT. 
18 Q. (BY MR. SUTTERFIELD) IS THAT FAIR, COULD YOU 
19 HAVE BEEN RETAINED TO GIVE AN OPINION AND YOUR NOTICE OF 
20 DEPOSITION HAD ALREADY GONE OUT AND SCHEDULED IT BEFORE 
21 YOU EVER READ THE DUNAWAY DEPOSITIONS? 
2 2 A
« IT SAYS HERE DATED THE 18TH OF JULY — OR THE 
23 8TH OF JULY, THAT'S TRUE. 
2 4
 Q* YOUR OPINION WAS FORMED AFTER YOU READ 
25 DUNAWAY? 
1 A. MY OPINION WAS SOLIDIFIED AFTER DUNAWAY, 
2 THAT'S TRUE, BECAUSE DUNAWAY BECAME ONE OF THE KEYS I WAS 
3 CONCERNED WITH. 
4 Q. AND YOU'VE DESCRIBED THE REFLECTION OR THE 
5 BACKLIGHT; THAT'S THE BASIS OF YOUR OPINION IS THE 
6 CONTRAST IN LIGHT? 
7 A. I'M SORRY, I DIDN'T HEAR WHAT YOU FIRST SAID. 
8 Q. YOUR OPINION IS BASED ON THERE'S A CONTRAST 
9 IN LIGHTS AND IT'S DIFFICULT TO SEE? 
10 A. YEAH, THAT WHOLE PART OF VISIBILITY WAS ONE 
11 OF THE QUESTIONS. 
12 Q. LET'S TALK ABOUT WHAT YOU HADN'T SEEN, ALL 
13 RIGHT? 
14 A. WHEN? 
15 Q. THE FIRST TIME YOU WENT TO THE ACCIDENT SCENE 
16 WAS THE NIGHT OF 3/7 OF '92? 
17 A. THAT'S THE FIRST TIME I HAVE RECORDED FOR 
18 THAT PURPOSE, THAT'S TRUE. 
19 Q. AT THAT TIME YOU DIDN'T TAKE ANY 
20 MEASUREMENTS, RIGHT? 
21 A. TRUE. 
22 Q. SO YOU HAD NO MEASUREMENTS? 
23 A. TRUE — WELL, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF ONE. 
24 REMEMBER I TOLD YOU I HAD SOMETHING NEAR 60 STEPS, AND I 
25 COULDN'T REMEMBER. 
1 Q. YOU SAID 60 SOMETHING STEPS? 
2 A. ABSOLUTELY. 
3 Q. SO IT'S FAIR TO SAY YOUR OPINION WASN'T BASED 
4 UPON ANY MEASUREMENTS, BECAUSE YOU HAVEN'T TAKEN ANY? 
5 A. JUST THE SCENE INSPECTION, THAT'S TRUE. 
6 Q. YOU HADN'T SEEN THE B.Y.U. PHOTOS, HAD YOU? 
7 A. NO. 
8 Q. HADN'T DONE ANY VIDEOS? 
9 A. STILL HAVEN'T. 
10 Q. HADN'T TAKEN ANY PICTURES YOURSELF? 
11 A. STILL HAVEN'T. 
12 Q. HADN'T DONE ANY CALCULATIONS AS TO STOPPING 
13 DISTANCES; ISN'T THAT RIGHT? 
14 A. I'M SURE THAT I HAD NOT. HAD YOU ASKED ME OR 
15 WHATEVER, YOU KNOW, IT DOESN'T TAKE THAT LONG. BUT I DID 
16 NOT MAKE ANY RECORDED CALCULATIONS. 
17 Q. ALL RIGHT, YOU DIDN'T DO ANY CALCULATIONS 
18 REGARDING REACTION TIME, REGARDING STOPPING DISTANCES — 
19 A. I MADE NONE THAT I RECORDED. TO SAY I DIDN'T 
20 MAKE THEM — MENTALLY, YOU DON'T HAVE TO DO A LOT TO SAY: 
21 HEY, THAT DISTANCE IS SUFFICIENT TO STOP. IF YOU READ IN 
22 MY DEPOSITION I SAID I MADE NO CALCULATIONS I ACCEPT WHAT 
23 IT SAYS, BUT I WOULD HAVE THAT DAY IF YOU ASKED. 
24 Q. BUT YOUR OPINION WAS BASED WITHOUT DOING 
25 THEM, RIGHT? 
JB3 
1 A. YEAH, I DIDN'T NEED TO KNOW IT WAS 140 FEET 
2 AND SIX SECONDS TO MAKE THE TURN TO KNOW HOW FAR THE 
3 BICYCLE WAS. 
4 Q. YOU DIDN'T CALCULATE OR CONSIDER TO STAY 
5 THERE AND TRY TO DUPLICATE THE ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS IN THE 
6 AREA TO SEE ABOUT BICYCLES GOING THROUGH, CARS GOING 
7 THROUGH, YOU DIDN'T DO ANY OF THAT? 
8 A. THERE WERE CARS, BUT NO BICYCLES THE NIGHT I 
9 WAS THERE. I DID NOT SEE ANY BICYCLES ON THAT STREET. I 
10 SAW THEM ON, I GUESS IT'S 7TH EAST, BUT I TOLD YOU BEFORE 
11 THERE WERE NO BICYCLES THAT CAME DOWN THE ROAD THAT 
12 NIGHT. 
13 Q. AND YOU DIDN'T CONSIDER THAT OR LOOK AT IT AT 
14 ALL BEFORE YOU REACHED YOUR OPINION, DID YOU? 
15 A. I DID CONSIDER THAT. THIS ISN'T THE ONLY 
16 BICYCLE CASE I HAVE WITHOUT LIGHTS, AND I TOLD YOU THAT 
17 IN THE DEPOSITION. 
18 Q. I'M TALKING ABOUT THIS CASE. 
19 A. I UNDERSTAND THAT. BUT WHEN YOU IMPLY I DID 
20 NOTHING ELSE, THAT'S NOT CORRECT. I'VE WORKED BICYCLE 
21 CASES, SEEN A FEW OBSTRUCTIONS, SEEN LIGHTING PROBLEMS, 
22 CONTRAST PROBLEMS. I'VE TESTIFIED ABOUT ALL OF THESE, 
23 AND THAT'S WHAT I WAS THERE FOR THAT NIGHT. 
2 4
 Q» ALL RIGHT. MR. KNIGHT, I THINK YOU TOLD ME 
25 AT LEAST 70 PERCENT OF YOUR WORK — AND THAT'S PROBABLY 
1 CONSERVATIVE ~ IS DEFENSE WORK? 
2 A. THAT'S YOUR COMMENT, COUNSEL. 
3 Q. IS THAT WHAT YOU TOLD ME? 
4 A. "CONSERVATIVE," WAS THAT MY WORD OR YOURS? 
5 Q. I'M ASKING YOU. 
6 A. I PROBABLY WORK 60/44 — 70/30, MORE DEFENSE 
7 THAN PLAINTIFF, THAT'S TRUE. BUT THAT DEPENDS UPON WHO 
8 HIRES ME, BECAUSE I DON'T ADVERTISE OR SOLICIT. IF YOU 
9 WERE TO TELL ME IT WAS 70/30, THAT YOU CHECKED MY 
10 RECORDS, I WOULD SAY YEP. IF YOU TOLD ME 60/40, BECAUSE 
11 I DON'T KEEP RECORDS ON THAT STUFF ~ 
12 Q. YOU HAVE A LONGSTANDING RELATIONSHIP WITH 
13 IVIE AND YOUNG? 
14 A. I KNEW MR. IVIE FOR 40 YEARS, AS I KNEW THE 
15 SENIOR MEMBER OF YOUR FIRM. 
16 Q. AND HOW MANY OPEN CASES DO YOU HAVE RIGHT NOW 
17 WITH THEM? 
18 A. IF YOU TOLD ME IT WAS 10, MAYBE. MAYBE 11. 
19 Q. MORE THAN 10 WOULD BE YOUR ESTIMATION? 
20 A. I COULDN'T TELL YOU. 
21 Q. NO IDEA AT ALL? 
22 A. THAT'S WHAT I JUST SAID. 
23 Q. WHERE DID YOU COME UP WITH 10 FROM? 
24 A. OH, I JUST PICKED 10. CALL IT 15. IF YOU 
25 TOLD ME I HAD 15, MAYBE. 
1 Q. I DON'T KNOW, THAT'S WHY I'M ASKING. 
2 A. I'M TELLING YOU I DON'T KNOW. 
3 Q. YOUR BEST ESTIMATE WOULD BE BETWEEN 10 AND 
4 15? 
5 A. MY BEST ESTIMATE, COUNSEL, IS I JUST DON'T 
6 KNOW. IF YOU WERE TO TELL ME I HAVE CASES AGAINST THEM, 
7 I WOULD SAY YES. IF YOU WERE TO SAY I PROBABLY HAVE MORE 
8 WITH THEM, THAT'S TRUE. 
9 Q. YOUR HOURLY RATE FOR WORK? 
10 A. $125.00 AN HOUR. 
11 Q. MR. KNIGHT, DID YOU — YOU DIDN'T MAKE ANY 
12 ATTEMPT TO DUPLICATE ANY OF THIS IN TERMS OF GOING UP AND 
13 WATCHING AND OBSERVING? 
14 A. I DID NOT TAKE ANYONE UP THERE AND TRY TO 
15 DUPLICATE THIS, THIS IS TRUE. 
16 Q. AT THE TIME OF YOUR DEPOSITION WHEN YOU GAVE 
17 US YOUR OPINION, YOU HAD ONLY BEEN THERE ONCE, RIGHT? 
18 A. ONCE IN THE EVENING, THAT'S TRUE. I THINK 
19 THAT WAS CORRECT. I TOLD YOU ONCE, AND THAT WAS ON THE 
20 NIGHT OF THE ANNIVERSARY. 
21 Q. AND I THINK YOU ALSO TOLD ME YOU WERE REALLY 
22 UNFAMILIAR WITH THAT AREA, THAT THIS WAS THE FIRST TIME 
23 YOU HAD BEEN THERE IN YEARS ON THE B.Y.U. CAMPUS? 
24 A. I DIDN'T SAY I WAS TOTALLY UNFAMILIAR, BUT I 
25 DON'T GO TO THE CAMPUS REGULARLY. I KNOW WHERE 7TH EAST 
1 IS, AND I HADN'T BEEN UP THERE FOR SOME TIME. I EVEN 
2 FORGOT THE JESSIE NATE BUILDING WAS TORN DOWN. I THINK 
3 THAT'S THE JESSIE NATE BUILDING. THAT'S HOW OFTEN I'M 
4 THERE. 
5 Q. YOU DIDN'T TELL ME IN THE DEPOSITION IT WAS 
6 THE JOSEPH SMITH BUILDING? 
7 A. I GOT IT BACKWARDS. JESSIE NATE WAS MY 
8 RELATIVE, AND I GOT IT BACKWARDS. THAT'S CORRECT. 
9 ANYWAY, I HADN'T BEEN THROUGH THERE RECENTLY. 
10 Q. ANYWAY, IT'S FAIR TO SAY THIS IS AN AREA 
11 YOU'RE GENERALLY NOT FAMILIAR WITH? 
12 A. YOU CAN CATEGORIZE IT ANYWAY YOU WISH. I 
13 KNOW THE AREA. I USED TO BE A STUDENT THERE. I KNOW 
14 WHERE THE HEALTH CENTER IS. IT MAY BE BETTER TO SAY 
15 NEWELL HAS ONLY BEEN ACROSS THAT ROAD A HALF A DOZEN 
16 TIMES IN THE LAST 20 YEARS, AND I WOULD AGREE WITH THAT. 
17 Q. LET'S TALK ABOUT THE ASSUMPTIONS THAT MR. 
18 PEATROSS HAD YOU MAKE. 
19 A. OKAY. 
20 Q. YOU SAID THE AVERAGE IS ONE AND A HALF 
21 SECONDS FOR REACTION? 
2 2
 A. PERCEPTION AND REACTION. 
2 3
 Q* AND YOU'VE ASSUMED A THIRD OF THAT, RIGHT, IN 
24 YOUR CALCULATIONS? 
25 A
« WELL, I SAID THAT FOR REACTION ONLY, UNDER 
1 THOSE REFLEXES THAT IT MAY BE GREATER. A THIRD WOULD 
2 ONLY BE .5, AND I SAID IT MIGHT EVEN BE GREATER THAN 
3 THAT. 
4 Q. BUT YOU'VE ASSUMED .5? 
5 A. HE SAID TO ASSUME ONE-HALF SECOND, AND I DID 
6 THAT. 
7 Q. AND YOU'VE ALSO ASSUMED .5 COEFFICIENT OF 
8 FRICTION? 
9 A. TRUE. 
10 Q. AND THE STATUTE TALKS ABOUT BIKES HAVING .13, 
11 DOESN'T IT? 
12 A. THAT'S WHAT THEY MUST HAVE, NOT WHAT THEY CAN 
13 ATTAIN. AND THAT'S TWO DIFFERENT THINGS. 
14 Q. I UNDERSTAND. 
15 A. ONE IS WHAT YOU MUST HAVE. THE OTHER YOU CAN 
16 ATTAIN, TRUE. 
17 Q. SO YOU'VE ASSUMED A FACTOR FOUR TIMES THAT 
18 WHICH IS THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENT? 
19 A. PRETTY CLOSE. 
20 Q. AND THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENT IS BASED UPON 
21 SAFETY AND WEIGHT AND SIZE OF THE VEHICLE, RIGHT? 
22 A. NO. 
23 Q. THEY DON'T MAKE SOMETHING SO SLOW IT CAN'T 
24 FUNCTION OR WORK? 
25 A. NO, IT IS NOT BASED UPON WHAT YOU JUST SAID. 
1 YOD SAID IT WAS BASED UPON SAFETY AND WEIGHT AND OTHER 
2 CONSIDERATIONS. IT'S BASED UPON STOPPING ABILITIES WHICH 
3 ARE MINIMUMS, WHICH IS A MINIMUM STANDARD. 
4 Q. MR. KNIGHT, THIS BIKE HAD A REFLECTOR ON THE 
5 FRONT, RIGHT? 
6 A. I THINK THAT IT DID. IT SEEMS TO ME THAT I 
7 SAW THAT ON THE PHOTOGRAPH, THAT'S TRUE. THAT'S THE ONE 
8 RIGHT ON THE HANDLEBARS. I DON'T REMEMBER, IF YOU TELL 
9 ME IT'S GOT ONE — 
10 Q. I'LL SHOW YOU ONE. 
11 A. IF YOU TELL ME IT'S GOT ONE, IT'S GOT ONE. 
12 Q. YOU CAN SEE IT FROM HERE, CAN'T YOU? 
13 A. YES. 
14 Q. ISN'T THAT REFLECTOR DESIGNED TO REFLECT 
15 HEADLIGHTS — 
16 A. I'M SORRY? 
17 Q. THE REFLECTOR IS DESIGNED SO WHEN A LIGHT 
18 HITS IT YOU GET A REFLECTION? 
19 A. WHEN LIGHT HITS IT, THAT'S TRUE. 
20 Q. AND YOU'RE AWARE, ARE YOU NOT, BECAUSE OF THE 
21 CONFIGURATION OF THIS ROAD THE WAY THE LEFT TURN LANE 
22 GOES, ONCE MR. SHARAPATA IS IN THE LEFT TURN LANE THEN 
23 HIS HEADLIGHTS ARE GOING TO -- AT LEAST FOR A FEW SECONDS 
24 -- ARE GOING TO BE IN THE AREA WHERE MS. STOCK IS COMING 
25 DOWN THE HILL? 
1 A. THERE'S NO QUESTION ABOUT THAT, AS THOSE 
2 LIGHTS TURN HE HAS TO TURN. 
3 Q. I'M NOT TALKING ABOUT TURNING INTO THE 
4 PARKING LOT, I'M TALKING IN THE LEFT TURN LANE. 
5 A. THOSE LIGHTS ARE ACTUALLY OFF TO THE RIGHT, 
6 BUT AS HE TURNS IT CROSSES THAT. BECAUSE THE MOST LIGHT 
7 YOU HAVE ON LOW BEAM IS OVER TO THE RIGHT. SO AS HE 
8 MAKES THAT TURN, SURE ENOUGH, IT GOES ACROSS. IT BETTER. 
9 Q. YOU WOULD EXPECT, WOULD YOU NOT, THAT A 
10 BICYCLE WITH A FRONT REFLECTOR ON IT, AS IT MOVES INTO 
11 THE AREA ABOUT THE SAME TIME AS THE SHARAPATA VEHICLE, IS 
12 GOING TO MAKE A REFLECTION, ISN'T IT? 
13 A. IT WILL REFLECT, THERE'S NO QUESTION. 
14 MR. SUTTERFIELD: NO FURTHER QUESTIONS. 
15 THE COURT: REDIRECT? 
16 
17 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
18 BY MR. PEATROSS: 
19 Q. THAT ASSUMES THE BICYCLIST WAS IN THE AREA 
20 THAT THE HEADLIGHTS CROSSED, THE AREA WHERE THE LIGHTS 
21 WERE? 
22 A. THAT'S TRUE. 
23 Q. ALSO ASSUMES THAT IN ORDER FOR THAT TO BE 
24 SEEN, THAT WOULD HAVE TO COINCIDE WITH THE MOMENT THAT 
25 ONE WAS LOOKING, AS WELL? 
1 A. THAT'S TRUE. 
2 Q. AND LIKEWISE, THAT DOESN'T TAKE INTO ACCOUNT 
3 THE OTHER FACTORS YOU'VE TALKED ABOUT, PARTICULARLY THE 
4 BACKLIGHTING OR THE HEADLIGHTS TO THE SIDE? 
5 A. THAT'S TRUE. 
6 Q. WHAT'S BRIGHTER, REFLECTED HEADLIGHT OR 
7 DIRECT HEADLIGHT? 
8 A. WHICH IS BRIGHTER? 
9 Q. YEAH. 
10 A. YOU ALWAYS LOSE IN REFLECTIVE, SO THE 
11 BRIGHTEST THAT MR. SHARAPATA FACES IS THE HEADLIGHTS, 
12 BOTH IN BRIGHTNESS AND IN SIZE. 
13 Q. AND SWITCHING SUBJECTS, A LOT OF ACCIDENTS 
14 YOU RECONSTRUCT ARE IN VERY UNUSUAL AREAS, AND YOU'VE 
15 NEVER BEEN THERE IN YOUR LIFE BEFORE? 
16 A. THAT'S VERY TRUE. 
17 Q. THAT'S THE RULE RATHER THAN THE EXCEPTION 
18 GENERALLY, ISN'T IT? 
19 A. OH, YEAH. YEAH, I'VE BEEN IN PLACES THAT I 
20 HAD NEVER HEARD OF BEFORE. 
21 Q. AND THAT IN FACT IS WHY YOU GO TO THE 
22 ACCIDENT SCENE AND LOOK AT IT, BECAUSE YOU MAY NOT BE 
23 FAMILIAR WITH IT? 
24 A. TRUE. 
25 Q. IN THIS CASE YOU WENT TO THE ACCIDENT SCENE 
1 ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT, AND 
2 INVESTIGATED THE ACCIDENT SCENE ITSELF? 
3 A. TRUE. 
4 Q. I'M SORRY, I APOLOGIZE IN ADVANCE FOR THIS 
5 QUESTION, BUT MR. SUTTERFIELD OPENED THE DOOR TO IT WHEN 
6 HE ASKED YOU ABOUT WORKING FOR OUR FIRM. YOU MENTIONED 
7 THERE ARE SOME FIRMS YOU WON'T WORK FOR? 
8 A. TRUE. 
9 Q. WHY? 
10 MR. SUTTERFIELD: YOUR HONOR, COULD WE 
11 APPROACH THE BENCH ON THIS? 
12 THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. 
13 MR. PEATROSS: HE OPENED IT UP. 
14 (BENCH CONFERENCE HELD) 
15 MR. PEATROSS: NO FURTHER QUESTIONS, YOUR 
16 HONOR. 
17 THE COURT: ANYTHING ELSE? 
18 MR. SUTTERFIELD: NO, YOUR HONOR. 
19 THE COURT: MAY THE WITNESS NOW BE EXCUSED? 
20 MR. PEATROSS: YES. 
21 THE COURT: I APOLOGIZE TO THE JURY FOR 
22 STAYING A LITTLE BIT OVER TONIGHT, BUT MR. KNIGHT INFORMS 
23 ME HE HAS ANOTHER COURT ENGAGEMENT AT 9:30 IN THE 
24 MORNING, AND I FELT IT WAS GETTING CLOSE ENOUGH TO FINISH 
25 THAT WE WOULD BE OKAY, AND STAYED A LITTLE LONGER. 
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1 THE COURT: THE RECORD MAY SHOW THAT THE JURY 
2 IS ALL PRESENT. COUNSEL FOR THE PLAINTIFF, COUNSEL FOR 
3 THE DEFENDANT ARE PRESENT. I APOLOGIZE FOR THE DELAY. 
4 THESE THINGS ALWAYS SEEM TO TAKE LONGER THAN WE 
5 ANTICIPATE OR LONGER THAN WE WOULD LIKE. AND IF YOU'VE 
6 HAD ANY TROUBLE STAYING AWAKE UP TO THIS POINT, YOU 
7 HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING YET. 
8 THERE WERE MOTIONS MADE IN CHAMBERS ON THE 
9 INSTRUCTIONS OR DIRECTED VERDICTS. 
10 (JURY INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN) 
11 THE COURT: NOW, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE 
12 JURY, IN REGARDS TO THAT PARTICULAR INSTRUCTION, THE 
13 DEFENDANT MADE A MOTION FOR A DIRECTED VERDICT AS TO THE 
14 NEGLIGENCE OF THE PLAINTIFF AND THE OPERATION OF HER 
15 BICYCLE WITHOUT A LIGHT. THE PLAINTIFF STIPULATED THAT 
16 THAT WAS CORRECT, AND THAT SHE HAD VIOLATED THAT STATUTE, 
17 AND THAT BY SO DOING SHE HAD ACTED NEGLIGENTLY. 
18 THEREFORE, THE COURT WILL INSTRUCT YOU AND DIRECT A 
19 VERDICT AS TO THAT ISSUE. AND I WILL MARK THE VERDICT 
20 FORM WHICH PROVIDES QUESTION #3, AT THE TIME AND PLACE OF 
21 THE COLLISION IN QUESTION, AND UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES AS 
22 SHOWN BY THE EVIDENCE, WAS PLAINTIFF COLLEEN STOCK 
23 RASMUSSEN NEGLIGENT? AND I WILL AT THIS TIME MARK IT ON 
24 BEHALF OF THE JURY AS TO THE ANSWER YES. NUMBER 24. 
25 AS I'VE INDICATED TO YOU, I'VE ANSWERED ONE 
1 NEGLIGENT? 
2 THE ANSWER: YES. 
3 THE COURT: VERY WELL, DO YOU DESIRE TO HAVE 
4 THE JURY POLLED? 
5 MR. SUTTERFIELD: YOUR HONOR, I BELIEVE THAT 
6 THE VERDICT IS INCOMPLETE. IT'S INCONSISTENT. WE HAVE 
7 TWO OPTIONS. MAYBE WE OUGHT TO TALK ABOUT IT OUT OF THE 
8 PRESENCE OF THE JURY. 
9 THE COURT: WELL, WE CAN DO THAT. WHY DON'T 
10 YOU HAVE THEM FOR JUST A MOMENT. 
11 (JURY RECESSED FROM COURTROOM) 
12 THE COURT: ACTUALLY, COUNSEL, THEY'VE 
13 ANSWERED THE VERDICT JUST AS THE COURT HAS INSTRUCTED. 
14 I'VE INDICATED IF THEY ANSWER EITHER QUESTION NUMBER ONE 
15 OR NUMBER TWO "NO," THEY'RE TO GO NO FURTHER. AND THAT'S 
16 WHAT THEY DID. IF THE DEFENDANT IS FOUND TO BE — OR 
17 DEFENDANT IS FOUND TO BE NEGLIGENT OR NOT NEGLIGENT, THEY 
18 WERE TO GO NO FURTHER. IF THEY FOUND HIM TO BE NEGLIGENT 
19 THEY WERE TO ANSWER TWO. THEY FOUND HE WAS NEGLIGENT, 
20 BUT THAT NEGLIGENCE WAS NOT THE APPROXIMATE CAUSE. IF 
21 IT'S NOT PROXIMATE CAUSE, THERE'S NO NEED OF GOING ANY 
22 FURTHER. THAT WAS THEIR FINDING. SO I DON'T SEE ANY 
23 INCONSISTENCY OR INAPPROPRIATENESS OF THE VERDICT FORM. 
24 I THINK THEY CAN FIND HIM NEGLIGENT, BUT FIND THAT THE 
25 NEGLIGENCE WAS NOT THE PROXIMATE CAUSE. 
1 FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 1993 
2 (IN CHAMBERS DISCUSSIONS ON JURY INSTRUCTIONS) 
3 THE COURT: OKAY, WE'RE IN CHAMBERS. COUNSEL 
4 FOR PLAINTIFF, COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENDANT, WE'VE REVIEWED 
5 ALL OF THE INSTRUCTIONS. AND THE COURT IS PREPARED TO 
6 INSTRUCT ON THE LAW AT THIS TIME. AND THERE WERE A 
7 NUMBER OF MATTERS THAT NEED TO BE PLACED ON THE RECORD. 
8 AND I THINK THERE'S SOME OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS THAT 
9 THERE'S BEEN NO AGREEMENT UPON AT THIS POINT. SO WHO 
10 WANTS TO GO FIRST? 
11 MR. PEATROSS: I CAN GO AHEAD AND GET IT ALL 
12 OUT OF THE WAY. LET ME START WITH THE EASIEST, FIRST. 
13 FOR THE RECORD, I WANT TO MAKE A MOTION FOR DIRECTED 
14 VERDICT ON LIABILITY. THERE'S NO DISPUTE THE PLAINTIFF 
15 WAS NEGLIGENT, DIDN'T HAVE A LIGHT. AND THAT, I BELIEVE, 
16 WAS UNDISPUTED AS THE PROXIMATE CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT. 
17 THE ONLY TESTIMONY AS FAR AS MY CLIENT LOOKS AT, IS HIS 
18 OWN, WHICH IS HE DIDN'T SEE HER. REASONABLE MINDS 
19 COULDN'T DIFFER THE REASON WAS SHE DIDN'T HAVE A LIGHT. 
20 AND THEREFORE, THE ONLY NEGLIGENCE THAT IS A PROXIMATE 
21 CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT ITSELF, WAS HER OWN. 
22 THE SECOND PORTION OF THAT IS INSOFAR AS THE 
23 COURT DOESN'T GRANT A DIRECTED VERDICT, PERIOD, ON 
24 LIABILITY, I WOULD MOVE IN THE ALTERNATIVE — OFF THE 
25 RECORD. (STATEMENT MADE OFF THE RECOR) FOR A MOTION FOR 
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1 A PARTIAL DIRECTED VERDICT ON HER NEGLIGENCE. IT IS 
2 UNDISPUTED SHE VIOLATED THE LAW, THAT THE INSTRUCTION 
3 CONTAINING THE LAW IS STIPULATED TO AND UNDISPUTED SHE 
4 SHOULD HAVE HAD A HEADLAMP VISIBLE FOR 500 FEET. SHE WAS 
5 NEGLIGENT, PERIOD. 
6 MR. SUTTERFIELD: I'LL STIPULATE TO THAT. 
7 I'LL TELL THE JURY I STIPULATE TO IT. BUT I WON'T 
8 STIPULATE TO THE PROXIMATE CAUSE, BECAUSE I HAVE GOT A 
9 GOOD ARGUMENT IT WASN'T. 
10 THE COURT: I WON'T FIND THAT. 
11 MR. PEATROSS: FOR THE RECORD, I WANT IT ON 
12 THAT I WOULD LIKE THE COURT TO DIRECT IT WAS A PROXIMATE 
13 CAUSE AS WELL. AND I WANT TO ARGUE IT BECAUSE THE 
14 COURT'S POSITION IS CLEAR. 
15 THAT BRINGS UP WHAT WILL WE DO WITH THE 
16 INSTRUCTIONS. I'M HAPPY WITH THE COMPARATIVE INSTRUCTION 
17 AND I LIKE THE SPECIAL VERDICT FORM, BUT NOW WE HAVE TO 
18 HAVE SOME SORT OF INDICATION THAT THE COURT HAS RULED 
19 SHE'S NEGLIGENT AS A MATTER OF LAW, AND THEREFORE, MARK 
20 THIS BOX YES, AND THEY DO NOT HAVE TO ANSWER THE 
21 QUESTION. AND I WOULD REQUEST THE COURT TO MAKE AN 
22 APPROPRIATE ORAL INSTRUCTION WITHOUT WORKING ONE OUT IN 
23 WRITING. 
24 MR. SUTTERFIELD: HERE'S WHAT I SUGGEST WE 
25 DO. AFTER WE TALK ABOUT THE SPECIAL VERDICT FORM AND GO 
1 IMMEDIATE HAZARD AS A MATTER OF LAW. AND I THINK THAT 
2 THE REALLY KEY TESTIMONY FROM DUVALL IS UNDISPUTED. AND 
3 EVEN NEWELL KNIGHT AGREES IN THAT AREA, THAT THERE'S 
4 ENOUGH LIGHT IN THAT AREA YOU COULD SEE A BICYCLIST. 
5 DUVALL SAID THE LIGHT MAINTAINS A MINIMUM STANDARD AND 
6 HEADLIGHTS WOULD INCREASE IT, AND EVEN UNDER A MINIMUM, 
7 YOU CAN SEE A PERSON FOR FIVE SECONDS. I THINK AS A 
8 MATTER OF LAW HE'S NEGLIGENT, AND I THINK WHAT THE JURY 
9 OUGHT TO BE ASKED TO DO IS SORT OUT THE PERCENTAGES. AND 
10 THAT'S THE BASIS OF MY MOTION. 
11 MR. p-EMTROSS: "DO ,iO"5 "WMYS & ^ SPOISS'E'? 
12 THE COURT: YOU PROBABLY SHOULD FOR THE 
13 RECORD. I'M NOT GOING TO GRANT IT. I'LL TAKE IT UNDER 
14 ADVISEMENT, BUT GO AHEAD AND PUT YOUR STATEMENT IN. 
15 MR. PEATROSS: THE COURT IS INSTRUCTING THE 
16 JURY AS FOLLOWS IN REGARD TO WHAT'S A HAZARD. WHAT DO 
17 YOU CALL THAT? IMMEDIATE HAZARD- SUCH HAZARD EXISTS 
18 WHEREVER IF A REASONABLE, PRUDENT PERSON WERE IN THE 
19 POSITION OF THE DRIVER OF THE FIRST VEHICLE, HE WOULD 
20 COMPREHEND THE PROBABILITY OF COLLIDING WITH THE SECOND 
21 VEHICLE WERE HE TO THEN ATTEMPT TO PROCEED ON HIS GIVEN 
22 COURSE. THAT'S MY WHOLE POINT. HE SAID HE DIDN'T SEE 
23 HER. NEWELL EXPLAINED WHY. NOW WE CERTAINLY HAVE SOME 
24 CONFLICTING TESTIMONY, BUT I HAVE ENOUGH FOR THE JURY TO 
25 FIND HIM INNOCENT. HE LOOKED, HE LOOKED CAREFULLY. 
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1 THAT'S WHAT HE SAID. THE LIGHT WAS IN HIS EYES AND HE 
2 DIDN'T SEE HER. AND THAT'S WHAT NEWELL SAID AND THAT 
3 OUGHT TO BE ENOUGH TO GO TO THE JURY AND FIND HIM 100% 
4 FREE. 
5 THE COURT: WELL, I'LL TAKE IT UNDER 
6 ADVISEMENT. 
7 MR. SUTTERFIELD: ON THE MOTION TAKING IT 
8 UNDER ADVISEMENT, I MAKE THE MOTION IF YOU GRANTED 
9 NEGLIGENCE AS TO THE DEFENDANT, I THINK IT ALSO FOLLOWS 
10 THAT HE PROXIMATELY CAUSED HER SOME DAMAGE. AND I THINK 
11 THAT PORTION OF THE SPECIAL VERDICT FORM, IF YOU DID 
12 GRANT IT, IT WOULD ALSO HAVE TO BE MARKED AND DECIDE 
13 WHETHER OR NOT SHE MET THE THRESHOLD, AND THEY HAVE TO 
14 DECIDE WHAT THE DAMAGES ARE. I THINK THERE'S NO QUESTION 
15 IF HE WAS NEGLIGENT HE PROXIMATELY CAUSED HER SOME 
16 INJURIES. SO IF YOU DID GRANT IT, YOU'VE GOT — 
17 MR. PEATROSS: IF THE JURY FINDS HIM 
18 NEGLIGENT, THEY'VE REALLY — I DON'T THINK THERE'S MUCH 
19 CHANCE THEY'LL SAY HE'S NEGLIGENT, BUT HE DID PROXIMATELY 
20 CAUSE SOME INJURY. THERE'S NO DOUBT THE ACCIDENT CAUSED 
21 SOME INJURY. 
22 THE COURT: I'LL TAKE THAT UNDER ADVISEMENT, 
23 LIKEWISE. 
24 (PROCEEDINGS RETURNED TO COURTROOM) 
25 
3 
1 BEEN VISIBLE FOR FIVE HUNDRED FEET IF IT DIDN'T MAKE A 
2 DIFFERENCE? COULD YOU REALLY BELIEVE THAT LIGHT 
3 WOULDN'T HAVE MADE A DIFFERENCE? IT WOULD HAVE GIVEN 
4 JOHN A CHANCE TO SEE THAT BICYCLE IF IT HAD BEEN 
5 THERE. IF IT'S VISIBLE FOR FIVE HUNDRED FEET, THERE 
6 IT IS. IT'S MUCH LESS THAN THE DISTANCES WE'RE 
7 TALKING ABOUT THAN IN THIS CASE. 
8 NOW THE ARTIFICIAL LIGHT - I TOLD YOU 
9 WITHOUT A DOUBT THERE'S A STREET LIGHT AND THINGS 
10 WOULD BE VISIBLE UNDER THAT LIGHT. MR. DUVALL, WHAT 
11 HE REALLY TOLD US IS HE STOOD THERE AT 3:00 IN THE 
12 MORNING AND SAID HE WENT BACK A LOT OF TIMES, PUT 
13 SOMETHING UNDER THE TREE, AND WENT BACK WITH NO CARS 
14 COMING, SAID HE WANTED TO AVOID THE GLARE OF TRAFFIC. 
15 AND IN HIS OWN WORDS HE HAD TO AVOID THE GLARE OF 
16 TRAFFIC TO BUILD HIS RECONSTRUCTION. HE DIDN'T TELL 
17 YOU IF HE COULD SEE BICYCLISTS COMING DOWN THE HILL 
18 UNDER THESE CONDITIONS. AND I UNDERSTAND TO SAY THAT 
19 TYPE OF METICULOUS -- ADMITTEDLY RECONSTRUCTION IS NOT 
20 REALLY FAIR TO COMPARE THAT. AND I'M SORRY IF I 
21 OBJECT TOO MUCH, BUT IT'S NOT FAIR TO COMPARE THAT 
22 WITH WHAT HAPPENED IN THIS CASE. 
23 SO YOU CAN GO UP THERE, AND I SUSPECT SOME OF 
24 YOU MAY HAVE EVEN DONE THAT ON ONE OF THE NIGHTS OF 
25 TRIAL. AND IF YOU DID, YOU DISCOVERED, YEP, YOU CAN 
4 
1 SEE UNDER THAT TREE. IT'S NOT IT'S LIGHT, IT'S NOT 
2 BRIGHT. THESE PICTURES THAT MAKE IT LOOK LIKE HIGH 
3 NOON IN THE SIERRA THAT COULD BE PRODUCED ONLY AFTER 
4 CAREFUL PHOTOGRAPHY. AND YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A 
5 GENIUS TO KNOW YOUR EYE DOESN'T SEE LIKE THIS. IF YOU 
6 WENT TO THE SCENE YOU WOULDN'T SEE THAT KIND OF 
7 CONTRAST AND SHARPNESS OF THE DARKNESS. THAT'S NOT 
8 FAIR TO TRY AND CLAIM THAT WAS HIS VISION AT ALL. 
9 ALL I ASKED MR. KNIGHT WAS, BASED UPON YOUR 
10 EXPERTISE AND BASED UPON HIS TRAINING -- HE DID TELL 
11 YOU HE STUDIED LIGHTING CONDITIONS. IT WAS FIVE 
12 O'CLOCK AT NIGHT WHEN WE HAD MR. KNIGHT ON THE STAND, 
13 AND I TRIED TO KEEP IT AS BRIEF AS POSSIBLE, BUT HE 
14 TOLD YOU WHAT YOU AND I AND EVERYONE ELSE KNOWS. WHEN 
15 THERE'S LIGHTS IN YOUR EYES YOU CAN'T DISTINGUISH WHAT 
16 ELSE IS AROUND. IF ANOTHER OBJECT HAD HAD A HEADLIGHT 
17 IT COULD HAVE BEEN SEEN. AND THAT WAS THE APPROXIMATE 
18 CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT, AS FAR AS WHAT'S THERE TO BE 
19 SEEN. 
20 NOW, THE JUDGE INSTRUCTED YOU ON A COUPLE OF 
21 THINGS, AND I WON'T BE READING THEM. FOR THOSE OF YOU 
